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Résumé 

Institutional distances are utilized to explain country differences. When MNEs operate across several 

countries, they experience different cultures, norms and social habits which may be in conflict with 

customs they are used to from their “home country”. The notion of institutional dualities is employed 

to explain MNEs’ challenges of striving to earn legitimacy in two different environments 

simultaneously. Problems caused by institutional dualities are already explored in literature but how 

MNEs manage them in practice remains under-addressed.  Besides, current literature treats 

institutional dualities generically and ignores the fact that some institutional domains within one 

institutional duality deviate more than others. To address these shortcomings, this study embraces 

the value of assessing different institutional dualities distinguishably. I look at petty corruption and 

treat this as an example of an institutional distance. I strive to extend existing theory on how MNEs 

can deal with institutional dualities by conducting an in-depth case study on a company based in a 

low-corrupt country having a subsidiary in a relatively high-corrupt country. 

I find that MNEs manage the institutional duality of petty corruption either by institutionalization or 

externalization of inconsistent practices. MNEs institutionalize petty corrupt practices by developing 

rules and routines that directly control conflicting host country practices. In cases where the cost is 

disproportionately high, MNEs externalize incongruent practices – thereby accepting less direct 

control with activities in the host environment. The research illustrates how MNEs which operate in 

countries with significant institutional distances still can avoid engaging in corrupt practices. It also 

illustrates that an in-depth understanding of institutional differences between host and home 

environments increase MNEs success in dealing with institutional dualities.  

 

 

Key words: Country differences, institutional dualities, petty corruption, norms, Indonesia, company 

attitudes and practices. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) operate in countries which are institutionally different. Intrinsic 

country differences have often been employed to explain a wide range of MNE behavior (Hotho, 

2009: 5). Institutions can explain country differences because they frame how people think in that 

particular society. They describe the dominating way of acting and they create stability and meaning 

to social life. The comprehension of institutions is therefore important in relation to country 

differences because it simply provides with insights about culture, norms and regulations that prevail 

in one specific environment.   

As institutions define the dominating way of behavior in an environment, they are often taken for 

granted because people expect society participants to behave according to them. Conformity to local 

institutions has therefore been seen as a prerequisite for actors who want to gain local legitimacy. As 

a result, institutions are often perceived as forces that exert pressure on different actors. When 

MNEs simultaneously operate in many different countries, pressure from host institutions is 

particularly prominent because they are used to customs, culture and norms prevailing in the parent 

environment. The literature refers to this situation as an institutional distance between two 

environments (See Boxenbaum, 2006; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Hillman & Wan, 2005; Hotho, 2009; 

Kostova, 1997; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999; Kostova & Roth, 2002; Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Suchman, 

1995). 

Institutional distances may result in institutional dualities when practices in two different countries 

conflict with each other (See Boxenbaum, 2006; Hillman & Wan, 2005; Hotho, 2009; Kostova & Roth, 

2002; Suchman, 1995; Xu & Shenkar, 2002; Xu, Pan, & Beamish, 2004). Appropriate and legitimate 

behavior in one country is not necessarily the same as in another country and, in order to maintain 

legitimacy in both countries, MNEs try to reconcile the pressure from conflicting institutions. Many 

perceive this as difficult. Institutional dualities are therefore employed to explain the challenge 

caused by institutional distances. 

Current literature already teaches us a lot about how country differences and institutional distances 

affect MNEs. We know for instance that institutional dualities increase the complexity of managing 

subsidiaries (Boxenbaum, 2006; Hotho, 2009; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999; Yang & Rivers, 2009); that 

they make it difficult to establish legitimacy (Kostova & Zaheer, 1999; Suchman, 1995) and that they 

create obstacles when transferring knowledge across the organization (Hotho, Becker-Ritterspach, & 

Saka-Helmhout, 2011). We also know that institutional dualities impact MNEs’ strategic choices and 

arguably affect location and entry modes (Xu & Shenkar, 2002) as well as ownership structures and 
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expatriate strategies (Xu et al., 2004). Current literature also attempts to explain why certain 

subsidiaries are more prone to adapt to local institutions than others; pointing out that a sub-unit’s 

dependency on its parent, overall company attitudes, corporate mentality as well as internal 

strategies, are crucial factors which affect how MNEs deal with institutional dualities (e.g. Kostova & 

Zaheer, 1999; Yang & Rivers, 2009). 

Although we already know a lot about why institutional dualities arise and what problems they cause, 

it is more unclear how MNEs actually manage such problems. In other words, when expectations 

from the local and parent context distinguish, how do MNEs deal with it? And more interesting; how 

do subsidiaries practically reconcile contradictory expectations at a day-to-day basis? My research 

seeks to query this. 

1.1 Institutional duality and corruption 

Practices where someone abuses their entrusted power for private gain is commonly associated with 

corruption. Because the degree and the appearance of such practices vary in different countries, 

corruption is a good example on an institutional distance. Corruption is allegedly a multi-dimensional 

and a socially evaluated behavior, which makes it closely linked with environmental institutions (See 

Andvig & Fjeldstad, 2000; Graeff, 2005: 44; Lambsdorff, 2007; Mishra, 2005; Mishra, 2006; 

Schweitzer, 2005: 16): 

“*Corruption+ is a social act and its meaning must be understood with reference to the social relationships between 

people in historically specific settings. A transaction is now a legal one, now illegal, depending upon the social 

context of the transaction” (Andvig & Fjeldstad, 2000: 66).  

 

The illegality of corruption elevates the tension MNEs face in international business today because it 

limits their freedom to maneuver. Even though paying bribes is illegal in all countries today, corrupt 

practices are routine parts of doing business in some of them. High levels of corruption, which 

particularly is a problem in many developing or transitional countries, makes some Western MNEs 

perceive corrupt practices as more appropriate in these markets than in their parent environment 

(Bray, 2001; Control Risks, 2009; Trace International Inc., 2009; Transparency International, 2008; 

Transparency International, 2011). Bribing a policeman in London, for example, would give 

immediate sanctions, while doing the same in Venezuela, Angola or Indonesia is seen as a normal 

response to a common problem. In explaining this, some authors have emphasized general 

institutional traits; claiming that it is caused by a strong ‘culture of gratuity’ (Indopacific Edelman, 

2010) or merely a part of ‘local taste’ of how government officials should serve (Lambsdorff, 2007: 

18). Therefore, even though they face huge legal obligations in relation to corruption, conflicting 
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institutional practices force MNEs to either behave at the expense of prevailing local institutions – or 

to “take part in the game”.  

The institutional distance is particularly prominent in relation to ‘petty’ corruption. Contrarily to 

‘grand’ corruption, which involves large amounts of money and influences important contracts, petty 

corruption is small payments often paid to speed up or to smoothen a routine business transaction 

(Amundsen, 1999: 3; Kunicová, 2006; Søreide, 2006). Despite of this, petty corruption occurs more 

frequent in daily business operations because informal payments to speed up bureaucratic 

procedures are often costumary in high-corrupt markets. Giving ‘facilitation payments’ to public 

officials are seen as an inevitable part of doing business in some parts of the world because it is 

associated with expressions of local customs, traditions and societal norms rather than as traditional 

bribes (Bailes, 2006: 295; Jennett, 2007). Almost every interaction with any kind of government 

official in developing or emerging economies involves an extortionate demand for payment where 

they put out their hands with implicit or explicit threats that they will not act without first being paid 

(Urofsky, 2008: 1). These practices are perceived as a continuous problem for Western MNEs 

because in the meeting with public officials in such markets, many officers refuse to render the 

service they are employed without receiving additional informal payments. Many MNEs today 

thereby express concerns about losing out of business opportunities if they do not take a part in this 

reality (See Bray, 2001; Control Risks & Simmons & Simmons, 2006; Søreide, 2006; Søreide, 2009; 

Transparency International Norway, 2004).  

1.2 Research purpose and research questions 

How MNEs best can maneuver the dual pressures stemming from petty corruption in host 

environments calls for an improved understanding of this particular institutional duality. My research 

will examine the following research question: How do MNEs and their sub-units deal with the 

institutional distance resulting from differences between home country expectations and the host 

country’s climate for petty corruption?  To answer this question, I conduct an in-depth case study of 

an MNE with a home-base in a low-corrupt country and its subsidiary in a relatively high-corrupt 

country – respectively Norway and Indonesia.  The fact that the case company is expected by its 

home environment to uphold high ethical standards abroad elevates the value of this case. How can 

this company, with its strict home requirements, deal with possible challenges when facing the more 

corrupt climate in Indonesia? I will answer this through three sub-questions (SQs): 
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1. Through what mechanisms are petty corruption perpetuated in Indonesia and to what 

extent can regulatory, cognitive and normative institutional differences explain its 

persistence? 

2.  What company attitudes can be connected to the successful dealing of petty corruption? 

3. What actual practices and behaviors can be connected to the successful dealing of petty 

corruption? 

 

The three sub-questions reflect the way I plan to structure my thesis in order to answer how MNEs 

tackle petty corruption. First, I deal with institutions in the host country (macro-level), then with 

attitudes at the MNE level (meso-level) and lastly, I deal with practices at subsidiary level (micro-

level).  

 

 

 

The case study takes an interpretive approach; employing a qualitative method. The aim is to provide 

with theory-building by addressing a current theoretical gap on the study of institutional dualities. I 

conduct semi-structured interviews of case company representatives as well as external field experts. 

In order to ensure the validity of my research findings, I make use of various supplementary sources 

(literature and personal field experiences) to develop a compiled analysis.  

 

My findings suggest that it exists solutions for MNEs that face institutional dualities in high-corrupt 

markets. Because institutional differences between the parent and the host country in my case 

mainly stem from normative deviances, the case company manages to tackle petty corruption 
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(findings to SQ1). Furthermore, the ethnocentric company structure enables ethical best-practices 

and rule-oriented attitudes to trickle down to subsidiary-level. These attitudes propagate dogmatism 

at the subsidiary level, in which further enables it to maintain zero-tolerance principles and exert 

practices which are accepted in the host environment (findings to SQ2 and SQ3).  

 

The generic conclusion that emerges from my findings is that MNEs deal with institutional dualities 

either by internalizing or externalizing incongruent practices in the host environment. If the sub-unit 

perceives that incongruent host practices is possible to manage by themselves, companies 

incorporate conflicting practices as a part of their formal and informal routines. In these situations, 

company attitudes are directly exerted at all levels in the company. In my case, this implies that the 

headquarters take an active role to control daily activities and transactions with host partners. If 

incongruent host practices are perceived as too costly or time-consuming for a sub-unit to manage 

alone, companies externalize the incongruent practices to local partners. Then headquarters tacitly 

“accept” that subsidiaries come short in carrying out company attitudes directly, and they exert less 

direct control of daily transactions at sub-unit level.  

 

My study provides with a theoretical contribution on how MNEs deal with an institutional distance 

when one of their sub-units face an illegal phenomenon in its host environment. I provide with 

qualitative evidences on how it is possible for a sub-unit to deal with the particular risk of petty 

corruption and, not least, how sub-units can minimize this risk without going at the expense of high 

ethical standards. It contains implications for practical use in international business because it 

highlights the importance of having a thorough understanding of how local business interactions play 

out – both before and after establishment in a foreign country.  

1.3 Outline of the thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two describes my theoretical framework where I make 

use of New Organizational Institutionalism; a theory that gives much attention to institutional 

dualities and legitimacy issues. The first part elaborates on what the current literature has to say 

about institutional dualities and localizes some theoretical gaps. The second part seeks to give a 

practical example of an institutional distance; highlighting corruption. The most important elements 

for the understanding of petty corruption are treated here; together with a literature review and 

support of why corruption can be linked with institutions. Chapter three presents my research 

method and describes the case study. It seeks to justify the choice of case by a brief description of 

the case countries and the case company. Then, I discuss the use of data sources in the sense of how 

I collect, define, communicate and analyze data (section 3.3). I also discuss some of my reflections 
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during the process, both addressing challenges and how I take measures to ensure the validity of the 

study. Chapter three implies various discussions on how I define norms and institutions, as well as 

how I plan to detect actual practices and attitudes in my qualitative interviews. Chapter four goes 

deeper into the research context of Indonesia. The overall aim is to provide a basis for answering the 

first sub-question, namely why petty corruption still persists here today. I mainly apply secondary 

sources in this chapter. My primary findings are initially presented in chapter five and further 

discussed in chapter six. Chapter six constitutes a compilation of the primary data (my own 

interviews) and secondary data (theories and arguments from the existing literature). The compiled 

analysis provided in this chapter results in a set of theoretical proposals towards the end. Chapter 

seven concludes and highlights the contributions from the study, in the sense of how my findings can 

extend the existing theory of institutional dualities. I also provide with some empirical contributions 

as well as how these contributions can be of practical usage for MNEs in the future. 
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CHAPTER 2 – THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Institutional distances are obviously linked to the notion of institutions. It is therefore crucial to 

understand what institutions are when studying how MNEs deal with institutional dualities. 

Institutions explain why certain behaviors and practices dominate in a specific social context; 

highlighting that regulations, norms or cultural-cognitive institutions put pressure on the participants 

to conform. Institutionalism provides with valuable insights about institutions in which this chapter 

seeks to elaborate. It will particularly deal with how this theoretical perspective treats institutional 

distances. The last part will present corruption as an example on institutional distance.   

2.1 The study of institutions 

What institutions are, and what types of institutions are of interest, differs by level of analysis and by 

the subject of consideration (Hotho, 2009; Scott, 1995). Institutions are defined as social structures 

that have attained a high degree of resilience and are composed by various elements which provides 

stability and meaning in a particular society (Scott, 1995: 48). Institutions may derive from 

environmental factors such as history, surroundings and resources which are accepted by the 

participants of the social context (Schuh & Miller, 2006: 720). They are therefore often taken for 

granted because they are perceived as the dominating way to behave. As they define the appropriate 

behavior, they are often referred to as forces that exert pressure on various actors (Boxenbaum, 

2006; Hotho, 2009: 13; Morgan & Kristensen, 2006).  

The set of prevailing institutions which guide social behavior in an environment is commonly 

decomposed into regulative, normative, and cognitive components (Boxenbaum, 2006; Busenitz, 

Gómez, & Spencer, 2000; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999; Scott, 1995). Cognitive institutions give 

information about how people in the environment understand and perceive things. It is the ‘social 

psychology’ constituting a part of the common worldview. It results from underlying principles and 

collective beliefs about how the social world should look like and what causal relations people 

believe should guide their social interactions. Regulative institutions give information about rules and 

laws in a specific environment which carry formal sanctions if violated. Normative institutions give 

information about what is legitimate in an environment. They are based on collective norms that 

determine publicly appropriate behavior (Boxenbaum, 2006: 48; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999: 67-70).   

New Organizational Institutionalism has emerged as a sub-strand of Institutionalism. This theory has 

focused on explaining the link between institutions and legitimacy and is therefore a popular optic in 

order to understand how institutions put pressure on MNEs. 
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2.2 New Organizational Institutionalism  

While Institutionalism focuses on practices or strategies of organizations in general, New 

Organizational Institutional theorists attempt to explain how institutional pressures affect 

organizational forms and organizational practices. They explain why organizational practices and 

structures often are similar, for instance, between MNEs operating in the same industry (See 

Boxenbaum, 2006; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Hillman & Wan, 2005: 324; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999: 64; 

Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Morgan & Kristensen, 2006; Powell & DiMaggio, 1991; Scott, 1995; Scott, 

2008a; Scott, 2008b). The similarity is explained by the continuous strive for MNEs to conform to the 

dominant belief system prevailing in the market because they believe that conformity earns 

legitimacy. Conformity to institutions and societal norms are therefore becoming automatic because 

environmental institutions are so difficult to discern. Some of these behaviors and practices are 

therefore even difficult to explain rationally (Finnemore & Sikkink, 1998: 904-905). The overall line of 

thought is that institutions put pressure on MNEs because they form the appropriate behavior in an 

environment; conformity to institutions increase environmental acceptance and legitimacy, which in 

turn enhances their survival in a market.  

Institutional duality and residence of legitimacy 

Country differences have been a focal issue in previous studies on how institutions put pressure on 

MNEs. Kostova’s work (1996, 1997, 1999, 2002) is perhaps the most elaborate attempt to 

conceptualize how a country’s institutions and environmental pressures affect MNEs. Kostova (1997, 

1999) advocates that institutional environments have certain legitimacy requirements which vary 

across countries. Variances in legitimacy requirements create different institutional profiles. These 

profiles are based on normative, cognitive and regulatory deviances between environments 

(Kostova, 1997; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999). The notion of institutional distances was introduced to 

explain the situation MNEs face when legitimacy requirements in their home country differ 

significantly from that of their host country (Kostova, 1996). In situations where institutional 

distances are significant and therefore perceived as a problem, theorists employ the notion of 

institutional dualities (Kostova & Zaheer, 1999; Yang & Rivers, 2009). Sub-units are particularly prone 

to perceive institutional distances as problematic because they are the units that have to earn 

legitimacy in both the home and host environments at the same time. Therefore, because sub-units’ 

survival and success rely on how well they conform to environmental pressures from home and host 

institutions, their legitimacy resides in dual environments with deviating expectations. The result is 

that a sub-unit’s strategies and practices particularly become affected by the pressures to conform to 

environmental institutions (Hillman & Wan, 2005: 324; Hotho, 2009). The larger the institutional 

distance between the home and host environments is, the greater challenge it is for a sub-unit to 
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establish and maintain its legitimacy in the host country and, consequently; the larger the 

institutional duality is perceived by subsidiaries (Hotho, 2009; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999: 72; Kostova & 

Roth, 2002).  

The previous inferences recognize that MNEs legitimacy resides in multiple levels, namely internal 

and external legitimacy (Kostova & Zaheer, 1999). In order to fully understand the complex situation 

when MNEs and subsidiaries perceive a phenomenon as an institutional duality, this is an important 

division. External legitimacy refers to legitimacy requirements in the host country environment and 

internal legitimacy is legitimacy requirements within the company – something which most often 

stems from its home environment (Kostova & Zaheer, 1999: 67). Internal and external legitimacy 

deviates in situations where the legitimacy requirements in the home environment do not coincide 

with what is appropriate in the host environment. Conflicts between internal and external legitimacy 

raises a difficult task for subsidiaries when they strive to establish legitimacy in two different 

environments simultaneously (Kostova & Zaheer, 1999: 73).  

Institutional duality in literature 

Institutional dualities have received some attention from various angles in the literature. How 

institutional dualities affect MNEs internal strategies are frequently addressed, for instance that it 

affects MNEs location and entry mode strategies (Xu & Shenkar, 2002) or ownership and expatriate 

strategies (Xu et al., 2004). Even more relevant for my research is the literature on how sub-units 

behave when dealing with institutional dualities. Some scholars have addressed why certain 

subsidiaries are more prone to adapt to local expectations instead of adhering to the parent country 

requirements. Yang & Rivers (2009) found that the greater the institutional distance is between the 

home and the host country, the more likely it is that MNEs’ subsidiaries will adapt to local practices 

(Yang & Rivers, 2009: 158). They also suggest that the more dependent a sub-unit is on its parent 

company for vital resources, the less likely it becomes that the sub-unit adapts to local practices 

(Yang & Rivers, 2009: 161-162). This study is relevant because it recognizes that the internal 

relationship between headquarters and sub-units is of importance when understanding institutional 

dualities. Kostova & Zaheer (1999) suggest that the extent of success for a sub-unit in dealing with an 

institutional duality in a host environment depends on MNEs internal mindset, mentality and 

strategy. They propose that ethnocentric firms will experience most difficulties in managing the 

institutional distance because their identity and practices are rooted in the home country (Kostova & 

Zaheer, 1999: 73).  
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2.3 The theoretical research gap 

Most current studies on institutional distances focus on how they affect MNEs rather than how MNEs 

practically deal with them. The outcome of this research gap is that we know a lot about the 

challenges caused by operating in different institutional environments without having sufficient 

knowledge about how to actually manage them. And since institutional distances differ in nature, the 

various phenomena which constitute institutional distances should also be treated distinguishably. 

While current literature, however, focuses on institutional distances from an aggregated perspective, 

it neglects the fact that pressure put on MNEs vary from phenomenon to phenomenon because 

there are some institutions that drives deviating contextual practices more than others. Getting more 

in-depth knowledge about various institutions that drives the pressures put on MNEs, is valuable in 

order to find out how MNEs practically can manage institutional dualities. 

The omission in literature can be addressed by focusing on one phenomenon which constitutes an 

institutional distance and explore how this specific phenomenon plays out in a certain environment. 

Treating the sources to deviant practices (i.e. institutions) isolated is a fruitful way to further 

understand how MNEs can manage certain country differences. Given the broad acceptance of 

dividing institutional differences into regulatory, cognitive and normative institutions, it is fruitful to 

pursue this distinction. Looking at institutional distances from a disaggregated perspective will 

therefore fill the research gap and increase our general understanding on institutional distances and 

how MNEs can handle them.  

2.4 The institutional duality stemming from corruption  
Corruption can be seen as an institutional duality because it allegedly is one of the most problematic 

issues for MNEs today (Control Risks, 2010; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009; Trace International Inc., 

2009). High levels of corruption in a country may be reflected in its institutional profile and legitimacy 

requirements simply because institutions reveal how appropriate or legitimate it is to pay or demand 

for bribes in one environment. Corruption is therefore a suitable example on institutional duality 

because it is a social phenomenon which derives from institutionalized legitimacy requirements in a 

society (See Graeff, 2005; Schweitzer, 2005). Many subsidiaries’ first meeting with corruption is 

through petty corrupt practices such as when government officials demands for smaller bribes or 

informal payments for their services. Finding more out about how MNEs can deal with these 

particular practices may strengthen our practical use of the theory on institutional dualities and 

enhance the future strategic handling of corrupt markets.  
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Labeling and defining corruption 

Corruption is a broad and somewhat ‘shadowy’ phenomenon which grasps several practices. As it 

continuously changes its appearance and has a multi-dimensional nature (Mishra, 2005: 4; 

Transparency International Norway, 2011). The term is used in many different contexts to describe a 

multitude of social behaviors and practices. This makes the phenomenon hard to define in an 

inclusive way (Mishra, 2005a: 4). Bribery, extortion, embezzlement, kickbacks, commissions, 

nepotism, favoritism, sale of insider information and misappropriation are only some of the terms 

utilized to describe various practices related to corruption1. Granting of monopoly, raising barriers to 

free competition are others, and even lobbyism have been highlighted as a resemblance to 

corruption (See Argandoña, 2001: 163-164; Lambsdorff, 2007: 20; Rodriguez, Siegel, Hillman, & Eden, 

2006: 739).  

 

Power abuse is however common in all variations and situations related to corruption. While the 

World Bank defines it as “the abuse of public power for private benefit” (World Bank, 2011), others 

employ broader terms such as “the abuse of an authority” (Svensson, 2005) or “abuse of entrusted 

power” (Bailes, 2006: 294; Transparency International, 2011). The common link of power abuse 

makes Agency theory relevant in our understanding of how corruption is perceived by MNEs. Agency 

relationships arises in an exchange of favors between two actors; a principal and an agent (Mishra, 

2005: 5). In general cases, the two parts enter a contractual relationship where a principal relies on 

an agent whom he has entrusted with power to exert a task which the agent is paid to fulfill on the 

principal’s behalf (Lambsdorff, 2007: 18; Mishra, 2005: 5). A typical bribe in business therefore 

involves a firm (the agent) who makes a payment to a government official (the principal) resulting in 

a favorable decision for the firm – often at the expense of public interest (Weber & Getz, 2004: 696). 

To involve in corruption in international business is therefore a way for MNEs to accelerate business 

transactions and enable more opportunities in a host country (Søreide, 2006; Søreide, 2009). 

 

Measuring corruption 

Transparency International2 offers various indices to measure corruption. The Corruption Perception 

Index (CPI) and the Bribe-Payers Index (BPI) are most utilized. The CPI measures corruption in one 

country and the BPI measures corruption across sectors. CPI is based on the perceptions of corruption 

and, for instance, a high index indicates low corruption in the sense of low barriers in the country for 

                                                           
1
 See (Argandoña, 2001; Jensen, Li, & Rahman, 2010; Kunicová, 2006; Mishra, 2005: 4) for explanation of these 

notions. 
2
 Transparency International is a non-governmental organization specialized in the study of corruption and 

bribery throughout the world. See www.transparency.org. 
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perceiving something as corruption3 (Lambsdorff, 2007: 20-26). The CPI therefore ranks countries 

according to how vulnerable officials are to accepting bribes. This has been criticized because the 

index merely targets countries where bribes are accepted and ignores that MNEs actually are the 

ones paying them. The largest and most destructive corruption deals do, after all, involve MNEs 

(Lambsdorff, 2007: 20-26). This debate reflects the two-folded aspect of corruption: A bribe has to be 

paid and it has to be accepted. The BPI measurement responds to the criticism of the CPI by ranking 

countries in terms of the degree to which they are perceived to be the homes of bribe takers in the 

sense of public officials who abuse their office for personal gain4. Instead of measuring who accepts 

bribes, BPI measures what businesses or industries are inclined to pay them; where a lower index 

suggests a higher likelihood of using bribes in business transactions. 

The most recent BPI was measured in 2008 and revealed that the construction, real estate and oil & 

gas sectors are most prone to behave corruptly. This evidences that a number of companies from 

major exporting countries still use bribery to win business abroad, despite awareness of the 

damaging impact on corporate reputations and ordinary communities (Transparency International, 

2008). It also prompts to an even higher relevance of a study on how MNEs behave when they face 

an institutional distance resulting from differences between ethical standards “from home” and a 

climate for corruption in host environments.  

Classifying corruption: the ‘grand’ and ‘petty’ version 

Corruption may occur at various levels in a society and the most common distinction has been drawn 

between grand and petty corruption.  

While grand corruption is corruption at the ‘high levels’ of a political system, petty corruption is 

small-scale corruption performed at lower political or society levels (Amundsen, 1999: 3). Grand 

corruption is often associated with political regimes with a blurry interface between the public and 

private spheres such as “patrimonial politics” or “patronage systems” – where the leader provides 

for material support or privileges to individuals or communities in exchange of political support 

(Kunicová, 2006: 143). Petty corruption is rather referred to as “ordinary” rent-seeking or “structural 

corruption” in the sense that higher political governance enables for structures in social and 

economic affairs that fosters corrupt practices in, for instance, the bureaucracy (Goodpaster, 2002). 

It involves smaller bribes or informal payments offered to – or demanded from – persons with a 

                                                           
3
 CPI utilizes assessments from risk agencies and surveys carried out from elite business people. CPI data from 

1996 to 2008 as well as other historical data on corruption can be found at www.icgg.org. 
4
 BPI is based on the likelihood of 22 top exporting firms to bribe in their business transactions abroad. A survey 

is conducted interviewing 3000 senior business executives in different sectors of 26 countries. BPI data is found 
at http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/bpi. 
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formal position in an institution. Tax collectors, custom officers, health personnel or bureaucrats that 

provide firms with the required licenses or permits often demands for so-called ‘facilitation 

payments’ or ‘grease money’ as extra outlay to do their assigned tasks (Søreide, 2006: 387-388). 

While grand corruption involves enormous amounts of money which is paid seldom or one-time, 

petty corruption involves small amounts at a daily or routine basis. In international business, grand 

corruption is typically those situations where firms bribe politicians who have influence over large 

projects and important contracts. Petty money is rather paid to expedite MNEs routine business 

needs and day-to-day operational matters, often paid in relation to clearing customs, visa 

applications, obtaining permits and environmental inspections creating incentives for officials to 

speed up the performance of a routine function or activity (Control Risks, 2010; Control Risks, 2011; 

Transparency International, 2004). The table below illustrates the main distinctions between grand 

and petty corruption and links it to some concepts often used in literature: 

 

Corruption 

level 

 

Common notions 

 

Recipients 

Examples in 

international 

business 

 

Grand 

High-level corruption 

Political corruption 

State capture 

Crony corruption 

 

National politicians 

Central leaders 

Political elites 

Regional leaders 

Political pressure 

Monopoly 

‘Kick-backs’ 

Bribery 

 

Petty  

Low-level corruption 

Administrative corruption 

‘Ordinary rent-seeking’ 

‘Structural’ corruption 

 

Government officials 

Traffic police 

Intermediaries  

Visa/permit agents 

Opportunistic private 

persons 

Tax collectors 

Informal payments 

‘Petty’ money 

Facilitation pmts  

Small-scale bribery 

‘Grease money’ 

‘Speed money’ 

 

 

Dimensions of corruption in literature 

What corruption is, and what types of corrupt practices are of interest, differs by level of analysis and 

the country of consideration. This results in an enormous literature at the field. One way to get an 

overview is to divide the literature into single-country; cross-country; and firm-level studies. Each 

group contributes to establish valuable dimensions which explain how corruption occurs and how it 

distinguishably impacts countries and business. While single-state studies best reveal how variances 
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in corrupt practices affect one particular society, cross-country comparisons best reveal how similar 

types of corruption affect various countries differently. 

 

Single-state literature mainly treats corruption at governmental levels, and it derives  from 

sociological and political analyses (See for instance Ades & Tella, 1999; Amundsen, 1999; Banerjee, 

2005; Mauro, 2005; Mishra, 2005; Myrdal, 1968; Rose-Ackerman, 2002). The distinction between 

individual and collective corruption has been drawn in order to explain how this type of corruption 

impacts the society. While individual corruption is linked to the personal and intimate nature of a 

secret social exchange with a purpose of favoring family and close friends, collective corruption 

serves communal purposes because it has substantial economic effects in more aggregate society 

terms. Individual corruption is repeatedly underlined as an illegal and immoral practice because it 

hurts the larger part of the society, whereas collective corruption in itself are deliberate ways to 

extract resources for the benefit of a larger group and is therefore less hurtful for the society as a 

whole (Amundsen, 1999: 4-5). The distinction between ‘from above’ and ‘from below’ corruption is 

furthermore valuable to understand the power relationships in corrupt practices. While extractive 

corruption is a type of ‘from above’ corruption where the state is the stronger part in the state-

society relationship, redistributive corruption is a type of ‘from below’ corruption where the state is 

the weaker part in the state-society relationship (Amundsen, 1999: 6-10).  

 

Cross-country studies attempt to locate general characters of corrupt practices in one country 

relative to another. For instance, corruption can be centralized, coordinated and disciplined in one 

state when it occurs more decentralized, disordered and irregular in another (Amundsen, 1999: 19). 

The distinction between controlled versus uncontrolled corruption helps explain how corruption 

impairs business more in some countries than in others (Amundsen, 1999; Rinaldi, Feichtinger, & 

Wirl, 1998). Controlled corruption impairs economics less than uncontrolled corruption because 

businesses are able to forecast and estimate the level of corrupt money and include it into their 

calculations as a measurable expense. Contrarily, if corruption is disorganized, unpredictable and 

inconsistent in the sense that a paid bribe entails no guarantee that services are rendered and no 

more bribes will be demanded, corruption impedes and damages investments and trade. Similarly, if 

corrupt practices extract resources from the society at a large to privileged groups (i.e. extractive 

corruption); it will have negative repercussions on the economy and the political system. If, however, 

the use of resources is redistributed by more ‘controlled’ mechanisms (i.e. redistributive corruption), 

it might be beneficial to local businesses because it, for instance, helps re-invest economic resources 

into the society (Amundsen, 1999: 19-20). 
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Studies on corruption from a firm’s perspective help us understand the difficulties with eradicating 

corruption in business. They reveal why it is not trivial for MNEs to respond to corrupt practices; 

being a subjective concept which depends on norms and institutions in a social context (See for 

instance Argandoña, 2001; Søreide, 2006). For example, active and passive bribery is both illegal, but 

in many countries they sentence differently. Therefore, businesses perceive initiatives to bribe as 

more ‘criminal’ than if they merely acquiesce to demands for payments. However, to assess who 

initiates a corrupt transaction is difficult because it most often result from a shared understanding of 

prevailing business practices. It is therefore no ‘straight forward –rules’ on how MNEs should 

respond when they face corrupt practices or demands for bribes (Søreide, 2006: 388). These regards 

initiates the final section where the linkage between institutions and corrupt practices is in focus. 

The linkage between institutions and corruption  

Corruption and power abuse are both associated with subjectivity. Because there is not always an 

agreement on what is acceptable and what is not, abusive behavior depends on how it is perceived in 

a social context. A practice is therefore corrupt when particular norms and institutions are 

interpreted as power abuse. Further, when particular norms and institutions are interpreted as valid 

in one social context it may imply that some behaviors go at the expense of actually valid 

universalistic norms (Graeff, 2005; Schweitzer, 2005: 16). 

 

Petty corrupt practices are therefore closely linked to what people in a specific social context tolerate 

and how they define power abuse. It relates to public expectations and that government officials 

ideally are set to serve the public interest in alignment with what the society expects them to 

(Lambsdorff, 2007: 16-18). However, because, there is widespread contradiction between normal 

practice and valid universalistic norms (or rules), corruption is caused by government failures 

because formal rules and actual expectations or practices conflict (Bray, 2001: 17; Lambsdorff, 2007: 

17; Schweitzer, 2005: 16). 

 

Corruption is thus enabled through a number of institutions in society. As various institutions can be 

misaligned, unwanted phenomena sometimes get fostered. Different societies emphasize various 

institutions distinguishably, which results in different legitimacy requirements and various levels of 

corruption. For instance, petty corruption is rarely legal according to regulatory institutions but it is 

often customary according to normative or cognitive institutions. These situations create 

implications for MNEs behavior when they carry out simultaneous operations in various countries. 

The linkage between corruption and institutions is relevant because it demonstrate how appropriate 

behavior in a social context depends on the country’s institutional profile. It also demonstrates that 
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MNEs’ behavior often depends on their understanding of different institutions, in which is one regard 

this research aim to emphasize further.  
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CHAPTER 3 – METHODOLOGY 

I strive to answer my research question on how MNEs deal with an institutional duality by employing 

a qualitative method on an in-depth case study. This chapter seeks to describe the case and 

elaborate on the methodology which enables me to answer my research questions. I start off by 

justifying why my case countries are relevant in a study on institutional dualities. Then, I will briefly 

describe the company in focus. Subsequently, I seek to explain how I use my data sources to answer 

my research questions; meaning how I collect, interpret and analyze the data. I realize, however, that 

qualitative research comes with reliability challenges. I will lastly address them and explain some 

procedural measures which ensure the validity of my research; namely data triangulation, coding 

and operationalizing key constructs and valuation of espoused values as an indication on actual 

practice. 

3.1 Case countries 
My case study looks at how a Norway-based firm with a subsidiary in Indonesia deals with petty 

corruption.  

Indonesia 

Indonesia has in recent years received much international attention due to its high economic growth 

mostly caused by booming private investments and private consumption (The Norwegian Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, 2011). The average GDP growth in the period 2005-2010 has been 5.7 %, with an 

estimated 6.3 % growth in 2011, as shown in the table below. 

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011* 

Growth in GDP (%) 5,7 5,5 6,3 6,1 4,6 6,1 6,3* 

*estimated number. Source: (Asian Development Bank, 2010; Asian Development Bank, 2011) 

The status of Indonesia as an emerging economy gains increasing consensus. Together with India and 

China it is regarded as one of the world’s fastest growing economies (Business Anti-Corruption 

Portal, 2011; The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2011; The World Bank, 2011). It has been an 

augmenting claim that the country deserves a place amongst the BRIC countries and that it only is a 

matter of time before the concept becomes ‘BRIIC’ (e.g. Goldman Sachs, 2007; OECD, 2009; OECD, 

2010).  A large internal market, unutilized nature resources, a cheap labor force, political stability, 

democracy, a growing middleclass and a high economic growth are making it an interesting 

investment target for MNEs.  
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To do business in Indonesia entails many obstacles despite a high 

economic growth and bright economic outlooks. Out of 183 

countries, the World Bank Group ranked Indonesia at 121 in the 

ease of doing business (The World Bank, 2010). The country is 

thereby stated to be one of the most challenging places to 

conduct business, amongst others because it and has one of the 

world’s most corrupt markets. Although there have been some 

recent improvements in the Corruption Perception Index, the 

current measure is still high (see the table).                    Source: (Transparency International, 2011) 

 

According to the Executive Opinion Survey in 2008 from the World Economic Forum, 11 % of the 

company executives stated that corruption was amongst the most problematic factors when doing 

business in Indonesia (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009: 30). High corruption inevitably affects MNEs 

which operate in Indonesia and petty corruption is particularly a growing problem. Instead of 

addressing grand corruption, some of the latest news headlines rather highlight the petty corruption 

in Indonesia: 

“No one accuses the president to line his pockets, but corruption has changed its character. Today, it is dispersed 

to a larger part of society and it starts to strike roots as a part of the everyday life”  

– Dagens Næringsliv, 28.09.2011 (free translation) 

 

Also business consultants specialized in the Indonesian market are not hesitant to explicate this 

reality:  

“By the end of the day, foreign investors entering Indonesia have to realize that whether they like it or not, small 

payments will need to be made to get things done when dealing with the bureaucracy. It is not vast sums of 

money, but payments ranging from of US$ 10 to US$ 100 are usually expected by Indonesian bureaucrats”   

      – Business Advisory, stated in (Indopacific Edelman, 2010). 

 

Indonesia is a relevant case because of its emerging economic status coupled with its relative high 

level of petty corruption. Norway may be seen as a contrast for reasons I elaborate in the following. 

Norway 

Norway has adopted one of the world’s strictest versions of anti-corruption frameworks5 

(Transparency International Norway, 2004). The OECD Bribery Convention got into force in 1999 and 

                                                           
5
 For a review of these regulations, (See Norwegian Ministry of Justice and the Police, 2005; The Confederation 

of Norwegian Enterprise (NHO), 2006; The Norwegian Foreign Service Control Unit, 2010; Transparency 
International, 2004). 

Year CPI Range / 

total 

2000 1.7 85/90 

2005 2.2 137/158 

2008 2.6 133/183 

2009 2.8 111/180 

2010 2.8 110/178 
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an amendment of the Norwegian Penal Code in 2003 intensified the framework6 (Norwegian Ministry 

of Justice and the Police, 2005). The Norwegian legislation is basically based on zero-tolerance 

principles and it interprets corruption in its widest sense. In practice, it grasps everything that even 

looks like corruption (The Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise (NHO), 2006; Transparency 

International Norway, 2004). Prevailing guidelines from the government are explicitly showing no 

permissiveness towards ‘excuses’ like “acts of negligence”, “passivity”, “failure to act” or “lack of 

judgement” (The Norwegian Foreign Service Control Unit, 2010). Norway has one of the lowest CPI 

indexes in the world, ranking at 8.6 out of 10 (Transparency International, 2011). This means in 

practice that there is a low barrier in Norway to consider an act to be corrupt (Lambsdorff, 2007: 26). 

Additional pressure is therefore put on Norwegian firms, not only because they are formally obliged 

to avoid any kind of corruption, but also because they are expected to perform according to the 

home institutions of strict ethical standards.   

Despite of these regards, empirical evidences reveal that Norwegian MNEs tend to alter their 

attitudes when operating abroad. One recent study7 (see Søreide, 2006) revealed that 41% admitted 

that they were prone to make “irregular payments to get things done” in international markets8 and 

15% admitted to have, or probably had, accepted a request from an agent, an adviser or a consultant 

for money that would most likely be used for bribery. A few MNEs admitted that they actively had 

been involved in corruption in their attempt to obtain a contract, a license, or a concession in a way 

that was “important to keep confidential”, and 44% claimed that they sometimes found it difficult to 

comply with the Norwegian law in their operations abroad9 (Søreide, 2006: 399) 

Another study on Norwegian MNEs by Transparency International reveals other interesting attitudes 

and practices in Norway. Many Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) stated that the increased pressure 

towards ethics and anti-corruption in terms of new legislations and more media coverage, has not 

changed company attitudes and behavior  or triggered enhanced requirements, guidelines, control 

                                                           
6
 I.e. section 276a-c in the Norwegian Penal Code (se previous footnote). 

7
 The study was conducted from 2004 to 2006 both using both qualitative and quantitative methods; included 

executive interviews, survey questionnaires and studies on the perspective of Norwegian embassies. See 
(Søreide, 2006; Søreide, 2009) for full extent. 
8
 This includes those answering that they “frequently”, “sometimes” or “seldom” make such payments (Søreide, 

2006: 391) 
9
 This finding has to be seen in relation to the fact that many Western countries, including Norway up-until the 

1990’s, have a recent history where cross-country bribery was tax-deductible (Søreide, 2006: 398; The 
Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise (NHO), 2006). Austria, Australia, Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal and Switzerland are other examples (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009: 24). 
This may explain why there has been, and still is, a certain acceptance of the bribery that goes on in countries 
with a high level of corruption (Søreide, 2006: 398), as well as it may indicate that companies from these 
countries may be less sensitive to the reputational risks of being caught up in foreign corruption scandals  than 
counterparts from countries who traditionally criminalize such bribery (Bray, 2006: 126).  
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routines or training in their companies10. 35% of the CEOs stated that different practices in Norway 

and abroad can be justified by cultural differences and over half of them were not aware of the fact 

that Norway, since 2003, actually has adopted one of the world’s strictest legislations against 

corruption (see Transparency International Norway, 2009). 

Despite of these insights, previous studies on Norwegian firms are still incapable of providing an 

answer to my research question about how sub-units deal with corrupt climates in host 

environments. This is partly because they focus on the entire company and not single subsidiaries. 

They therefore omit that sub-units’ practices may differ from what headquarters expect. By 

exclusively studying attitudes and formal statements at top-management or headquarters levels, the 

particularity of practices at the ‘task level’ are likely to be ignored. My study addresses this empirical 

gap by focusing on how a sub-unit actually manages to be compliant with Norwegian rules and 

expectations when operating in a more corrupt environment. In the next, I present the company of 

study. 

3.2 The case company 

The company of study is a multinational company with approximately 29,000 employees worldwide. 

It has operations in 40 different countries. With 67 % ownership, the Norwegian state has the 

majority share. The company is headquartered in Norway and is listed on the New York and Oslo 

stock exchanges. It expanded to Indonesia in 2007 and today there are around 30 people working 

there; approximately ten expatriates from Norway and the remaining are locals. The company is 

governed by The Norwegian Penal Code, the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) and also, from 

2011, the UK Bribery Act. As it is bounded to adhere to several national legislations simultaneously, 

they have incorporated even more stringent internal rules than strictly ‘necessary’ in order to ensure 

full compliance. The ownership structure limits the company’s scope of action because the fact that 

it is state-owned put increasingly pressure on the company towards maintaining high ethical 

standards.  

The ethical profile 

To ensure a high ethical standard at all levels of the company, it has a 24/7 helpline provided in 21 

different languages. The helpline targets both local staff and expatriates abroad and provides 

support or advice in difficult issues in their local environment. In the case of corruption, the 

company’s Ethics Code of Conduct contains particular clauses that govern petty corruption. It is 

against the use of facilitation payments as it do not allow for any form of informal payments – “even 

                                                           
10

 The study is conducted at the management level of 600 companies in different sectors and of different size. 
Companies were drawn arbitrarily and were anonymous. See (Transparency International Norway, 2009) for 
the entire study. 
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in cases where such payments may be legal”11. In relation business partners or agents, the company’s 

sub-units are obliged to conduct a “Mandatory integrity due diligence” upon establishment which 

executes background checks and risk assessments of all potential local partners. If hiring any agents, 

subsidiaries are obliged to ensure that all ethical requirements from the Headquarters are included 

in the intermediary’s contract and that the agreed compensation is in “accordance to the service 

rendered”. All financial expenses have to be “accounted for in accordance with generally accepted 

accounting principles”.  

3.3 Data sources  

This section aims to elaborate and discuss my data sources of which I seek to provide with insight 

about collection, codification and my analysis of data.   

Data collection 

Data collection can be classified in four groups: Primary and secondary data, as well as internal 

company and external supplementary sources (experts and other scholars). Primary data (internal 

and external) is collected through semi-structured interviews of internal informants from the case 

company and external field experts on corruption in Indonesia. Secondary data (internal and 

external) is written sources either disclosed from the case company or theoretical literature and 

reports. It is collected during personal participation at company-internal seminars and external 

arrangements in Indonesia, as well as public literature and academic research. Take a look at the 

table below which illustrates the four data groups, marked with four different colors. 

  

                                                           
11

 According to the Ethics Code of Conduct; the only circumstances such payments are permissible are if life or 
health of someone may be in danger. However, in such cases, all expenses must be “correctly described in 
expense accounts to the business area’s ethics committee as soon as possible”. 
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Company interviewees 

I have chosen to interview key persons in the company. The informants thereby possess in-depth 

knowledge about the company’s activities in Indonesia and about the ethical compliance. Data is 

collected from key persons at the top and middle-management level in the case company’s 

subsidiary and at the Headquarters. I compile case company data with secondary external data both 

because it enhances my comprehension of the case company’s environment and because it increases 

my ability to analyze the data I collect in my interviews. The company name was not disclosed for any 

external interviewees – meaning that the data sources about the case company are solely based on 

company employees themselves. However, because I intentionally avoid to take the role as a 

‘corruption detector’ as my research deals with detecting attitudes and perceptions on how an MNE 

 Company internal  Externals 

Business unit Headquarters Field experts 

Primary data:  

Interviewees* 

 

 President Director, 

Indonesia 

 General Manager of 

Finance, 

Indonesia 

 Compliance Officer, 

Indonesia  

 Corporate Compliance 

Officer,  

Legal Department 

 Compliance Officer, 

Finance, Control & 

Compliance 

Department 

 Vice President, 

Political Risk Analysis 

 Technical Adviser, 

Indopacific Edelman  

 Director (Analysis), 

Control Risks  

 

Secondary 

data: 

Supplementary 

written 

sources 

 

 Company Anti-corruption compliance 

program 

 Ethics Code of Conduct 

 Internal documents  handed out at internal 

seminars 

 Slides and material from internal seminars 

 Informal summary sheets tailored to my 

research done by my interviewees (at the 

Legal and Compliance Departments at the 

Headquarters) 

 Slides  from expert’s 

presentations in their 

client engagements 

 Published  articles 

from field expert  

 Published  documents 

consultancies  

 Disclosed research 

findings and reports 

 Existing theoretical 

literature 

 *Formal interviews of approximate 1 hour 
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handles an institutional distance, I believe that the best way to collect data about company 

perceptions is from the employees themselves.   

 

The three following sections seek to explain how I codify, operationalize and analyze the key 

constructs of my research. My intention here is to explicate how I define the empirical findings, how I 

interpret the data and, subsequently, how I compile all data into one analysis.   

Empirical definitions 

The purpose of my first sub- question is to understand the phenomenon of petty corruption by taking 

an isolated view on cognitive, regulative and normative institutions in the host environment. 

Codification of these concepts is therefore a prerequisite for understanding how I draw conclusions 

from the collected data. My empirical definition of these three concepts is based on Scott’s work 

(1995 & 2008). He argues that normative institutions introduce a prescriptive, evaluative and 

obligatory dimension into social life. Cognitive institutions introduce shared prescriptions that 

constitute the nature of social reality and frame them into something meaningful – often rational. 

Regulatory institutions stress rule-setting, monitoring and sanctioning. He argues that normative, 

cognitive and regulatory institutions vary substantially because they have a different impact on social 

behavior. These three institutional domains entail different rationale for claiming legitimacy, and 

people have different motives for complying with each of them. Regulatory institutions are legally 

sanctioned, cognitive institutions are morally authorized and normative institutions are culturally 

supported (Scott, 1995; 2008a; 2008b).  

 

The distinction between cognitive and normative institutions is especially difficult to grasp, and the 

empirical definition of these concepts needs extra attention. Regulatory institutions are based on 

‘black-and-white’ rules and are therefore distinctive due to the more ‘visible’ character. However, 

our cognition, in the sense of what we believe is appropriate in our context, most often forms the 

basis for our normative institutions. If people then behave according to their inner beliefs about 

what are appropriate, normative institutions are aligned with the cognitive. My empirical definition 

of the distinction between cognitive and normative domain is therefore addressed through an 

elaboration of norms and how different norms shape actual behavior.  

 

The link between institutions and norms 

Both in common parlance and in academic usage, the word ‘norm’ has more than one meaning 

because it most often exist several dominant normative paradigms in one environment (Cialdini, 

Reno, & Kallgren, 1990). In its pure form, norms refer to “beliefs held by societal members” (Akerlof, 
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1980; Clark, 2003). However, researchers criticize this definition for being vague, overly general and 

often contradictory because it grasps too many concepts which need to be treated distinguishably 

(Cialdini et al., 1990). For instance, social norms, moral norms, legal norms and private norms are, for 

many sociological scholars, highly distinguishable (see for instance Elster, 1989). While my empirical 

definition of normative institutions is attached to social norms, cognitive institutions are attached to 

moral norms. When desirable behavior is formally or informally sanctioned in a community, it is 

regarded as social norms (Kandori, 1992). I therefore associate social norms with habits and repeated 

patterns of behavior. They are accepted as normal because individuals accept to conform to them.  

Moral norms relate to our inner beliefs about what is right and wrong, allegedly deriving from a 

utilitarian view (Elster, 1989). The key codification is that cognitive frames can be explained 

rationally, ethically or utilitarian, whereas normative institutions sometimes deviate from people’s 

cognition. This distinctive character can further be explained through the theory of injunctive and 

descriptive norms.  

 

Injunctive versus descriptive norms 

The theory of injunctive and descriptive norms discriminates between the is- meaning of norms 

(descriptive) and the ought-meaning of norms (injunctive) (Cialdini et al., 1990: 1015). Injunctive 

norms hold in general and give us information about what behaviors are most appropriate in a given 

situation. They are therefore aligned with the cognitive mind-set in an environment. Descriptive 

norms provide us with information about what behaviors are most common in a given situation 

(Keizer, Lindenberg, & Steg, 2008), and align with normative institutions in an environment. Similarly 

as cognitive and normative institutions from time to time go together, injunctive and descriptive 

norms sometimes also align. They are, in fact, seen as most effective and powerful when they do. 

However, situations where such norms are in conflict trigger a ‘self-reinforcing effect’. Conflicts imply 

that people have a tendency to do what they observe that other people do and disregard prevailing 

injunctive norms. The goal to act appropriately is weakened when people observe that others 

seemingly do not pursue the goal of acting appropriate according to their cognition (Keizer et al., 

2008: 681-682). In my study I will apply injunctive and descriptive norms as a framework to better 

understand why petty corrupt practices persist even though it stems from an illegal behavior.  

 

Operationalization of key constructs (see Appendix 1, 2, 3) 

Based on my empirical definitions above, I will further operationalize the key constructs of my 

research. Operationalizing means that I explicate the link between collected data and my constructs; 

in other words, how I interpret data from my primary research and employ these findings as 

theoretical contributions. I aim to operationalize my key constructs in tables where I select some 
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quotes (i.e. ‘Representative data’) and then point to what they imply (i.e. ‘Findings’). Based on 

interview transcriptions, I select relevant quotes and group them into sub-sections according to what 

they indicate. This is done in its full extent in three tables in Appendix 1, 2 and 3. Below, I present a 

sample of the generic pattern of how I operationalize data in these tables. To avoid confusion, note 

that the main findings are presented in the first column and that the interview quotes are presented 

in the last column. 

Heading in 
the appendix:  

Findings 
 

Representative data: 
Illustration from the  

sub-unit/ the Headquarters/ external field experts 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Explanation 

(1) Grouping of my findings 1 
 
(x) Interpretation of the quotes 1 

 
Explanatory key words 1 

 

(2) Grouping of my findings 2 
 
(x) Interpretation of the quotes 2 

 
Explanatory key words 2 

 

A selection of quotes from my interviews 
 

 (1x)... 
(1x)… 

 
 

(2x)… 
(2x)… 

 
 
 
 
Example 

(1)  Findings indicating 
ethnocentrism 

 
(x) Standardization  

 
Standard formal rules: Zero-
tolerance for all sub-units regardless 
of location. 

 
Standard compliance training 

 

 
 
 
(1x)”I think it is fully possible to comply to the same 
standardized rules worldwide. It is our attitude that this is 
possible. (…) The training is the same, the attitudes are the 
same and the rules are the same.” 

 

  

Data analysis: A stepwise ‘triangulation method’  

In order to increase the credibility and validity of my analysis, I apply data triangulation. Triangulation 

basically means using more than one approach to investigate a research question (Bryman, 2011). A 

compilation of primary and secondary sources (both internal company data and external data) 

enables data triangulation. My data triangulation is carried out stepwise. The table below illustrates 

this stepwise approach by explicating what data sources I employ from time to time in the research 

process. 
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The first step (1) systemizes common elements from interviews and written sources of the case 

company. It implies a detailed examination of interviews and locates relevant quotes that support 

the way I group my findings. This step mainly applies primary and secondary sources from the case 

company which is presented in chapter 5. However, the key points presented in chapter 4 are also 

indirectly applied as a foundation here. The results from the first step are, as mentioned, presented 

in Appendix 1, 2 and 3 – one table for each sub-question.   

The second (2) and third (3) steps organize the findings into sub-categories directed towards 

answering my sub-questions. These steps are interconnected and therefore jointly presented in 

chapter 6. Here, I interpret my findings based on the theoretical framework of Institutionalism as 

well as other theories on corruption. I compare across interview-quotes and look for links that could 

be collapsed into higher level categories. Step three is a part of the compiled analysis. Here, I boil the 

most relevant findings down to six propositions. In this step, I make use of the empirical definitions 

of institutions, namely the distinction between injunctive and descriptive norms and compile all four 

data-groups of primary and secondary sources. 

The last step (4) is where I try to theorize from my research on petty corruption. I try to direct my 

aggregate analysis and propositions into general contributions with an aim to enhance the existing 

theoretical framework. This is done in chapter 6 and summed up in the concluding chapter (chapter 

7).  
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The result of the triangulation method is presented in the following illustration. It seeks to explain 

how I derive from my primary data collection in step (1), combining it with secondary sources in step 

(2) – and lastly, I end up with valid theorizing in step (4).  

 

3.4 Process reflections  

Initial process 

During my field trip in Indonesia I experienced that many Western foreigners explained petty 

corruption in a stigmatizing manner; ‘Indonesians simply have another mind-set than us’, was a 

common claim. In my meeting with the Indonesian society I understood what nurtured these claims, 

as informal payments in fact seem to be more socially accepted in Indonesia than in many Western 

countries. Somewhat affected by the lack of in-depth knowledge in the beginning, my initial 

wondering was why petty corruption is so hard to eradicate even though people knows that it is 

illegal? Furthermore, I found it difficult to understand how Western companies could operate in 

Indonesia and at the same time comply with strict ethical requirements. During the stay, my initial 

thoughts got modified: Indonesians seem to have the same mind- set and recognize the same 

THEORIZING 
(4)
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illegality of corruption as Norwegians and other Westerners. This made me somewhat confused: 

What could nurture petty corruption if most people actually despise it and support its illegality? In 

my search for a settlement, I wanted to reveal what could explain the differences that resulted in 

distinguishable practices in two environments with seemingly similar mind-sets. The first sub-

question addresses this initial wondering and the fourth chapter elaborates on it. 

Process maturation 

In the meeting with the stigmatizing claims from businesses people representing various foreign 

companies in Indonesia, an additional wondering emerged: If so many business people had an 

impression that petty corruption merely is caused by genuine differences inherent in the ‘Indonesian 

mind-set’, it is also likely to believe that this impression affect how they do business in Indonesia. 

Especially companies which implements strict zero-tolerance attitudes and practices are likely to 

perceive it as challenging to maintain their corporate policies when operating there. My impression 

was therefore that the institutional distance stemming from petty corruption constituted a problem, 

i.e. an institutional duality. In addition, knowing that Norwegian anti-corruption policies are very 

strict, and that high expectations from Norwegian constituencies put pressure on companies’ ethical 

standards abroad, triggered my further curiosity to find out how Norwegian companies dealt with 

this particular phenomenon.  

 

In dialogues with the case company, some of these initial inferences got rejected. For instance, I 

learned quite early that the sub-unit did not perceive petty corruption as a big obstacle in their daily 

activities. A new line of approach took shape as my research subsequently shifted focus towards 

identifying successful attitudes and practices. How could this company manage the seemingly 

difficult climate? My further study therefore shifted towards localizing what attitudes and practices 

the sub-unit exerted which made employees perceive that they managed to deal with corruption.   

3.5 Ensuring validity of my research 

All qualitative researches inevitably entail some kind of subjectivity and personal bias. Interviews are 

a socially constructed situation and are therefore closely linked with perceptions both in the sense of 

how interviewees perceive questions, but also how interviewers interpret the answers. In my case, 

this bias appears both because of personal inferences I take on the grounds of my own experiences 

in Indonesia, and because I have chosen semi-structured interviews as data input. My research 

findings therefore reflect some personal interpretations, for instance, the way I operationalize 

collected data inevitably entail some analytical assessments in beforehand. This section shows how I 

face these challenges in my research. Explicating how I define and codify the collected data and 
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employing a compilation of various data sources (data triangulation) are some measures I employ to 

ensure the validity of my findings. 

 

Another challenge specific for my research is that people are hesitant to talk openly about 

corruption. Business people seem particularly reluctant to talk about these issues due to its illegal 

character. The result may be that they – even unintentionally – say one thing and act differently. 

Even though most international companies today have adopted strict formal statements such as 

Codes of Conducts and anti-corruption programs, these formal regulations are not always sufficient 

to provide valuable and unbiased insights about actual practices. Formal statements are sometimes 

‘lofty formulations’ which merely state what people want to hear and provide little information 

about what they actually do. To base a conclusion on a firm’s own policy statements may sometimes 

prove to be faulty because there is a cynical gap between actual and asserted business practices. In 

relation to corruption, this makes it difficult to tell whether firms actually act in respect of anti-

corruption laws – or if they merely believe or pretend that they do. In addressing the risk of getting 

dishonest or biased answers from company employees, I questioned aspects which indirectly relates 

to corruption in my company interviews such as the formal company structure, sub-unit’s 

dependency on the parent, perceptions about risk, attitudes towards corruption and informal 

payments, perceptions about the Indonesian society, and so forth. I ensure the reliability of the 

answers because I recognize that espoused and enacted values serve as indicators for actual practice 

and attitudes in a company. Enacted and espoused values are elaborated in the next section.  

Addressing challenges: How I indicate actual practice and attitudes 

Despite of subjectivity challenges, I argue that qualitative interviews in fact are a reliable 

methodology when aiming to indicate actual practice. First of all, by semi-structured communicative 

interviews with company employees they espouse and signalize mind-sets which help me detect 

attitudes. Secondly, interviewing both headquarters and sub-unit representatives accounts for 

possible variances in actual practices at sub-unit and headquarters level. What enables me to draw 

conclusions from these qualitative interviews is that I, as mentioned, give credit to espoused and 

enacted values as indications on actual practice and attitudes.  

 

The concepts of espoused and enacted values both deal with practices, implementation and 

execution of values and perceptions in a company, and they are both connected to how 

organizations express their values (See Argyris & Schön, 1997; Kabanoff & Daly, 2002; Schuh & Miller, 

2006). These concepts provide with valuable contributions which helps ensuring the validity of 

interviewees’ answers because they recognize that practices often can be communicated indirectly. 
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For instance, a company may express its attitudes both through outwards behavior (indicated by 

espoused values) and behavior concerning internal matters (indicated by enacted values).  

 

Enacted values indicate what organizations and institutions express as essential in their practices. It 

involve a form of ‘theory-in-use’ (Schuh & Miller, 2006: 721), and it explains behavior at a collective 

level (Kabanoff & Daly, 2002: 90). How does a company actually practice its formal values internally? 

This can be detected through how well the organization’s strategies are reflected in its formal 

internal company practices. It is therefore necessary to look into a company’s formal mission 

statements and assess if its formal values are exerted through actual practices and routines. 

Espoused values indicate what the individuals of an organization or an institution articulate to be 

essential.  Organizational documents and oral statements such as speeches, opinions or declarations 

from a manager or a head of the organization therefore provides with valuable information (Schuh & 

Miller, 2006). The table below sums up the distinction between espoused and enacted values. 

 

 

 

In sum, I draw on these concepts when I analyze my data sources because they help to detect MNEs’ 

attitudes and practices. Espoused values indicate actual practices (directed to the second sub-

question) whereas enacted values indicate company attitudes – i.e. a company’s actual stands 

(directed to the third sub-question). Moreover, since espoused values are based on what individuals 

perceive as essential, they are allegedly more congruent with the surrounding environment because 

’ENACTED’ VALUES ’ESPOUSED’ VALUES

How the company behave internally How the company behave

externally

Expressed at management level

through internal management

systems and internal operations

Expressed at management level

through oral statements, opinions 

and assessments. 

Detected through formal values, 

mission statements,  internal

rewarding systems etc.

Detected through statements in 

speaches and interviews etc.

Indication of the collective

rationality

Indication of the individual

rationality – and individual

perceptions

Congruent with internal

organizational culture

Congruent with the external

environment

Indicators for  

attitudes and practices 
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they are, most likely, intended to enhance organizational reputation and strengthen external 

legitimacy of the organization (Schuh & Miller, 2006: 721). Espoused values is therefore particularily 

useful in my research because I study a case company located in two different environments where I 

seek to detect is attitudes reflecting their behavior towards an external phenomenon.  

3.6 The remaining structure of my thesis  
I plan to answer my overall problem question by going through each sub-question one by one. 

Although the remaining is a joint attempt to address my research questions, and chapters should not 

be seen in isolation, the overview below may give a better understanding of how I further deal with 

each sub-question and end up answering the overall research question. It explicates my focal point in 

the various chapters, what data I apply and what my respective objectives are.  

 

 

Motivation Level of analysis Objective  Addressed in chapter Data base utilized 

Sub-question 1 Macro level 

 

Enhance understanding of 

the external environment; 

petty corruption in 

general and in Indonesia 

Chapter 4: 

Research context 

Secondary data: 

literature 

Sub-question 2 Meso level Enhance understanding of 

MNEs: the case company 

 

Chapter 5 and 6: 

Findings and 

Discussions 

 

Data compilation: 

Primary and 

secondary data: 

interviews and 

supplementary 

literature 

Sub-question 3 Micro level Enhance understanding of 

subsidiaries:  

the case- sub-unit 

Main question Overall level Enhance theoretical and 

practical understanding 

of institutional dualities 

Chapter 6 and 7: 

Propositions and 

Conclusion 

 

I start off in the following chapter with an elaboration on what the literature has to say about my 

research context (macro-level), more closely; what institutions and mechanisms are important in 

order to explain petty corruption in Indonesia?
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CHAPTER 4 – THE RESEARCH SETTING: A MACRO-LEVEL ANALYSIS 

This chapter is particularly useful to answer the first sub-question on how petty corruption occurs in 

the case of Indonesia. It sheds light on the research setting from a ‘macro perspective’ and it 

addresses the importance of getting an understanding of the institutional profile in the research 

environment. Based on supplementary literature, statistics and empirical research, it seeks to 

propagate some historical and socio-political aspects which are relevant for understanding the 

mechanisms and arenas where petty corruption plays out in Indonesia. I lastly attempt to put a 

theoretical ‘label’ which sums up the main reasons for why petty corruption persists in Indonesia 

today. 

4.1 Explaining petty corruption from an historical perspective  

Regional experts and business people claims that Indonesia’s problems with corruption have roots in 

the cultural emphasis on gratuity (Indopacific Edelman, 2010: 14). From a historical perspective, this 

statement may hold some truth. President Suharto, who governed Indonesia from 1966 to 1998, 

runned a regime imbued with state-level corruption. During his years in power, Suharto created a 

patrimonial political system in the sense that it rewarded his supporters, family and friends and 

punished opponents as well as the public at large by placing restrictions on civil liberties (Pelizzo, 

2006: 7). The economy was also driven this way. Businesses that bribed or shared wealth to obtain 

economic opportunities, advantages or protection, got the services they needed in return – for 

instance licences, contract enforcement or any other assistance required to manage business 

challenges (Goodpaster, 2002: 101). These historical traits resulted in a political attack of the 

President in the 90’s – mainly enforced by lower levels of society. The powerful and popular slogan of 

‘corruption, collusion and nepotism’ 12 (KKN) illustrates the common despise against Suharto’s way of 

governing (Dick, 2002: 71). 

After Soeharto’s fall in 1998, Indonesia formally became a democracy. The role of the state 

decreased significantly from being fully centralized to becoming decentralized, and the economy 

changed to more or less being a liberal market. The shift from an authoritarian state to a democratic 

infant state has happened at a high pace, but despite of political changes ‘on paper’, ideology and 

patterns of political behavior are not altered overnight (Mishra, 2005: 14). Many of the 

characteristics from the authoritarian regime remain in the post-Suharto era.  

                                                           
12

 Translated from Indoensian: “Korupsi, kolusi dan nepotisme” or KKN. The word “collusion” basically means 

“cooperation for gain”, but it has been given a negative cast. Even Adam Smith noted for two centuries ago 

that this is very common in trade and business. Nepotism is a term referred to in relation to theories of the 

selfish gene, where biological and evolutionary forces are creating a basis for favoring one’s own (Goodpaster, 

2002: 88) 
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Today, historical habits such as rent-seeking, monopoly and uncompetitive behavior still constitute 

crucial parts of the mentality in Indonesian politics today and, instead of being impaired by 

democratic forces, corruption takes new forms (Dagens Næringsliv, 28.09.2011; Harvard Kennedy 

School, 2010: 67). Even though the high-political corruption have diminished, obsolete political 

habits and patterns of behavior are adopted at lower political levels where informal payments 

remain pervasive. This arguably includes bureacratic transactions such as payments to speed up the 

issuance of certificates, permits and licences, or payments for accessing public services that are 

supposed to be free of charge (U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, 2009: 7). What follows is to 

question what factors in the bureacuracy that can explain petty corruption’s persistance today. 

4.2 Explaining petty corruption in bureaucracy: a socio-political perspective 
Indonesia is known for having one of the most corrupt bureaucracies in the world. Dealing with 

government agencies or officials is allegedly one of the biggest challenges for foreign investors 

because the Indonesian bureaucracy functions and operates fundamentally different from 

bureaucracies in the Western world (Indopacific Edelman, 2010: 17).  

 

The salary level in the Indonesian bureaucracy 

Low salaries in bureaucracy are often pointed out when explaining petty corruption. After Suharto 

took to power, the vast expansion of the bureaucracy became a political tool to lift millions of 

Indonesians out of poverty. There was not, however, enough money to pay the newly hired 

bureaucrats a living wage. Even the salaries of the highest ranking government officials did not allow 

for maintaining more than the absolute minimum living standard. Consequently, Indonesia’s 

bureaucrats quickly developed numerous ways to supplement their income (Indopacific Edelman, 

2010: 17).  

 

A common saying in Indonesia is that the government pays people to show up, not to work 

(Goodpaster, 2002: 92). Therefore, the persisting level of facilitation payments and other informal 

payments are often justified and tolerated locally as a “compensation” for the low level of public 

officials’ salaries (U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, 2009: 7). Today, there are around 3.8 million 

bureaucrats and, even though salaries have increased, the vast majority are still grossly underpaid. 

The bureaucratic obstruction and the charging of illegal levies and rents are therefore very much 

alive at all levels of the Indonesian bureaucracy (Indopacific Edelman, 2010: 18). A research 

conducted by British Petroleum Indonesia found that payments to speed up the granting of various 

permits; disproportionate and excessive gifts and entertainment; agents who used facilitation 
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payments to provide their contracted service; or meeting fees for government officials, are typically 

high-risk areas where petty corruption frequently occurs (Dagens Næringsliv, 28.09.2011; The 

American Petroleum Institute, 2007). Some scholars classify it as ‘ordinary rent-seeking’ because 

there is an element of social necessity within such practices caused by too low salaries (Goodpaster, 

2002: 93-94). 

 

The impact from decentralization on bureaucracy and petty corruption 

The decentralization happening after Suharto’s fall is allegedly another factor explaining the 

persistence of corruption in Indonesia. Decentralization was initiated in 1999 where numerous 

regional autonomy laws handed power over from the central government to the regions. The 

decentralization process has therefore put immense responsibilities on regional, provincial and local 

governments – almost overnight (U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, 2009). There are however few 

studies indicating positive trends and reduced corruption after the democratization and 

decentralization (U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, 2009: 4). These processes have rather created 

an even more complex environment in terms of petty corrupt practices where it is dispersed out to 

everyday life and societal transactions. According to the World Bank for instance, decentralization 

has encouraged collusion and anti-competitive behavior by companies and local governments in 

several regions (Business Anti-Corruption Portal, 2011; World Bank, 2006).  

“*W+hile the intentions of moving decisions closer to the people were undeniably good, the fact is that each layer 

of bureaucracy investors has to deal with, every regulation, and every license represents an opportunity for 

bureaucratic obstruction and rent collection. Sadly, such opportunities rarely go unexploited in Indonesia, and it 

adds to the cost of doing business. Many claim, and probably rightly so, that regional autonomy has done nothing 

more than to decentralize and expand Indonesia’s already endemic corruption” (Indopacific Edelman, 2010: 21). 

 

As the quote also illuminates, decentralization has if anything, enabled for petty corruption to 

persist. This must be seen in relation to some weaknesses in the decentralization process. One of 

them is that political replacements mainly have been in the top-layers and not in the districts (at local 

levels). Most local officials therefore remain influenced by work patterns and attitudes of the 

previous regime’s centralized and hierarchical system of patronage. Also, the long tradition of 

authoritarian rule has left a legacy of impunity for perpetrators; breeding old habits such as not 

questioning those in power. The result is that many public officials do not embrace new democratic 

attitudes and are not helping the country to move out of corruption (U4 Anti-Corruption Resource 

Centre, 2009: 3-4). Another weakness is that the administrative laws and guidelines for 

decentralization are not promoting accountability of local officials. Administrative laws are therefore 

poor because the primary emphasis has been to grant officials local autonomy without 

simultaneously demanding accountability towards citizens (U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, 
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2009: 3). In fact, even 13 years after major political changes towards democracy, there are almost no 

applicable or detailed administrative laws in place. The result is that wherever you look in Indonesia 

there is little coherence and consistency in state actions (Brietzke, 2002: 112-113). And even though 

it currently is political prospects and forces pulling towards a rule-based economy, the capacity to 

implement effective mechanisms for strengthening local citizens’ accountability is weak. The high 

speed of the decentralization, coupled with poor regulatory systems, makes the cultural inheritance 

strong at lower political levels. The rent-seeking culture therefore continue to get fuel, in which 

requires a profound cultural shift in governance values and attitudes as well as long term efforts in 

society to alter (U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, 2009: 3).  

 

Invented mechanisms and discretion in government service 

Lack of accountability and administrative laws lead many government officials to identify – and even 

invent – bureaucratic obstacles in their work. Several studies reveal that local governments have 

deliberately exploited regulations as an opportunity to collect supplementary revenues such as local 

budget manipulation, including funneling regional budgets to fictitious bodies or inflating and 

increasing travel expenses as obvious ways to divert public spending from its intended purpose (U4 

Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, 2009: 6). Invented obstacles also appear in connections with 

foreign business in the sense of government services that take discretion-based decisions (Bray, 

2001: 17; Jacobsen, 2010). Here, local governors extort indirect revenues in the form of adding bribes 

through obtaining necessary permits and licenses. Consequently, as decentralization gives power to 

regional levels where old habits still breed, corruption is persisting. Justified with minimal salaries 

and a lack of administrative guidelines and accountability laws, public officials exert service in a more 

discretionary manner than in many other Western countries. Business consultants, in fact, note that 

most Indonesian bureaucrats refer to themselves as “government officials” and not as “public 

servants” because, instead of having a “what can I do for you”- attitude, they exert services thinking 

“what can you do for me?” (Indopacific Edelman, 2010: 17).  

4.3 The ‘market response’ to structural corruption 

The nurture of petty corruption in Indonesian bureaucracy creates market opportunities; developing 

a marketplace where even more parts of society can reap the fruits of dysfunctional political 

patterns. Some scholars refer to this as ‘structural corruption’ in the sense of corruption, woven into 

the fabric of governance or bureaucracy, where the governmental power is co-opted to enable 

corrupt practices through social and economic affairs (Goodpaster, 2002: 89-90). In Indonesia, 

structural corruption is typically apparent in the sense of agents or intermediaries who help firms to 

get the lowest price on government services – including bribes. 
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Structural corruption in business: A competitive marketplace of agents 

MNEs operating in unfamiliar markets typically use a variety of commercial agents, consultants and 

other ‘third-men’ who are better acquainted with local conditions than themselves (Control Risks, 

2007: 34). This is often seen as a solution to over-excessive or red tape bureaucracy in many host 

environments. MNEs often employ such services and the result has been a ‘competitive marketplace’ 

for local intermediaries in many countries. The marketplace implies that a middleman or an 

organization’s job is to sell services such as visas or various permits to international companies at the 

lowest possible price – bribes included. These agents are therefore more prone to bribe government 

officials in order to achieve a competitive market price (Bray, 2006; Lambsdorff, 2007).  

 

The employment of intermediaries is legal according to most legislative framework (Control Risks, 

2007: 34). Still, it is claimed that MNEs use these services as a common strategy to ‘sneak through’ 

institutional barriers in some foreign business transactions (Bray, 2006: 112). Intermediaries allegedly 

act like a ‘fall guy’ or scapegoat who takes the responsibility for MNEs dereliction or delinquency 

because they serve as a ‘firewall’ that absorbs the risks of petty money (Lambsdorff, 2007: 160). 

Despite this risk, many MNEs continue to perceive the use of intermediaries in corrupt markets as a 

way to ‘outsource’ corrupt activities or ‘shutting their eyes’ towards the frequent occurrence of petty 

corruption (Bray, 2006: 121; Control Risks, 2007: 35). 

 

In Indonesia, intermediary services allegedly nourish petty corrupt practices because more and more 

agents compete in increasingly sophisticated manners to offer a minimal price on their services to 

businesses (Bray, 2006). International business advisors state that they witness a remarkably high 

number of their clients – of which are MNEs – who hire agents on a ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ mandate to 

pay facilitation fees, or they hire a ‘reputable’ law or accounting firm who, then again, hires agents to 

pay facilitation-fees.  Another recent examination on Indonesia pointed out that agents organize into 

groups, so-called ‘facilitation agencies’, which collaborate to provide for joint services to businesses 

and MNEs13 (BRR & The World Bank, 2006).  

 

                                                           
13

 The report claimed that the legal status of facilitating agencies in Indonesia is highly uncertain and that the 
various services range from being low prices for informal payments to obtain permits and licenses, but also 
providing security and accident protection for goods and conveyances. See (BRR & The World Bank, 2006) for 
the full extent of this report. 
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4.4 Summary: The ‘label’ of petty corruption in Indonesia  
Drawing on the insights from this chapter, some prominent dimensions can help ‘labelling’ the petty 

corruption in Indonesia.  First, Indonesia’s petty corruption today is more collective than individual 

because corrupt practices in many ways redistribute resources within the society instead of 

extracting resources from citizens to the central government. Today, the state has become ‘the 

weaker part’ in the power relationship between state and society because the political system 

enables for mechanisms where petty money can circulate with few restraints. Decentralization 

enable for more layers of bureaucracy in business transactions because each citizen or ‘ordinary’ 

government official are given slightly more power. Also justified with persisting low salaries, it is 

somewhat legitimate to use one’s power to redistribute economic resources to yourself and your 

family by engaging in petty corrupt practices. Petty corruption in Indonesia, however, seems to be 

controlled and foreseeable. Even though a market of bribe-paying agents nourishes petty corruption 

and enables its persistence, it still contains the phenomenon because the amount of petty money 

does not get out of control. As agents continuously compete to obtain the lowest price on speed 

money to government officials, it is at least proportionate to the service rendered and also possible 

to calculate and account for. 

 

As this chapter reveals what the literature have to say about the research setting, it remains to 

explore how my case company actually perceives petty corruption in this environment. Bearing the 

knowledge from this chapter in mind throughout the remaining chapters, I will go over to present 

how the institutional profile in Indonesia affects the case company and how its subsidiary chooses to 

deal with the petty corruption.  
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SQ1: Through what mechanisms are 

petty corruption perpetuated in 

Indonesia and to what extent can 

regulatory, cognitive and normative 

differences explain its persistence? 

 

 

Macro level: 

Environment 
institutions 

Meso level: 

MNE attitudes 

Micro level:  

Sub-unit behavior 

& practices 

CHAPTER 5 – COMPANY FINDINGS  
This chapter will present findings from my interviews with company representatives. The overall 

purpose is to give a presentation of elements which are relevant to answer how MNEs deal with the 

institutional distance resulting from petty corruption. It will be structured according to the sub-

questions and their respective level of analysis which I revisit below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Findings, analysis and theorizing illustrated14 

The following illustrations will sum up my findings, interpretation, analysis and theoretical 

contributions. It should be utilized as an additional “guide” when reading the remaining chapters.

                                                           
14

 Note that ‘HQ’ means ‘headquarters’ and ‘sub’ means sub-unit. This is also employed in the remaining of the 
thesis. 

SQ1: Through what 

mechanisms are petty 

corruption perpetuated in 

Indonesia and to what extent 

can regulatory, cognitive and 

normative differences explain 

its persistence? 

SQ2: What company 

attitudes can be connected 

to the successful dealing of 

petty corruption? 

SQ3: What actual practices 

and behaviors can be 

connected to the successful 

dealing of petty corruption? 
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5.1 Normative, regulatory and cognitive institutions in host country 

Components within Indonesia’s institutional profile, of which we dealt with in the previous chapter, 

are crucial factors in order to understand what the institutional distance of petty corruption is about. 

To look at normative, regulatory and cognitive institutions isolated will make it easier to comprehend 

what the differences actually are made of.  This section presents the findings which indicate how the 

company perceives normative, cognitive and regulatory deviations in Indonesia compared to its 

home environment in Norway, which derives from primary data from the company (Headquarters 

and the sub-unit) as well as some crucial statements from external field experts. See Appendix 1 for 

more elaborate information about these findings (SQ1). 

 

Normative deviations 

There seem to be a higher social acceptance in Indonesia towards petty corruption. This is evidenced 

by deviations in the normative institutional domain. The employees at the sub-unit emphasized that 

they perceived it to be a higher tolerance for demanding for petty money in Indonesia: 

”When I talk with Indonesians about this it is expressed an awareness of the problem; they know that it is wrong. 

But at the same time it is not the same stigmatization as we have in Norway about its illegality. For them it is 

wrong - but still not that wrong” – General Manager of Finance, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

”People allow themselves to act outside the regulations. (…) They plead certain freedoms and they are likely to 

interpret wider and broader than we can allow ourselves at home. ” – Compliance Officer, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

These quotes support that legitimacy requirements in Indonesia towards petty corruption differ from 

what sub-unit expatriates are used to in Norway, particularly because there are fewer social 

sanctions related to such practices in Indonesia even though people are fully aware of its illegality. 

Various deviations in bureaucratic, political, market and social arenas add force to this general 

finding. Firstly, in the bureaucratic and the political arenas, interviewees frequently pointed out that 

various administrative transactions related to tax and customs, import licenses, bank services, 

maintenance projects and government contracts are arenas where petty money circulates. They also 

addressed that there are formalized mechanisms in many political institutions which contribute to a 

slow eradication of petty corruption:  

“The ones who know that corruption exists, states that corruption is wrong, but they don’t seem to be serious 

about it. (…) There are so many people who are served by a perpetuation of corruption that they are working 

actively against it. This goes all the way to the top leadership. People state the right things in appropriate 

occasions, but act differently. ” – President Director, Indonesian subsidiary  
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Being the expatriate at the sub-unit with the longest and the most experience of interaction with 

local politicians and the central government, the President Director further pointed out that political 

entities continue to create mechanisms where petty money can circulate:  

“Government institutions, ministries and local governments adapt a system where it is expected that they are paid 

for. This is, to some extent, formalized in that you, from the Ministry of Finance, are getting lists of the amounts 

companies are to pay to the various institutions. [However] you have to manage to separate which amounts are 

going to the institutions and which is for the personal individuals. This is a part of the bigger problem.”  

– President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

It was furthermore pointed out a political inertia as there allegedly is a lack of political willingness in 

the anti-corruption campaign. Even the country’s President seems half-hearted and inconsistent 

towards the eradication process:  

“Anti-corruption campaign has been running out of steam in the last year. President Yudhoyono is losing his taste 

for corruption eradication.” – External field expert 

 

Confirming the points from the previous chapter, market-driven forces help perpetuate and 

institutionalize petty corruption in Indonesia because there is a competitive market for bribes. 

External field experts stated that agents compete with each other to minimize the amount of petty 

money demanded from Indonesian government officers and, even though this market competition 

creates a perpetuation of the phenomenon, it also contains the level of the petty money paid in the 

society: 

“*I+f your middle-man is passing an inquiry to an official, at least it is not an extraordinary large bribe. It’s more in 

the nature of a ‘tip’ rather than something gross or extraordinary” – External field expert 

 

Social habits inherited from the country’s history are patterns in the social arena which explains why 

petty corruption still is a normal practice in Indonesia. Social norms embedded in historical patterns 

not only create inertia in politics, but also inertia of social change. In explaining this, both external 

country experts and people in the sub-unit emphasized that the country’s upper class traditionally 

lived at the expense of lower classes. This social pattern resulted in an ‘elite’ who still controls the 

Indonesian economy as well as the political and bureaucratic transactions today. External experts 

also pointed to an intense popular ‘anger’ against corruption in recent history, where anti-corruption 

mainly was voiced at the ‘grasroot-level’ of society before the fall of the Suharto regime in 1998.  

 

Regulatory deviations 

There are prospects for a rule-based economy in Indonesia.  Interviewees pointed to various societal 

drivers which enhance the economic environment through emerging rules and regulations. Several 
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interviewees in the subsidiary espoused that they had a positive impression of the willingness to 

develop business-friendly laws in Indonesia: 

”We have experienced that there are no defined rules that govern in some specific fields, for example in ‘per diem’ 

payments to Indonesian government officials when they are participating at meetings and arrangements arranged 

by us. We have managed, by addressing the case to the government, that it is developed rules.”  

– President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

There is, however, a weak enforcement of the regulatory framework. Despite the legislative 

criminalization of all kinds of corruption in Indonesia, one of the external field experts stated that the 

legislative branch has for several years been listed as one of the most graft-ridden institutions in 

Indonesia. Weak enforcement is therefore the prime deviation in the regulatory domain. In favor of 

this, another claim was that the Indonesian code against corruption even seems to be too strict. This 

makes it inefficient, counterproductive and, in the end, it causes rules to be broken. Also 

interviewees in the subsidiary experienced that rules and legal practices are not implemented 100 % 

in relation to how regulations are codified – emphasizing that; “boundaries are likely to be pushed 

further here [in Indonesia] than at home”.  

 

Cognitive deviations 

Few situations occurred where representatives from the subsidiary were involved in petty corruption 

in direct business relations. Subsidiary employees rather experienced demands for petty money in 

private occasions:  

”It is more a matter of what we are experiencing in private here. For example, last week I asked an officer how I 

could get a driver license. He answered that if you just pay enough, you’ll get it.”   

- General Manager of Finance, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

Instances such as obtaining licenses for private use, parking at football matches or other 

arrangements and policemen stopping cars in traffic or in lines at airports, were mentioned as 

examples where the employees had experienced demands for bribes: 

”People are blocking the parking lot even if you have paid, so that you will not access any spot without paying 

additionally.”  - General Manager of Finance, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

These regards are relevant as input to find out what institutions relate to the explanation of petty 

corruption in Indonesia. The next section will go deeper into the company level (‘meso level’) where I 

will elaborate on some overall company attitudes which serves with input to answer my second sub-

question.  
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5.2 Company attitudes at MNE level 

Crucial success factors for the case company in its dealing with petty corruption are its embracement 

of best-practice ethnocentrism and rule-oriented attitudes. Best-practice ethnocentrism and rule-

orientation are evidenced both through the company’s enacted values such as formal routines and 

guidelines, and through espoused values such as oral statements in my interviews with employees at 

sub-unit level. See Appendix 2 for more elaborate information about these findings (SQ2). 

 

‘Best-practice ethnocentrism’ 

Through an ethnocentric company structure did the case company adopt best-practice attitudes. In 

my case, ethnocentrism implies that ethical standards from the low-corrupt environment (here: 

Norway) results in best-practice attitudes in environments with relatively higher levels of corruption 

(here: Indonesia).  

 

Best-practice ethnocentrism is mainly evidenced in that the company adheres to standardized 

corporate rules. Ethical best-practice standards are equally required at all levels and locations of the 

company’s operations and activities. For instance, corporate guidelines enjoined a strict zero-

tolerance in relation to all types of corruption. This was both espoused in oral statements by 

interviewees and is enacted in the company’s formal statements and routine procedures. For 

example, the same training and standardized routines for implementation of the Code of Conduct 

and other ethical standards enabled for ethical best-practice to become the standard attitude: 

”I think it is fully possible to comply to the same standardized rules worldwide. It is our attitude that this is 

possible. (…) The training is the same, the attitudes are the same and the rules are the same.” 

 – Vice President Political Risk Analysis, HQ 

 

Interviewees supported these best-practice attitudes in their espoused values. The Legal Department 

and the Ethics and Compliance team at the Headquarters expressed that it is easier to operate with 

strict standardized rules rather than flexible ethical rules because it signals conformity and 

consistency internally and enables for maintaining a company-wide ethical best-practice externally. 

Internal consistency creates obstacles for employees to breach or to deviate from corporate rules 

because there is no doubt about what rules is applicable in which settings. This, in turn, also makes it 

easier for subsidiaries to handle external pressure from various environmental forces when they 

operate in host countries.  
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Secondly, best-practice ethnocentrism was demonstrated by the frequent use of so-called informal 

control mechanisms15. Informal control is exerted through mechanisms such as personal 

relationships, informal communication and networks. As opposed to formal control mechanisms such 

as formalized routines and financial reporting, informal control is a tool for the Headquarters to 

additionally implement elements of the ethnocentric structure throughout the entire organization. 

There was for instance a high level of contact between the Headquarters (or other Norway-based 

offices) and sub-units abroad. The Headquarters firmly expressed that it aimed to cooperate with 

sub-units and thereby affect their actions and attitudes through informal discussions, communication 

and support. Besides, informal communication was sometimes even perceived as limiting flexibility in 

sub-units’ daily activities: 

”We *HQ+ want to affect attitudes. (…) But if you look at the total inquiries from all our offices in Norway to our 

sub units, I believe that the sub-units experience that we have a lot of contact – sometimes even too much.”  

– Vice President, Political Risk Analysis at the HQ 

 

The Legal department also confirmed the importance of having informal contact with the subsidiaries 

as they aimed to enforce compliance by constituting a supportive role rather than to pressure 

business units’ and make them subjects for stress in their strive for financial well-performance.  

Rule-orientation  

The case company espoused rule-oriented attitudes. Three elements in my interviews support this 

finding, namely that the company signaled dogmatism towards rules; it was affected by the ethical 

view in Norwegian political constituencies and; it made use of zero-tolerance as a measure to 

increase long-term external legitimacy and decrease risk.  

 

All interviewees signaled strong dogmatic attitudes towards ethical rules as they espoused a high 

commitment to them, both in attitudes as well as in actual behaviors. The Headquarters expressed a 

conviction that it actually is possible to comply with rules such as zero-tolerance towards corruption 

at a worldwide basis. Employees at the sub-unit confirmed the dogmatic behavior by pointing to 

several situations or occasions where they signaled zero-tolerance to people in their external 

environment in Indonesia. Some stated that they had responded firmly in these situations, using 

expressions such as “point finale – and no more discussion” or simply “no!”, when they faced 

demands for petty money. On their routinely visits to sub-units, the Compliance department, which 

is responsible for all ethical training at sub-units, also perceived local staff and expatriates to be 

dogmatic and to take compliance seriously.  

                                                           
15

 The distinction between formal and informal control mechanisms is studied and employed by Rebecca 
Marcshan (1996). See (Marschan, Welch, & Welcht, 1996). 
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Rule-orientation and dogmatic attitudes was also anchored in the company’s impact from external 

expectations of Norwegian government and business environments as it is expected by Norwegian 

companies to fully adhere to a high ethical standard: 

“Norway as a nation actually takes the compliance of international [anti-corruption] rules very seriously. If we are 

to expect others to be compliant, we have to be compliant ourselves.” – President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

Such expectations even made representatives at all levels of the company regard ethical compliance 

as a goal in itself, and not merely a mean for gaining legitimacy. The sub-unit signaled a conviction 

that best-practice ethics is ‘functional’ for its operations abroad, for instance when indirectly 

expressing that zero-tolerance is ‘beneficial’ in local settings in Indonesia. Sub-unit’s representatives 

perceive strict rules and zero-tolerance as a tool to strengthen their external legitimacy and best-

practice towards ethical standards and zero-tolerance towards petty corruption was therefore used 

as a preventive measure towards lowering future risk of involvement in bigger corruption cases in 

Indonesia:  

“A company should be sturdily prepared for the future (…). We aim to thoroughly understand the mechanisms [of 

corruption in Indonesia], so that everything which is non-problematic today, also is non-problematic in the long 

run.” – President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

The sub-unit employees also believed that they are far more compliant towards ethical rules than 

their local competitors. Informants perceived that the sub-unit’s relation to the Indonesian 

government thereby is better because of their strong willingness to comply with anti-corruption 

rules: 

”Norway is the only OECD country which has implemented *an international sector framework+. This puts our 

company in a better position to communicate with the Indonesian government than American companies. 

Indonesian companies and Indonesian ministries have used [our company] as a team player in [the 

implementation of international legislations]. They have not utilized [the international sector organization] (…), or 

any other of the French or American companies.” – President Director, Indonesian subsidiary  

 

As we here witness that best-practice and rule-orientated attitudes imbue the case company at all 

levels, I will further question if, and how, these attitudes are exerted in actual practices and 

behaviors in the sub-unit. Hence, I go into the micro-level of my research and focus on the particular 

subsidiary’s management of petty corruption in its host environment.  

5.3 Practices and behavior at subsidiary level  

I found that the above mentioned company attitudes are exerted at the sub-unit level both through 

its behaviors and in its practices. The respective indicators I employ to support these findings are 
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indirect behavior or oral statements in interviews (espoused values) and actual measures and actions 

taken by its formal routines, practices, rules and guidelines (enacted values). See Appendix 3 for 

more elaborate information about these findings (SQ3). 

 

Espoused values: Aligned sub-unit behavior  

The sub-unit managed to tackle petty corruption in Indonesia much because it implemented the 

overall company attitudes of ethical best-practices and rule-orientation. These attitudes signal clear 

and consistent mind-sets in host operations, in which further help them to maintain zero-tolerance 

towards corruption. The successful dealing of corruption was therefore caused by an internal 

alignment between Headquarters’ and sub-unit’s perceptions. Three indirect elements underpin this 

finding. 

 

Firstly, the company is aligned in its risk perception related to petty corruption. Both representatives 

at the Headquarters and the sub-unit espoused that petty corruption is regarded as one of the major 

risks in Indonesia but that this risk is manageable. Petty corruption “merely” needs particular 

attention, but it is not an issue that forces the company to stay away from heavy investments in 

Indonesia. The sub-unit demonstrated attention and particular awareness by exercising vigilance 

towards external partners and actions taken by governmental institutions. For example, the sub-unit 

responded with cautiousness when it was asked to participate at arrangements or seminars hosted 

by external institutions. Previous experiences with such arrangements had proved that government 

officials often asked for payment for showing up – even though presence actually was a part of their 

assigned job! The President Director pointed to one situation where an Indonesian government 

official had approached him and said: “Why do we have to be controlled and do these troublesome 

measures with you [meaning the company], when in transactions with American and French 

companies we don’t? They just pay for us without any further asking”. He had thereby explained the 

ethical rules of his company and communicated to the officer about the company’s attitudes, in 

which he intended to adhere to.  

 

Secondly, the Headquarters and the sub-unit share a vigilant behavior towards time-use in 

international operations. Subsidiary employees in Indonesia emphasized the importance of using 

time to get to know the environment in order to exert activities, allegedly; “the right way”. This 

implies that the subsidiary sometimes is reluctant to take rash decisions and that representatives 

spend some extra time to communicate their attitudes to local officials, as the President Director, for 

instance, had demonstrated. Employees at the sub-unit perceived that their vigilant, and somewhat 
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‘time-consuming’, behavior was well-understood at the Headquarters because it avoids heavy 

pressure for financial well-performance. Instead, the Headquarters focused on being supportive, as 

already mentioned. The Headquarters was well aware of the challenges of operating in Indonesia and 

made use of informal control mechanisms such as discussions, personal relationships, 

communicative support and collaborative networks to exchange information. The alignment and 

understanding that thereby got established between Headquarters and the subsidiary was in fact a 

factor which enabled the sub-unit to behave with prudence and vigilance.   

 

Lastly, the sub-unit employees showed unanimous convictions that there are few alternatives to 

obtain visas and work permits in Indonesia rather than through agencies. Even though the 

Headquarters firmly stated that the use of agents should be regarded as an internal warning, it was 

emphasized that agents could be employed only if there are no other options.  

”In relation to work permits, there are some who have tried to get it by themselves. One story was about a Swiss 

PhD student, fluent in Indonesian and studying social anthropology, wanting to get a work permit by himself. He 

started with the initial things; getting forms and documents and filled in all information. He ended up going in and 

out; back and forth from the Immigration Office. He continued with this for several weeks without anything 

happening, and he gave up after four weeks without any result. Therefore, we are assessing the use of agents as a 

necessity in order to get these things in place.” – President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

This example proves that the Headquarters and the sub-unit seem aligned concerning the 

appropriateness of taking on more risk. The cost for the company of obtaining visas and work 

permits itself was claimed to be disproportionately high relative to the time-use and the service it 

rendered. Therefore, because the sub-unit perceives it as a necessity, there was a company-wide 

acceptance to bear the risk of employing agents and lose some financial control.  

Enacted values: Aligned sub-unit practices  

‘Per diem’ payments16 are perceived as a high-risk area in Indonesia, but strict control of daily 

expenses and fixed procedures made the sub-unit able to deal with this risk. These practices 

demonstrate that overall company attitudes and guidelines are implemented at sub-unit level. Per 

diem payments are often related to diet, travel, accommodation and field trips connected to the 

company’s operations and it is not unusual that public officials and government employees demand 

for additional payments in excess of the actual amount of such disbursements; something employees 

regarded this as a petty corrupt practice. However, the sub-unit manages to avoid these additional 

payments by pre-approvals and pre-payments of expenses, upholding detailed accountings and 

                                                           
16

 Per diem payments are basically disbursements from companies to external partners who participate or 
contribute at their arrangements. 
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tailoring the compliance assistance from the Headquarters. I will further elaborate on these 

practices. 

 

”All situations where we are to refund money, we have a formalized application form we send in to the committee 

in Norway. It has to get approved before we refund anything.”  

– General Manager of Finance, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

”In our situation we have to have a pre-approval of all our expenses. I don’t know any examples where we haven’t 

gone through this pre-approval process.” – Compliance Officer, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

Pre-approval from the Headquarters and in-advance payments of all expenses helps reducing the risk 

of petty corruption. First of all, advance payments require fixed prices. As fixed prices for any service 

subsequently have to be approved by the Headquarters, the possibility of making additional small 

payments or giving anyone extra money, becomes limited. Prepaid expenses enhance the 

predictability of prices, and it suppresses every chance for government officials to act 

‘opportunistically’. It also makes it easier for all sub-unit representatives to refuse paying petty 

money because they can point to fixed agreements and settled prices instead of having to negotiate 

the price after a service is rendered.  

 

Detailed accounting of all expenses related to arrangements, seminars and meetings was also 

exerted at sub-unit level. If a company keep proper accounts, it is harder to conceal bribes. As an 

external field expert noted; “If the first payments were just 50$, of course, it is realistically enough 

not hard to ‘lose them’. But if there are 1000$ or 2000$, you need to be more creative to ‘lose them’ 

in the accounts”. Detailed accounting of even the smallest expenses thereby ensure that the sub-

unit’s money is not used as petty money or “disguised” under claims of “loosing” small amounts in 

the balance sheet. It is, however, important to note that three particular practices enabled the sub-

unit to exert detailed accounting. One is that the sub-unit exerts ‘hands-on’ control methods of all 

per diem transactions. For example, instead of having government institutions choosing hotels and 

travel set ups themselves, the sub-unit took care of all bookings for them. Also, instead of giving 

public officials money to buy lunch, they ordered and paid on everyone’s behalf. Choosing buffet-

meals instead of ‘a la carte’ menus, for example, was a practical way to organize this.  

”If we have a meeting with an external company and we provide for lunch, we are accounting for every expense 

related to this. (…) For example the last meeting, we had many accommodations, plane tickets, dinners and 

lunches which we refunded for a lot of people. We did all the transactions in advance so that we had control over 

every amount. We sent everything back to Norway and got all of the expenses approved. Subsequently, we 

disbursed all the money.” – Compliance Officer, Indonesian subsidiary 
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Another practice enabling detailed accounting is that the sub-unit makes use of all existing internal 

guidelines provided from Indonesian government institutions’ and departments about financial 

disbursements to Indonesian government officials. The sub-unit utilizes the Indonesian Finance 

Department’s lists which closely define rules for their own staff in relation to payments for 

participating at meetings. These lists specify which hotels government officials can live at, what 

airplane standard they are traveling with, and so forth. 

 “Government institutions, ministries and local governments adapt to a system where it is expected that they are 

paid for. This is, to some extent, formalized in that you, from the Ministry of Finance, are getting lists of the 

amounts companies are to pay to the various institutions” – President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

Strict monitoring of all receipts for local transactions is a third practice which enables the subsidiary 

to keep a detailed accounting system. The sub-unit proved to be particularly observant in relation to 

transactions done by their agents.  

”When they *agents+ sign a contract, they are also signing some principles which they are to pursue and relate to 

in their services. We pay them one fixed salary every month in accordance with the contract. They have to 

document for how all the money is spent. We have chosen this ‘publish what you pay’ approach which makes them 

obliged to be transparent on all additional payments related to their service.”  

– President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

The subsidiary furthermore made use of support to tailor their compliance function to the particular 

risk of petty corruption in Indonesia. Tailoring is a service offered by the Legal department at the 

Headquarters, and it is voluntary to utilize at the sub-unit level. Informants from the Legal 

department referred to this as “the second phase of the compliance”, in which got exerted in close 

cooperation with the respective subsidiary. To develop tailor-made training and tailored guidelines is 

valuable because it meets specific needs of sub-units’. The business units in Indonesia and in China 

had, for instance, clarified and matured the initial company guideline on “sponsorship, gifts and 

donations”, because that is a particular risk in these business areas. The choice of adapting the 

“second phase of compliance” was therefore perceived as a way to enhance the applicability of 

corporate use and Headquarters’ support in environments which had deviating standards or 

conflicting practices.  

”We experience that ethical principles and interpretations are well ‘thought-through’ and are able to give us good 

guidelines. (…) I believe that ethics, compliance and zero-tolerance are well embedded in people’s heads. I feel that 

the rules actually have practical prospects, and are not only lofty theory.”  

– President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

One important notification in this relation is that no tailored rules go at the expense of the 

ethnocentric structure. Instead, it eases the execution of it. The tailored compliance function does 
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not result in flexible or less strict rules, but it makes existing rules more clear and detailed.  It is 

therefore rather exerted as a ‘tool’ for the Headquarters to enhance and mature their corporate 

policy and then ‘tie subsidiaries hands’. It thus made it more difficult for management leaders in 

business units to behave opportunistic or deliberately distort corporate rules. 

 

So far in this chapter, my findings seem to be excellent (seen from the case company’s point of view). 

The subsidiary in Indonesia manages to attain ‘the best from two worlds’; handling petty corruption 

at the same time as being congruent with overall company attitudes and home expectations. 

However, this picture needs some modification as my findings also pointed out some practices in the 

sub-unit which entail shortcomings in the adherence to overall company attitudes.  

 

Shortcomings in implementing company attitudes at subsidiary level 

I found incongruent behaviors between the sub-unit and the Headquarters concerning the control of 

external agents employed in Indonesia. Even though most of the sub-unit’s practices satisfy the 

“home expectations” to ethical best-practice and rule-orientation, this particular practice evidences 

non-alignment between company attitudes and actual practices at the sub-unit level. The sub-unit 

made use of external agents to administer and obtain work permits and visas to subsidiary 

employees and it has the full responsibility to monitor and control these agents. Except from the 

initial integrity due diligence done upon establishment and the yearly risk assessment, all daily 

contact, subsequent follow-ups and monitoring of agents, are solely conducted by the sub-unit. The 

Headquarters is, in fact, practically detached from one of the most petty-corrupt business transaction 

in Indonesia; namely that of employing intermediaries! 

“Through our scrutiny, we haven’t managed to detect any practices [from agencies] which are misaligned with our 

rules. However, I still have this feeling that there is something wrong in these transactions. This, I just have to 

confess.”  

– President Director, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

”I have a bad feeling about *our agents who provide for work permits+. If you go into the Immigration Office, it is 

250 people in line and it is very chaotic. Still, we are getting ahead of everybody in line.”  

– General Manager of Finance, Indonesian subsidiary 

 

These quotes highlight the incongruent behavior between the Headquarters and the sub-unit. At the 

Headquarters it was stated that the company ”do not use agents to get passports; to get faster in and 

out of the airports or in registration of cars”, and that “the use of agents comes with an internal 

warning”. The Legal department also expressed that they expect all sub-units to report every 

indication of corruption, even though they are unsure whether it is a breach of company standards or 
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not. “They don’t lose anything to let us know”, argued one Headquarters representative. But even 

though subsidiary employees jointly expressed awareness of employing agents who most likely 

engage in petty corruption, the sub-unit still continued to make use of them. One intriguing question 

is if the Headquarters actually is fully aware of the high frequency of petty money in these practices – 

or if they merely disregarded it.  

The misalignment of Headquarters attitudes and sub-unit’s practices is legitimized internally because 

the Headquarters ‘distances itself’ from these practices by giving full responsibility to the local sub-

unit in controlling the incongruent transactions. The use of agents at the sub-unit was grounded on 

the lack of proportionate alternatives – as was the sub-unit’s own assessment. Even though most of 

the sub-unit employees suspected that agents involve in local practices which are incongruent with 

overall company attitudes, these regards got suppressed because the sub-unit perceived the 

alternative to be much more costly relative to the service it rendered.  

5.4 Summary of key findings 
This chapter presents findings relevant to answer my problem questions. Firstly, I have found that 

the institutional distance between the two environments in relation to petty corruption is connected 

with significant normative deviations. Furthermore, I found that the case company deals with this 

challenge through an adherence to best-practice and rule-oriented attitudes and that these attitudes 

are well-implemented at the subsidiary level in Indonesia. Most of the company attitudes were 

reflected in the sub-unit’s behavior, practices and procedures, especially as the perceptions at 

Headquarters level and attitudes in the sub-unit most of the time was aligned. This is detected 

through certain sub-unit practices, mainly connected to procedures for controlling local expenses 

and disbursements. My findings also pointed out shortcomings in the way overall attitudes are 

implemented at subsidiary level: Headquarters put less formal control mechanisms in place for those 

transactions which are involved in indirect payments of petty money. In my case, I found that the 

sub-unit was solely entrusted with the daily control of external agents – in which made it possible for 

sub-units to suppress certain suspicious elements of such transactions.
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CHAPTER 6 – COMPILED ANALYSIS AND GENERIC PROPOSITIONS  

The aim of this chapter is to support the interpretation of my findings through a compilation of 

theory and empirics. All research sources are therefore applied – ranging from research findings 

(both external and internal-company data), supplementary literature, and general theoretical 

contributions. I employ the theoretical framework to explain my findings in the first part and in the 

second part I set out some propositions which relates directly to the main research question on how 

sub-units deal with the institutional distance stemming from different climate for petty corruption in 

a home and host country. 

6.1 The institutional distance in the case 

My findings confirm that there is an institutional distance between Norway and Indonesia that stems 

from petty corruption. This creates a ground for the further analysis. Below, I will analyze the first 

sub-question which requires comprehension of why petty corruption forms an institutional distance, 

how these practices are played out in Indonesia today (mechanisms), and what institutional domain 

differs the most between the two environments (cognitive, regulatory or normative institutions).  

 

Different legitimacy requirements 

There are different legitimacy requirements inherent in the two environments which explain the 

institutional distance stemming from petty corruption. Interviewees revealed a general impression 

that legitimacy is obtained and maintained in a different way in Norway than in Indonesia.  

”When I talk with Indonesians about [corruption] it is expressed an awareness of the problem; they know that it is 

wrong. But at the same time it is not the same stigmatization as we have in Norway about its illegality. For them it 

is wrong - but still not that wrong.” 

 – General Manager of Finance, Indonesian subsidiary  

 

”People allow themselves to act outside the regulations. (…) They plead certain freedoms and they are likely to 

interpret wider and broader than we can allow ourselves at home. ”  

– Compliance Officer at the Indonesian subsidiary 

 

Even though these quotes confirm a higher tolerance towards petty corruption in Indonesia, external 

field experts explained this with a modified approach: 

“If people pay bribes, it is generally because they have to. It is not because they like it or because they think it’s 

acceptable.” – External field expert 

 

“On social attitudes (…) *i+t has been said that they are used to this corruption; ‘that it’s a part of life, bla, bla, 

bla…’ My general hypothesis is that this is a patronizing Western generalization.”  

– External field expert 
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Together, these quotes address an overall idea that people seem to be more tolerant towards petty 

corruption at the same time as they are aware of its illegality. But because petty corruption is caused 

by necessity in Indonesia, social norms entail fewer negative sanctions compared to Norway. These 

suppositions call for an elaborate analysis about the sources of petty corruption in Indonesia; namely 

what institutions explain the deviating climate for legitimate practices? 

6.2 The roots of the institutional distance  

I suggest that the main source of the institutional distance is deviances in the normative domain, and 

that divergences in cognitive and regulatory institutions are subordinate. In Indonesia, petty 

corruption stems from context-specific factors such as historical patterns and social habits which 

further results in certain society mechanisms that contribute to its persistence. I support this 

argument with additional quotes from research, supplementary literature and theoretical 

contributions in the following. 

 

Marginal distances in the cognitive domain 

I argue that differences in cognitive institutions give a marginal explanation of the institutional 

distance because Indonesians strongly dislike the high corruption in society. All informants 

emphasized that Indonesians embrace anti-corrupt values. One of the external field experts even 

stated that Indonesians “despise corruption”. My company findings support this interpretation 

because the sub-unit rarely faced petty corruption directly in business relations. Rather, sub-unit 

employees faced the phenomenon in their private lives. This reluctance may signal that petty 

corruption is associated with social embarrassment.  

 

A social embarrassment is also commented in supplementary literature about Indonesia. Illustrations 

done by Taylor (2002) refer to personal experiences in Jakarta, for example, in a taxi with an 

Indonesian friend and a break in the median strip in the road forces them to take a u-turn: 

 “As we u-turned, we immediately ran into a police trap and a languid indication that a fine would levied for the 

‘violation’. My Indonesian friend refused to pay; instead, she put on a histrionic performance about how mortified 

she was in front of her foreign guest. “How can you shame our country like this?” she shouted. Abashed, the police 

waived us on” (Taylor, 2002: 37). 

 

The obviously common awareness and ‘tacit’ agreement of the illegality of corruption, indicates that 

such practices are connected with a certain ‘social taboo’ in the sense that people who bribe knows 

that it is wrong and avoid demanding for bribes when they approach business employees directly. 

Yet, in private occasions people seem to have a lower barrier for engaging in such practices because 
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they perceive such actions to be less visible – thereby also less risky. An external field expert in my 

research explained the distinction between private and business behavior; stating that people with a 

formal position of power do not have an interest to openly discuss the misdeeds of others because it 

will “create an ever expanding circle of embarrassing revelations”. People may be ‘clean’ in business 

or other professional relations and, at the same time, involve in petty corruption in private relations. 

They therefore avoid being ‘whistleblowers’ and run the risk of embarrassing their colleague, friend, 

uncle or brother – and subsequently themselves.   

 

In support of low cognitive differences I draw on supplementary literature. Many scholars emphasize 

that average Indonesians condemn corruption, evidenced by the great political participation to fight 

the corrupt Suharto-regime (See for instance Dick, 2002; Goodpaster, 2002; Harvard Kennedy School, 

2010; Indopacific Edelman, 2010; U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre, 2009). Goodpaster (2002) and 

Dick (2002) jointly claim that cultural explanations for corruption in Indonesia do not provide a 

correct understanding of the phenomenon and can mislead foreigners to stigmatize Indonesians for 

genuinely having a different mind-set. They shed light on factors such as the excommunication of 

corruption under the Suharto regime, and the slogan of “corruption, collusion and nepotism”, to 

evidence the powerful social ban of corrupt practices in Indonesia (Dick, 2002: 71). In addition, one 

external field expert emphasized that it is the ‘grassroot-level’ of society that constitutes the drivers 

for anti-corruption, pointing out that today’s anti-corruption campaign has a ‘trickle-up’ effect. 

Rather than a ‘trickle-down’ effect, it is the lower levels of society which push high-political 

constituencies to eradicate institutionalized corruption. This, however, is also a signal of resembling 

inner beliefs and cognitive maps between Norway and Indonesia. Bray (2001) support my argument 

by advocating how average people in many of today’s developing and transitional countries similarly 

express a ‘popular anger’ towards corruption (Bray, 2001). One of his examinations17 concludes that 

people from different corrupt environments often involves in such practices because there is no 

alternative in the sense that they feel pressured or even threatened. Most citizens again and again 

volunteer the conviction that all types of corruption are theft. They are thus far from regarding 

corruption as normal, but point out that it sometimes is a necessity (Bray, 2001: 18).  

 

I draw on these joint sources when stating that there is a cognitive similarity between Indonesia and 

Norway. The institutional distance stemming from different practices of petty corruption are not 

caused by differences in people’s inner beliefs or moral norms. In the further section, I will look at 

                                                           
17

 See (CIET International, 2011) for the entire study. 
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regulatory institutional differences and decide whether that domain is crucial in explaining why petty 

corruption persists.  

 

Marginal distance in the regulatory domain 

I suggest that differences in regulatory institutions also play a marginal role in explaining the roots of 

the institutional distance. For instance, looking exclusively at the formal regulatory framework in 

Indonesia, anti-corruption rules are more or less the same as they are in Norway. An external field 

expert in my research addressed that there is great prospects for establishing a rule-based economy 

– evidenced by government measures to establish a more business-friendly environment. The 

business unit in Indonesia experienced the same. The expert furthermore emphasized that 

regulations even are too strict and that the country’s level of development makes law enforcement 

difficult. 

 

The main argument in favor of low regulatory deviances therefore grounds upon the proven 

willingness in the society and in the government to eradicate corruption. The intension of the 

regulatory framework are resembling of that in Norway, even though enhanced enforcement 

mechanisms require more time to develop and ‘mature’. The following section will lastly go into the 

normative domain and give reasons for why normative institutions constitute the main source of the 

institutional distance related to petty corruption.  

 

Significant distance in the normative domain 

I interpret the deviances in normative institutions as the domain which best explains the institutional 

distance related to petty corrupt practices.  

“For the people who demand bribes (…) it is more to do with the institutional cultures; it is to do with what always 

happened; and it is to do with pressures.” – External field expert  

 

As opposed to national culture, which I relate to cultural-cognitive differences, I associate 

institutional culture, as mentioned in this quote, with normative institutions. There are simply fewer 

social sanctions in Indonesia and thereby lower incentives to refrain from corrupt practices. My 

primary data confirmatively points to some institutionalized mechanisms in society as being the 

engine of petty corruption. Administrative barriers created by bureaucratic personnel; central 

politicians’ obsoleteness and; new competitive market forces constituting of agents that tailor 

services to the corrupt system proved to be prominent mechanisms. Together they reproduce 

historical habits, social patterns and old norms. Petty corruption is therefore adopted and organized 
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into social structures, in which results in inertia of social change. Thus, even though there is a popular 

ban of such practices today, the move towards a less corrupt society is very slow.  

 

I draw on supplementary literature to support that normative institutions are crucial in order to 

understand the institutional distance of petty corruption. Many scholars have also emphasized that 

petty corruption in Indonesia is difficult to eradicate because of deep-rooted structures and habits 

from the old political regime (See for instance Brietzke, 2002; Dick, 2002; Goodpaster, 2002; Harvard 

Kennedy School, 2010; Indopacific Edelman, 2010; Pelizzo, 2006; U4 Anti-Corruption Resource 

Centre, 2009). Allegedly, anti-corruption in Indonesia is not a political “quick fix” but it requires a 

long-term political evolution and a total institutional reform (Dick, 2002). Goodpaster (2002) explains 

that collective choice problems associated with ‘free-riding’ issues, makes eradication of petty 

corruption very difficult. Since everyone share small losses, but no one suffers a direct and clear loss, 

it is very difficult to get large numbers of people to organize and unite to fight petty corruption 

(Goodpaster, 2002: 103). 

 

Together, my primary and supplementary sources provide with valuable insights in order to 

understand why the institutional distance stemming from petty corruption in Indonesia mainly is 

embedded in normative institutions. I will further conceptualize how normative deviations can be 

understood by employing other theoretical concepts from literature. 

 

6.3 Case findings in a theoretical perspective 

I suggest that petty corruption in Indonesia may be explained through a distinction between what 

people ought to do and what they actually are doing. My research reveals that there is a 

misalignment between what a government officer formally is set to do and the norm for what he/she 

actually does. Conflicting social behaviors exist because historical norms in politics and patterns of 

behavior in society still are legitimate today and results in inertia of social change. Hence, people in 

Indonesia tend to observe what other people do, and simply act correspondingly even if their 

behaviors go against certain cognitive convictions. This argument is easier to grasp when explained 

through supplementary theories. 

 

The vicious circle of corruption 

Some scholars argue that petty corruption perpetuates easier the more widespread it becomes – 

either referring to a ‘vicious circle’, ‘path dependency’ or ‘self-reinforcement’ problems (Amundsen, 

1999; Argandoña, 2001; Boehm & Joerges, 2008; Mishra, 2006; Pechlivanos, 2005). The idea is 
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basically that it seems less risky for citizens to behave corrupt if corruption already is widespread, 

disseminated and organized into social patterns of behavior. This may stem from lower social 

stigmatization caused by a normalization of illegal practices in a society. An atmosphere of 

“impunity” thereby emerges which further makes people act at the expense of shared perceptions 

about moral behavior.  

 

This theoretical approach seems to have explanatory value in the case of Indonesia because it helps 

to grasp the reasons for why the institutional distance is grounded in the normative domain rather 

than in cognitive or regulatory institutions. As petty corruption in Indonesia is a matter of inveterate 

habits and obsolete norms resulting in social and political inertia, a vicious circle of reinforcing effects 

can give explanation for its persistence. One of the external field experts in my research illustratively 

made his consent when he compared corruption in Indonesia with a bus: “If you don’t get out of its 

way or get on it; you simply get run over”. In other words, you either accept that “the bus” continues 

without you; you “enter the bus” by engaging in illegal practices or you risk to get run over if you try 

to halt it.  

 

Conflicting institutions: descriptive versus injunctive norms 

‘Is’ and ‘ought’-norms seem to be misaligned in Indonesia because there is a conflict between 

descriptive norms and injunctive norms. This is another fruitful way to grasp why people behave at 

the expense of ethical principles. As cognitive and regulatory institutions provide a valuable 

description of injunctive norms in Indonesia, as it reflects people’s inner beliefs and values, they do 

not give sufficient information about what actually happens (i.e. descriptive norms). The result is a 

conflict between descriptive and injunctive norms, which implies that people disregard injunctive 

norms and rather tend to pursue social habits and obsolete behaviors, as they act at the expense of 

rules, regulations and even their own moral stands about corruption. 

 

General academic views on the linkage between institutions, social behaviors and corruption are 

aligned with this argument. For instance, Graeff (2005) and Schweitzer (2005) both state that 

corruption occurs when particular norms and institutions are interpreted as valid, even though this 

behavior go at the expense of actually valid universalistic norms (Graeff, 2005; Schweitzer, 2005: 16). 

Besides, as Finnemore (1998) adds; conformity to norms often becomes automatic and irrational and 

therefore difficult for society members to discern (Finnemore & Sikkink, 1998: 904-905). Social 

patterns and political habits have a strong impact on what is appropriate and legitimate in various 

countries and it cannot always be retrieved in rationality. This explains why petty corrupt practices 

are propagated easier in some contexts than in others – in which I argue is the case in Indonesia.  
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6.4 MNEs’ handling of institutional dualities: First proposition 

“Companies operate in the world as it is, not the world as it should be”, asserted an external field 

expert in one of my interviews. And as corruption is a ‘real-world phenomenon’, it is important to 

look at the environmental institutions it stems from in order to understand how the phenomenon 

impacts a certain society. In the previous section we learned that certain institutional dimensions 

often matter more than others – depending on the context. This insight creates implications for 

MNEs because it implies that successful handling of an institutional duality depends on how well sub-

units manage to ‘bridge’ home and host expectations.  

In the same way as various institutional profiles distinguish appropriate contextual behaviors, 

different institutional distances also distinguish sub-units’ opportunities to reconcile various 

expectations in its home and host environments. Successful handling an institutional duality is a 

function of how well MNEs relate to local legitimacy requirements, and accordingly; how well they 

understand why specific institutional distances arise. As regulatory, normative and cognitive 

institutions differ in the degree of formalization and tacitness, they also differ in degree of 

correspondence in the sense of how well people’s actual behavior conform with what they believe is 

‘right and wrong’. Success will therefore, not only, imply a recognition of the fact that cognitive, 

regulatory and normative institutions often carry different weight, but also that injunctive and 

descriptive norms often conflict. These aspects are interlinked. 

While regulative institutions derive from clear and visible legal frameworks and are caused by less 

conflicting relationships between descriptive and injunctive norms, cognitive and normative 

institutions are less visible and harder for MNEs to identify. Rule breaking is illegal, and non-

appropriate behaviors simply get punished. Opposing regulatory institutions will obviously damage 

an MNE’s external legitimacy, which creates incentives to act congruent with host regulatory 

institutions. Normative and cognitive institutions, on the other hand, are less clear because they are 

based on tacit and often non-formalized institutions. MNEs often misunderstand them because they 

constitute parts of customary behavior (what everyone else does), and are not always strictly ‘illegal’ 

in the same manner as regulatory institutions. Besides, the respective weight put on cognitive and 

normative institutional domains often derives from more conflicting relationships between injunctive 

and descriptive norms. While cognitive institutions carry weight when injunctive norms align with 

actual behavior, normative institutions can carry weight even if they misalign with injunctive norms – 

for instance when historical habits and social patterns are reproduced. 

In the case of corruption, the institutional duality that (mostly western) subsidiaries encounter is 

largely driven by normative differences. I suggest that an institutional duality which mainly stems 
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from normative deviances is easier to resolve than an institutional duality resulting from regulative or 

cognitive differences, because a breach of cognitive or regulatory institutions simultaneously 

breaches injunctive norms.  

Injunctive (or cognitive) misalignment cause much more damage for MNEs external legitimacy. 

MNEs’ abilities to earn and maintain external legitimacy therefore derives from the degree of conflict 

between descriptive and injunctive norms because responding to conflicting injunctive and 

descriptive norms is easier if the institutional deviance is of normative characters. Since descriptive 

norms sometimes align with obsolete norms and inveterate habits, a sub-unit’s behavior is more 

accepted in the host country if its behavior corresponds with injunctive norms (and not necessarily 

with obsolete habits). A deviating behavior that damages a sub-unit’s external legitimacy (i.e. 

behavior misaligned with cognitive institutions) is much more complicated to resolve than a deviating 

behavior where the external legitimacy remains (i.e. behavior misaligned with normative host 

institutions). Based on these grounds, I propose that normative deviations are easier to resolve 

because cognitive and regulatory deviations damage MNEs external legitimacy more.  

Proposition 1: An institutional duality resulting from normative differences is easier 

to handle than institutional duality resulting from regulative or cognitive 

differences. 

6.5 Successful company attitudes in MNEs: Second group of propositions 
The case company exerted best-practice attitudes and rule-orientation when they faced challenges 

related to petty corruption and the way it exerted these attitudes in the host environment enabled it 

to be compliant to ethical standards from the home environment at the same time. This finding 

modifies previous quantitative studies on Norwegian business environments which claims that 

Norwegian companies do not respond with zero-tolerance to corruption abroad (i.e. Søreide, 2006; 

Søreide, 2009; Transparency International Norge, 2009; Transparency International Norway, 2009).  

Ethical best-practice attitudes 

My findings reveal that the case company has a dogmatic attitude to ethical best-practice standards 

abroad. This results from its pure ethnocentric structure. With its base in Norway, which has one of 

the highest anti-corruption laws in the world, the ethnocentric structure even enables best ethical 

practices abroad. Ethnocentrism is embedded in formal guidelines, as well as in espoused attitudes 

of the company. Informal control mechanisms ensure ethnocentric alignment at all levels of the firm.  

This analysis confirms the literature which suggests that establishing and maintaining a sub-unit’s 

legitimacy in the host environment depends on the MNE’s internal mindset, mentality and strategy 
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(i.e. Kostova & Zaheer, 1999: 73). On the other side, it opposes theoretical proposals which advocate 

that ethnocentric firms will experience greatest difficulties in managing the institutional distance 

because their identity and practices are rooted into the home country and less to local practices (i.e 

Kostova & Zaheer, 1999: 73). In relation to corruption, ethnocentrism exerted from the environment 

with highest ethical standards is a successful structure because it enforces best-practice attitudes 

which help subsidiaries to avoid illegal practices and thereby maintain external legitimacy. This leads 

me to propose the following:  

Proposition 2a: Exerting company attitudes which enforce maintenance of highest ethical 

standards help MNEs to deal with an institutional duality resulting from corruption in host 

environments.  

Dogmatism and rule-orientation 

The dogmatic adherence to best-practices in relation to corruption stems from employees’ rule-

oriented attitude. The key element in ethnocentrism is to follow standardized rules and not tolerate 

flexibility when facing other prevailing norms or rules. Hence, dogmatism and rule-orientation 

enables the company to maintain high ethical standards through communicating zero-tolerant 

attitudes towards corruption in all business relations with externals. Rule-orientation was 

demonstrated when the Headquarters for instance expressed that worldwide consistency on ethical 

matters not only is preferable but also easier than having a flexible and non-consistent attitude 

towards demands for informal payments and petty money.  

This analysis confirms the widespread acceptance in literature about long-run benefits for MNEs to 

‘stay clean’ when it comes to corruption. Having paid a bribe in the past, researchers argue, a firm is 

more vulnerable to extortionate demands in the future (i.e. Rose-Ackerman, 2002). Other findings 

state that it is a positive correlation between the bribes a firm pays and the harassment it will face 

(i.e. World Bank report conducted by Kaufmann & Wei, 2000). The main idea is that facilitation 

payments often create more problems than they solve. ‘Speed money’ are meant to buy time but in 

practice it often creates delays because it gives officials an incentive to set out more and more 

obstacles and get paid for removing them (Bray, 2001: 18). My research confirms this theoretical 

argument as it reveals that the case company strictly avoids everything that even resembles of 

corruption or bribery; also perceiving this strategy to be the most beneficial. The Headquarters 

actually put informal pressure on sub-units to exert these attitudes in host environments. The sub-

unit’s behavior was aligned with this expectation as employees actually perceived zero-tolerance to 

increase external legitimacy in Indonesia. Through their dogmatic adherence to zero-tolerance, the 
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sub-unit gained a ‘team player-relation’ with the Indonesian government in anti-corruption work, 

and representatives rarely met demands for bribes in direct business relations. 

Rule-orientation therefore proves to be successful in dealing with an institutional duality stemming 

from normative deviations in the host environment because there is accepted to behave according to 

injunctive norms – even if such behavior conflict with descriptive norms. As most Indonesians 

recognize that corruption is wrongful, I argue that it is less problematic to display strict ethical 

standards in business transactions there than if deviating practices would be of cognitive or 

regulative character. By treating compliance as a goal in itself, as my findings state, rule-orientation is 

a successful company attitude because it ensures that ethical best-practice is exerted consistently at 

all levels in the organization. Hence; 

Proposition 2b: Rule-orientation constitutes a successful company attitude for MNEs when its 

sub-units face an institutional distance resulting from a climate of corruption in host 

environments. 

6.6 Successful sub-unit practices: Third group of propositions 

My findings reveal that successful practices, targeted to deal with petty corruption at a ‘task-level’, 

can be divided in two groups. Some practices internalize the institutional duality and others 

externalize it. This distinction is based on the degree of alignment between the sub-unit’s daily 

activities and the overall company attitudes or Headquarters expectations. The table below 

summarizes the content of this division. When internalizing an institutional duality, a company 

handles it by incorporation of incongruent practices as an integrated part of company regulations 

and routines. When externalizing it, the company similarly accepts that there is an institutional 

distance but it does not incorporate new formal rules and routines to minimize the risk inherent in 

the incongruent practices. In these cases, the Headquarters recognizes that it has limited possibilities 

to control conflicting local practices in a host environment, and therefore legitimizes that the sub-

unit outsource such practices to local actors or other external partners. This leads me to the third 

proposition, which is clarified in further propositions (a) and (b): 

Proposition 3: When behavior propagated by local norms conflicts with home and/or host 

country rules or regulations, MNEs will either internalize or externalize the resulting 

institutional duality.  
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Institutionalization of the institutional duality 

I found that most of the daily practices at sub-unit level are aligned with company attitudes. 

Company attitudes are formalized as a part of the sub-unit’s procedures as its practices reflect ethical 

‘best practice’ and rule-orientation. And as the ethnocentric company structure enables attitudes to 

spread at various company levels, employees regard internal compliance as a goal in itself. 

Ethnocentrism made the sub-unit ensure that transactions with locals were done at the company’s 

premises and it was therefore enforced as a ‘mean’ to handle challenges from discrepant local 

practices in Indonesia.  

Internalizing the institutional duality is successful because a clarification of rules and guidelines in 

advance has a strong signaling effect externally as it communicates whose institutional terms apply. It 

is efficient both because it ‘ties a sub-unit’s hands’ and because company rules are communicated up 

front before any local business transactions are made. Incorporation of stricter rules and routines 

therefore denote that it exist ‘lower-governance’ transactions between the sub-unit and the host 

environment which in turn increases the Headquarters ability to ensure that interaction with local 

actors in Indonesia is exerted at the company’s terms. This was evidenced when the sub-unit control 

daily expenses through pre-approvals from the Headquarters; as it settled fixed priced for services 

and; when it made in-advance payments of arrangements. Even though these practices require some 

more administrative work, they help the sub-unit to reconcile expectations from home with possible 

Sub-unit
practices

Internalization- practices Externalization-practices

Formal 
compliance

Direct compliance

to corporate policy 

Indirect compliance

to corporate policy

Informal
behavior and 
attitudes

ARE ALIGNED WITH…

…host institutions

…home expectations

…home attitudes

ARE ALIGNED WITH…

…host institutions

…home expectations

ARE MISALIGNED 

WITH…

…home attitudes

Success
criteria

Ethnocentrism deriving from 

the highest-standard

environment

Lower expectations from 

headquarters
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incongruent host environment practices. My generic suggestion is that practices which internalize an 

institutional duality enhance sub-units’ possibility to satisfy headquarters’ expectations and respond 

to pressures in the host environment from discrepant local practices. This is successful because it 

increases MNEs control and predictability of activities and aligns sub-unit practices with company 

attitudes and corporate policies. I thus propose: 

Proposition 3a: If, in prior of direct business transactions with locals, a sub-unit signal that it is 

their standards which are going to apply in the transaction and the local environment 

tolerates it; internalizing a rule-conflicting normative behavior will be a successful practice 

when dealing with an institutional duality. 

It is, however, important to note that control and predictability is possible for the sub-unit in my case 

because it operates in a country where corruption, to some degree, is able to foresee. As the basic 

aim of all risk management is to ‘control something uncontrollable’, it is claimed that MNEs become 

even more vulnerable to future extortionate demands if they lack the ability to control some of the 

risks in foreign markets. The result is that they are more likely to become victims for a so-called 

‘boomerang effect’ which expose them for new risks, higher costs and more legal hazards in the 

future (Bray, 2006: 119). As some theorists believe that ‘controlled corruption’ is less impairing to 

investment and trade than uncontrolled corruption because it is possible to forecast, estimate and, 

thus, include in assessments (i.e. Amundsen, 1999), internalization strategies are easier to exert in 

environments with controlled corruption. Because the sub-unit understands the impact of petty 

corruption in Indonesia, and includes these regards into their planning of activities, petty corruption 

is not perceived as a major risk and possible to deal with. 

Externalization of the institutional duality  

If the “cost” of internalizing a conflicting behavior in the host environment is too high, either in terms 

of time-consume or simply in expenses, I suggest that there is a shift towards externalization of an 

institutional duality. Internalization and externalization therefore constitutes a trade-off relation in 

terms of getting costs proportionate to benefits. Internalization of an institutional duality works in 

business transactions where the sub-unit keeps direct contact with actors or institutions involved. 

This was the case when the MNE controlled per diem expenses; a job which only required slightly 

more administrative work to manage internally. Externalization typically happens in more complex 

business transactions which involves several parts and multiple linkages, for instance, when the sub-

unit employs a third-party to obtain work permits and visas – despite of unanimous suspicions that it 

probably involved speed money. Even though obtaining visas and permits merely are administrative 

matters, it is still crucial for the sub-unit’s presence in Indonesia. However, we learned in the case 
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that it takes foreigners weeks to get through at the Immigration Office in Jakarta, meaning that it 

requires a lot more extra administrative work and, not least, disproportionate use of time. Thus, 

hiring agents is a practical example on externalization of an institutional duality. 

 

Practices which externalize institutional dualities is a successful way to handle problematic issues 

when the cost of doing it themselves exceeds the benefits of having control over all expenses. 

Therefore, I argue that externalizing practices do not imply that a sub-unit goes at the odds with 

formal company rules. Still, it implies some shortcomings in how the sub-unit exerts company 

attitudes if the cost of internalization is disproportionately high. In other words, the sub-unit does 

not commit any formal breaches, even though its behavior shows some limitations in responding to 

informal company attitudes. I suggest that externalization of some conflicting activities is a fair, and 

also successful, way for a sub-unit to handle an institutional duality when the cost of doing it 

internally becomes too high. I furthermore suggest that it is possible because headquarters actually 

lowers its expectations – and thereby also the pressure towards sub-unit to conform to home 

requirements. Instead of requiring both best-practice attitudes and compliance to formal company 

rules, headquarters accept that the sub-unit plays along with local practices as long as it adheres to 

the formal company policy. In my case, the Headquarters satisfied with, for instance, one-time or ad-

hoc based scrutiny of agents even though this may be insufficient in detecting petty corruption. 

Headquarters legitimizes externalization internally because it leaves the actual cost-benefits 

assessment solely in the hands of the sub-unit. The result is that no formal company rules are in 

breach, at the same time as the sub-unit manages to face incongruent host country practices at 

proportionate “costs”. I therefore propose: 

 

Proposition 3b: If a sub-unit perceives the cost of internalizing a rule-conflicting local activity 

to excessive, MNEs will externalize the activity to local partners. 
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CHAPTER 7 – CONCLUSION 
The objective of this research has been to find out how companies make strategies to deal with 

institutional dualities. I have treated petty corruption as an example of local practice which 

constitutes an institutional duality for MNEs operating in markets with corruption. Empirical support 

from external field experts and theoretical support from literature have formed a basis for my in-

depth understanding of how and why petty corruption takes place in the particular case of Indonesia. 

Building on these insights, a Norwegian case company with an Indonesian subsidiary was studied and 

analyzed in order to find out how the institutional distance from petty corruption was tackled. 

Through a compilation of all primary and secondary data, I elevated the compiled analysis to a 

constitution of generic propositions.  

My main conclusion is that MNEs manage institutional dualities either by internalizing or 

externalizing conflicting host country practices. This distinction is drawn depending on how well-

aligned sub-units are in exerting company attitudes. If incongruent local practices seem manageable 

in terms of costs, MNEs internalize the institutional duality by framing it as a part of formal and 

informal rules and procedures. This means that the headquarters recognize the institutional distance 

and therefore develop formal and informal internal systems which capture possible risks. In this way, 

it enables sub-units to reconcile home expectations with deviating host institutions by facilitating for 

direct adherence to company attitudes. However, if the cost of taking full control over incongruent 

local practices is perceived as too high or time-consuming, I suggest that MNEs externalize the 

practices to local partners or agents. These situations adopts less formal requirements that capture 

challenges from incongruent practices at headquarters level because the headquarters does not 

insists to control daily activities in the same extent as with internalization. The result is a 

misalignment in the attitudes at headquarters and sub-unit levels because the headquarters 

implicitly ‘accepts’ a less direct execution of the company policy.  

7.1 Theoretical and empirical contributions 

The research provides with both theoretical and empirical contributions to International Business 

studies. The main theoretical contribution is the advancements on how MNEs deal with institutional 

dualities in environments with significant institutional distances. This addresses the under-

emphasized aspect of institutional dualities in literature, namely how MNEs practically can deal with 

simultaneous pressures from two different environments. Particularly appealing to cases with illegal 

characters imbuing a host environment, I provide with qualitative evidences on how sub-units can 

make progress at a daily basis without exceeding regulatory constraints. 
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The second theoretical contribution is that it demonstrates the value of approaching the domains 

within an institutional distance in isolation. It proves that the key factor for dealing with an 

institutional duality lies in how well the MNE comprehend the drivers and mechanisms which cause 

conflicting host practices. This implies making better use of the notion of institutional distances by 

ascribing regulative, normative and cognitive deviances discernible weight. This will, in turn, equip 

businesses with a greater understanding of how they should interact with local actors in the host 

environment.  

Empirical contributions also emerged from my study. Most important is the enhancements it makes 

to our empirical insights on how MNEs can face corruption in international business. It provides with 

qualitative evidences on how subsidiaries can conform to strict ethical requirements in environments 

where lower legitimacy standards prevail; thereby advancing our general perceptions on how MNEs 

can contribute in the eradication process of corruption. This empirical contribution adds weights to 

advocators of a positive correlation between MNEs external legitimacy and zero-tolerance towards 

corruption as well as it modifies previous inferences which claim that businesses lose out of 

competition in foreign markets with lower legitimacy standards if they exert ethical best-practices. 

My findings rather address how it is fully possible to adhere to strict ethical rules and still make 

progress in a host market. This mitigates future risks of losing external legitimacy in the long run.  

7.2 Limitations and suggestions for further research 

My research entails some limitations related to the comprehension and application of my theorizing. 

The exclusive focus on petty corruption may arguably decrease our opportunities to draw general 

conclusions about other types of institutional dualities. Besides, the illegal character of corruption 

makes my case distinct – putting even more restraints on a broad generalization. This raises a need 

to avoid non-critical transference of my theoretical conclusions to other institutional dualities. In this 

relation, it is important to bear in mind that my aim has been to modify the general applicability of 

previous overarching theories about institutional dualities or corruption – not fully rejecting them. 

Through my findings I aim to differentiate the generic theoretical proposition that, for instance, 

ethnocentric firms will experience greatest difficulties in managing the institutional distance (i.e. 

Kostova & Zaheer, 1999), or that conformity to host institutions is the exclusive path for MNEs to 

earn external legitimacy (i.e. Boxenbaum, 2006; Hillman & Wan, 2005: 324; Kostova & Zaheer, 1999: 

64; Meyer & Rowan, 1977). In my case, non-conformity to host institutions rather proved to be 

successful, and ethnocentrism was thereby a mean to reach legitimacy. It must again be recognized 

that these findings result from the illegal character of corruption. Transferring my conclusions to 

cases where the local practice is not illegal may therefore create implications. The illegal character 
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creates barriers for MNEs to involve in such practices simply because they are sanctionned. Non-

conformity to corrupt practices in host institutions is, therefore, a matter of responding to a legal 

obligation rather than mere strategic decisions. It also makes ethnocentricity a necessity rather than 

a voluntary choice.  

The limitations of my research give rise to several new directions for further research. As my 

research is a qualitative case-study in the sense of theory-building, I encourage quantitative studies 

to examine the extent of which the case findings can be generalized and transferred to other 

phenomena than corruption. To test my theoretical contributions in a quantitative cross-country or 

cross-regional research can be one way to do this. I also encourage further work on petty corruption 

in order to explore how this institutional phenomenon plays out in other countries and regions. This 

suggestion addresses the question of Indonesia’s representativeness. Are petty corrupt practices in 

Latin-America or Africa, for instance, played out distinguishably? If so – how? And what about 

attitudes towards petty corruption from companies based in other Western countries?  

I also encourage more focus on other institutional distances facing MNEs in Indonesia. This country 

experience exceptionally high growth rates; it has particular business potential in many sectors, 

causing more and more attention from foreign companies. The need to further explore other 

institutional dualities in Indonesia, and how business successfully can tackle them, seems to be of 

increasing value for several decision-makers in various business environments.   

7.3 Implications for practitioners 

An initial vision for this research was to focus on ‘task-level’ (subsidiaries) and thereby equip 

businesses with insights that enhance their ability to practically tackle corruption. The results raise 

several important implications for practitioners, particularly for firms aiming to establish a business 

in high-corrupt markets. In general, this study illustrates that companies need to recognize the 

importance of thoroughly getting to know a foreign environment, not only before investing but also 

after they have established a sub-unit there. MNEs need continuous assessments on various partners 

and stakeholders both before business transactions and after deals are made. In practice, this means 

that some companies may have to ease their tight-scheduled demands for positive cash flows from 

sub-units in highly challenging host markets, and realize that patience pays off in the long-run. My 

study further illustrates that prudence and vigilance can be encouraged through detailed and 

specified ‘hands-on procedures’ – even though many business advocators criticize administrative 

work in itself for hindering the focus on core activities. In difficult climates, vigilant and thorough 

administrative work constitutes factors which communicate consistent and coherent attitudes, not 

only to various internal levels of the organization, but also to external partners. This further helps 
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establishing trust and mutual understanding between local partners and MNEs, and may save the 

company for severe consequences and unpleasant situations in foreign environments.  
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APPENDIX 1: Compiled analysis of the institutional distance: normative differences dominates  
Table SQ1 summarizes the findings which are relevant in answering the first sub-question (SQ1):  Through what mechanisms are petty corruption 

perpetuated in Indonesia and to what extent can regulatory, cognitive and normative differences explain its persistence? 

 It summarizes all quotes which support my compiled analysis of the institutional environment (recall: the normative differences dominate the institutional 

distance stemming from petty corruption in Indonesia).  

 

TABLE SQ1: SUPPORT FOR CONCLUSIONS TO THE FIRST SUB-QUESTION 
 

 

Findings 

 

Representative data 

Illustrations from the company Illustrations from experts 

(1) Findings on normative deviations 
 

 

(a) Different legitimacy requirements: Higher 
social acceptance to petty money 

 

Fewer social sanctions towards petty corruption 

Different habits and social norms results in a 
higher tolerance towards petty corruption in 
Indonesia compared to Norway.  

 
 
 

 

 

(1a) ”Facilities and gifts are a natural part of the society (…). 
This is just the way it is.” 

(1a) ”People allow themselves to act outside the regulations. 
But it is never a requirement, it is merely a question. (…) They 
plead certain freedoms and they are likely to interpret wider 
and broader than we can allow ourselves at home. ” 

(1a) ”When I talk with Indonesians about *corruption+ it is 
expressed an awareness of the problem; they know that it is 
wrong. But at the same time it is not the same stigmatization 
as we have in Norway about its illegality. For them it is wrong 
- but still not that wrong.” 

 

(1a)“For the people who demand bribes (…) it is more to 
do with the institutional cultures; it is to do with what 
always happened; and it is to do with pressures. (…)” 
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(2) Mechanisms which enables petty corruption to perpetuate 
 

 

(a) Bureaucratic arena: 
 Petty corruption occurs frequently in 
administrative transactions, such as tax and 
customs, import licenses, bank accounts, 
maintenance projects, government contracts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(b) Political arena:  
‘Inertia of political institutions’  

Processes in formal institutions enables for petty 
money to circulate.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(2a) “Examples *on arenas where petty corruption occur+ are 
through tax and customs, import licenses and bank accounts.” 

 

(2a) “Instead of doing maintenance work on old machines 
and buildings they build new ones. This happens in all types of 
projects either it is built roads, airports or other things.  

 

(2a) “Everywhere it is contracts where one has to be 
extremely attentive that things are done in the right way. (…) 
Government contracts are maybe the most typical in the use 
of public resources to, for example, infrastructure. When 
contracts are assigned they get assigned through kick-backs 
which ensure that they are assigned to the right part.”  

 

(2b) ”*Petty corruption] has become relatively sophisticated, 
as so it seems. (…) *it happens in large+ through official 
institutions where it is possible to create seemingly invisible 
routines, but in which contributes to the fact that the cash 
flows somewhat distortedly.” 

 

(2b) ”The ones who knows that corruption exists states that 
corruption is wrong, but they don’t seem to be serious. (…) 
There are so many people who are served by a perpetuation 
of corruption that they are working actively against it. This 
goes all the way to the top leadership. People state the right 
things in appropriate occasions, but act differently. ” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2b)“*Petty corruption] has to do with the institutional 
culture than about national culture and national identity.” 

 

(2b) “Anti-corruption campaign has been running out of 
steam in the last year. President Yudhoyono is losing his 
taste for corruption eradication.”  
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(c) Market forces:  
A competitive market for petty money 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

(2b) ”Government institutions, ministries and local 
governments adopt a system where it is expected that they 
are paid for. This is, to some extent, formalized in that you 
from the Ministry of Finance are getting lists of the amounts 
companies are to pay to the various institutions. (..) 
[However] you have to manage to separate which amounts 
are going to the institutions and which is for the personal 
individuals. This is a part of the bigger problem [in relation to 
petty corruption].” 

 

(2b)”Everybody who has a power position in Indonesia today 
has attained it for a reason, and not necessarily because of 
their competences. They have obtained an economic or social 
position which enables them to climb the latter. The social 
division is locked in and is not easy to it break up.” 

 

(2b) ”The social relations, where you are supposed to 
establish trust and you should know each other and chat 
about everything else before you arrive to the point, 
definitively constitute a distance. It is crucial to balance this if 
you are to get anything done.” 

 

(2c) ”*Petty corruption is] almost like a profession that you 
create yourself earnings on the side. Here it is a necessity in 
some occasions – people depend on it. It is an accepted part 
of the system and no one regards this as bribery. It is rather 
regarded as payment for a service done.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2c) “There’s also that it is a market for these people. That 
makes things slightly easier; you can ask around, you can 
conduct your own inquiries; and you can get a sense of 
what things actually should be like.  (…) This is a point 
made specifically form Indonesia; from talking to 
Indonesians. (…)  *Y+ou should make sure that you are not 
paying extraordinary or a high fee for your services. This 
doesn’t solve the problem, but at least it contains it 
because it means that if your middle-man is passing an 
inquiry to an official – at least is is not an extraordinary 
large bribe – it’s more in the nature of a ‘tip’ rather than 
something gross or extraordinary. So it is containing the 
problem.”  
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(3) Inertia of social change  

 
(a) Reproduction of historical patterns  

Old historical habits and social norms continues 

to be accepted 

 

 

 

 

 

(3a) ”This country has, from ancient times, been a sultanate, 

where leaders didn’t do anything and lived at the expense of 

others. (…) To me it seems like this is so accepted that it is 

perpetuated today. I think it is a cultural thing and adapted 

through a long history of having an upper class draining from 

lower classes. Today – people actually accept these things.” 

 

(3a) “Suharto’s legacy was a flawed bureaucracy and has 

developed a compromised elite who still controls the 

economy, bureaucracy and politics.” 

(3a) “Indonesia’s problems with corruption, collusion and 

nepotism (KKN) have roots in Indonesian culture’s 

emphasize on gratuity (…) *T+he habits and mind-set of 

generations of Indonesians do not disappear overnight” 

(3a) “Business climate is improving, but reform is slow. In 

Indonesia we talk about ‘reformasi’ – not revolution.” 

(3a) “Corruption is like a bus; you either you get on the 

bus; you either get out of its way; or you stand in front of 

the bus and you’ll get run over.” 

(3a) “On social attitudes (…) *i+t has been said that they 

are used to this corruption; ‘that it’s a part of life, bla, bla, 

bla…’ My general hypothesis is that this is a patronizing 

Western generalization. The evidence that I would state 

would be the KKN business. (…) The fact that just because 

the policemen where underpaid mean, by any means, that 

Indonesian policemen were justified in accepting bribes.  

(3a) (…) I think [anti-corruption hasn’t trickled down from 

the government, but rather] is the other way around: that 

it has tricked-up. So my hypothesis would be that there is 

a significant degree of popular anger about corruption.” 

(3a) “I get quite crossed when my clientele say ‘it is all 

part of a culture, isn’t it?’. The answer is a qualified yes. If 

people pay bribes, it is generally because they have to. It 

is not because they like it or because they think it’s 
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acceptable. It may also be because they don’t see any 

alternatives or find it hard to imagine an alternative.” 

 

(4) Findings on regulatory deviations   

 

(a) Prospects for a rule-based economy but 
weak enforcement and implementation of 
rules 

 

 

 

 

(4a) ”The biggest difference **between social attitudes 

between Norway and Indonesia] is that routines and practices 

is not implemented 100% in relation to how the regulations 

are codified. The boundaries are likely to be pushed further 

here than at home.”  

(4a) ”We have experienced that there are no defined rules 

that govern in some specific fields, for example in ‘per diem’ 

payments to Indonesian government officials when they are 

participating at meetings and arrangements arranged by us. 

We have managed, by addressing the case to the 

government, that it is developed rules.” 

(4a) ”I think it is a matter of different levels of maturity in the 

various institutions.” 

(4a) “There are prospects for a rule-based economy in 

Indonesia. The Indonesian Code Against Corruption has 

clear rules, but weak enforcement. In fact, can the law be 

seen too strict, making it inefficient, counterproductive 

and in the end it causes rules to be broken.”  

(4a) “It’s often because the regulations are unclear; one 

has the suspect that it is left unclear because it is to some 

people’s advantage that it should be unclear – it’s to the 

institutional advantage of the people who operate the 

systems that it should be unclear. And I have heard that 

this is specifically has gone to immigration climates, for 

visas for example, in Indonesia.” 

(4a) “*T+he rules are obscured – and deliberately 

obscured” 

(4a)“I do see current developments, simply the anti-

corruption developments, with a few steps forward and a 

few steps backwards. It’s inconsistent, it’s confused, but 

at the end it has been probably positive.” 

(4a) “The result of the anti-corruption campaign is that 

the situation looks worse, when it’s actually getting 

better. It’s for the first time willingness to prosecute, and 

the prosecutions are political.” 
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(5) Findings on cognitive deviations   

 

(a) Embarrassment and taboo about petty 
corruption: 

Reluctance towards demanding for petty money to 

people acting on behalf of a company/ in direct 

business relations 

 

(b) Company staff encounter demands for petty 
money in private occasions, not in direct 
business relations:  

 
- Licenses for private use 

 

 

- Parking at arrangements 
 

 

- Traffic police 
 

 

- Queuing at airport  
 

 

 

(5a) ”I haven’t, at any point, experienced that someone have 

demanded for – or had the nerves to demand for bribes.” 

(5a) ”Very seldom I have been faced with these challenges 

[petty corruption] in our daily activities.” 

 

 

 

(5b) ”It is more a matter of what we are experiencing in 

private here. For example, last week I asked an officer how I 

could get a driver license. He answered that if you just pay 

enough, you’ll get it.”   

(5b) ”People are blocking the parking lot, even if you have 

paid, so that you will not access any spot without paying 

additionally.” 

(5b) ”You can get stopped in traffic by a policeman who wants 

money to buy lunch. The reason why we frequently have this 

at the agenda is because we have to make deliberate choices 

if we are faced with the situation.” 

(5b) ”At the airport you can cheaply buy yourself out of the 

queue.” 

 

(5a) “Students keep returning to the embarrassingly live 

issues of corruption and inefficiency in government.” 

(5a) “It is in no one’s *within a position of power+ interest 

to openly discuss the misdeeds of others. This create an 

ever expanding circle of embarrassing revelations.” 
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APPENDIX 2: Compiled analysis of successful company attitudes: best-practice ethnocentrism and rule-

orientation  
Table SQ2 summarize the findings which is relevant in answering the second sub-question: What company attitudes can be connected to the successful 

dealing of petty corruption? 

 It summarizes all quotes which support my compiled analysis of the ‘meso’-level (recall: best-practice ethnocentrism and rule-orientation are successful 

company attitudes). It explains how I support my conclusions based on interviews at the headquarters and the sub-unit. The majority of quotes are based on 

espoused values, e.g. oral statements, but also on more formal sources, such as written notes and formal guidelines in the company.   

TABLE SQ2: SUPPORT FOR CONCLUSIONS TO THE SECOND SUB-QUESTION 
 

 

Findings 

 

                Representative data 

Illustrations from sub-unit  

(espoused values/statements) 

Illustrations from HQ  

(espoused values/statements and formal guidelines) 

(1) Findings indicating ethnocentrism 
 

(a) Standardization  
 

Standard formal rules: Zero-tolerance 
for all sub-units regardless of location. 

 

 

Standard compliance training 

 

 

 

(1a) ”It is one Corporate Governance document applying for the entire --- [company], 
either you operate in Indonesia, Norway or Venezuela. It applies in any case. It is 
however possible to apply for a derogation of the standard rules, either for technical 
rules or in relation to ethics and compliance. But in this situation, the unit has to go 
through an elaborate application process and have a close dialogue with the HQ about 
the case, so that the intentions for applying are fully transparent.” 

 

 

 

(1a) “The Ethics Code of Conduct (ECoC) is the overall governing 
document when it comes to Ethics. The ECoC is approved by [the 
company’s+ Board of Directors. In addition to the ECoC, [the 
company] has more detailed work requirements which regulate 
e.g. anti-corruption compliance (e.g. dealing with public 
officials), IDD and Joint Venture management related to anti-
corruption.” 

(1a) ”I think it is fully possible to comply to the same 
standardized rules worldwide. It is our attitude that this is 
possible. (…) The training is the same, the attitudes are the 
same and the rules are the same.” 

 

(1a) Compliance department espoused that it is better to have 
standardized and strict rules in those countries than to be 
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(b) Informal control mechanisms 
HQ aims to influence sub-units’ 
processes and attitudes and 
mind-set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) Pressure from HQ limits sub-
unit’s flexibility 

Frequent inquiries obstruct focus 
on primary work.  

 

 

 

 

(1b) “There is an active communication in both directions. The local offices take contact 
when they have questions or need support. One the other hand the HQ tries to be as 
supportive as possible, and if necessary challenges the local offices.” 

 

inconsistent and flexible in certain situations. That will display a 
conformity and consistency.- From the interviewees summary 
notes  

 

 

(1b) ”We *HQ+ want to affect attitudes. (…) We aim to be 
problem-solving in our approach more than we aim to set up 
strict requirements and expectations [to our sub-units+. (…) But 
if you look at the total inquiries from all our offices in Norway to 
our sub units, I believe that the sub-units experience that we 
have a lot of contact – sometimes even too much.” 

 

(1b) “(…) *W+e may have different views in the Norway-offices 
versus the offices abroad. We may disagree about the political 
situation and the future outlook for a country. These situations 
arise very frequent. We may often have a more critical 
approach to the country, and the sub-units often aim to defend 
it. (…) However, this is not problematic because we are able to 
manage diversity. We manage to settle the disagreement 
through discussions.” 

 

 

(1c) ” [The sub-units] can sometimes perceive this [to much 
inquiries from HQ] as an obstacle in their primary work at the 
field.” 
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(2) Findings indicating rule-orientation  
 

 

(a) Dogmatic interpretation of 
rules 

Compliance as a goal and not merely 
as a mean.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) Zero-tolerance to 
strengthen their external 
legitimacy in Indonesia 

 

Focusing on long-term solutions:  

Zero-tolerance as risk mitigation for 
the future 

The entire company attitude 
regards zero-tolerance as a goal 
rather than a merely a mean. 

 

Uses zero-tolerance as a 
preventive tool in the process 

 

(2a) ”It exists guidelines and rules for how things are supposed to get done which makes 
this [petty corruption] a minor problem – if any problem at all, so far.” 

(2a) ”I believe that it is beneficial to explicitly express consistently and distinctively that 
we are not engaging in corruption. ‘Period – and no more discussion.’” 

(2a) ”We made trouble for an American company who arranged a golf tournament with 
BPMigas. We requested for the academic program and asked how the prizes were 
grounded – because we aim to be compliant with FCPA, in which we also thought that 
they wanted. This, they haven’t thought of… Subsequently the tournament got 
cancelled.” 

(2a) ”We frequently experience people questioning why we cannot do this and that, 
particularly when we have visits from Norway: ‘Instead of queuing, why can’t we pay 
like the others do?’. In these situations we are clearly responding: ‘No’!”  

 

(2b) ”A company should be sturdily prepared for the future and strategically position. 
We aim to thoroughly understand the mechanisms, so that everything which is non-
problematic today, also is non-problematic in the long run. We are not afraid of what is 
coming. We are working preemptive in relation to corruption, and this we have done 
from the beginning.” 

 

(2b)“What is of main importance – I hope it is correct – is to observe how things work; to 
understand the society; and to be interested in what is happening politically, 
economically, and not least to understand the interface between politics and business. 
To understand the political leaders, and how they play, to be able to detect the signals 
in advance instead of subsequently.” 

 

(2b) ”The case of ’per diem’ payments constitutes an example on this [petty corruption], 
where government officials claimed that we were difficult: ‘Why do we have to be 
controlled and do these troublesome measures when in transactions with American and 

 

(2a) “The way we do things is as important as what we do” – 
Espoused corporate slogan, frequently used by the CEO of the 
company 

(2a) The Compliance department states that they perceive the 
local staff and expatriates to assess compliance to corporate 
policy seriously and that the majority of them are perceived to 
believe in the importance of mitigating the risk of corruption at 
all levels. – From non-recorded interview, 11.04.2011 

 

(2a) The legal department focuses on involvement, openness, 
transparency and communication when they implement the 
corporate policies. – From non-recorded interview, 11.04.2011 

 

(2b) The compliance department stated that zero-tolerance is 
easier than low or flexible tolerance when faced with bribe 
demands. Employees can ‘hide behind their strict professional 
profile’ and then be unable to respond to demands for bribes 
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towards minimizing future risk, 
and enhancing external legitimacy 

 

 

 

 

(c) Impact from attitudes in the 
Norwegian political 
constituencies  

 

 

 

 

 

 

French companies we don’t? They just pay for us without any further asking’. Then we 
have to sit down with them and explain our attitudes. Luckily, we have met 
understanding.” 

  

(2b and 2c) ”Our competitors haven’t implemented the international legislations 
themselves; they haven’t even applied. Obviously they do not wish to implement them 
as a basis. In this relation have Norway been the only OECD country who actually have 
implemented these rules. This puts our company in a better position to communicate 
with the Indonesian government than American companies. Indonesian companies and 
Indonesian ministries have used [us] as a team player in [the implementation of 
international legislations+. (…) This is because Norway as a nation actually takes the 
compliance of international rules very seriously. If we are to expect others to that others 
are compliant, we have to be compliant ourselves.” 

  

 

(2c) ”Norway is the only OECD country which have implemented *an international sector 
framework]. This puts our company in a better position to communicate with the 
Indonesian government than American companies. Indonesian companies and 
Indonesian ministries have used [us] as a team player in [the implementation of 
international legislations]. They have not utilized IPA, which is the [international sector 
organization], or any other of the French or American companies. This is because 
Norway as a nation actually takes the compliance of international rules very seriously. If 
we are to expect others be compliant, we have to be compliant ourselves.” 

 

(2c)  ”If we are able to contribute to accelerating business transaction, through 
[encourage the Indonesian] implementation of [new international legislation], it means 
that all companies becomes obliged to publish what they pay and to an increased 
government transparency about where the money are spent. This has been on my 
agenda [the President Director] since 2007”. 
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APPENDIX 3: Compiled analysis of successful sub-unit practices: internalization and externalization  
Table SQ3 summarizes the findings which are relevant in answering the third sub-question: What actual practices and behaviors can be connected to the 

successful dealing of petty corruption? 

It summarizes all quotes which support my compiled analysis at the micro level (recall: successful sub-unit practices either internalize or to externalize the 

institutional duality).  

TABLE SQ3: SUPPORT FOR CONCLUSIONS TO THE THIRD SUB-QUESTION  
 

 

Findings 

 

Representative data 

Illustrations from sub-unit  

(espoused values/statements) 

Illustrations from HQ  

(espoused values/statements and formal guidelines) 

(1) Sub-unit behavior illustrating ‘internalization’ of the institutional duality 
 

(a) Alignment of risk assessment  
Petty corruption is regarded as a risk, but they believe 
that they are able to handle it through vigilance and 
prudence.  

 

 

(b) Demonstrating vigilance and prudence in the 
external environment 

 

 

 

 

(1a)”We have to be aware of the fact that one can 
breach the zero-tolerance when you don’t think about 
it, in everyday activities. These small payments are also 
important to focus on. It is therefore noted as a 
significant risk and it will also be a significant risk 
today and in many years from now in Indonesia.” 

 

(1b) ”We made trouble for an American company who 
arranged a golf tournament with BPMigas. We 
requested for the academic program and asked how 
the prizes were grounded – because we aim to be 
compliant with FCPA, in which we also thought that 
they wanted. This, they haven’t thought of… 
Subsequently the tournament got cancelled.” 

 

(1a) “It isn’t the small amount which decides if we are to treat 
something as a risk. It is the fact that it actually happens, which makes 
it a risk factor for our company. (…) In total, we are looking at large-
scale corruption as a higher risk than these small payments because 
petty corruption, we think we can handle.” 

 

 

(1b) “The rule of hospitality is that “social events, meals or 
entertainment may be accepted by the individual if there is a clear 
business reason. The cost of any hospitality must be kept within 
reasonable limits.” – From the company’s corporate anti-corruption 
compliance program 
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(c) Aligned time-tolerance 
 The sub-units’ reluctance to take rash measures and 
decisions and uses time to get to know the environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using time on explaining to external stakeholders, thereby 
gaining increased understanding in the host environment 
for the reasons behind their strict rules and dogmatic 
attitudes 

 

 

(1b) ”One example I [the President Director] 
experienced was when I lectured for an Indonesian 
state owned company. The first time I was there, I 
received an envelope. In the envelope it was nine 
millon Rupiah. I immediately rejected it on the grounds 
that I did this for free. This became the the first time 
they experienced a rejection like this –even though it is 
many foreign companies who lecture there.” 

 

(1c) ”*The fact that things takes time] is very well 
understood in [our sector]. It will always be a long 
period of negative cash flow before you start earning 
money. The HQ isn’t putting pressure on us in this 
relation.” 

 

(1c) ”We have been somewhat lucky because we have 
had time to do things thoroughly. I am sure that it 
wouldn’t be as simple if things have gone extremely 
fast and we wouldn’t have the opportunity to look 
around and understand things. When other companies 
are establishing in Indonesia I advise them to use time 
in the beginning to understand how things are 
interrelated.” 

  

(1c) ”The case of ’per diem’ payments constitutes an 
example on this [petty corruption], where government 
officials claimed that we were difficult: ‘Why do we 
have to be controlled and do these troublesome 
measures when in transactions with American and 
French companies we don’t? They just pay for us 
without any further asking’. Then we have to sit down 
with them and explain our attitudes. Luckily, we have 
met understanding.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1c) “There is an active communication in both directions. The local 
offices take contact when they have questions or need support. One 
the other hand the HQ tries to be as supportive as possible, and if 
necessary challenges the local offices.” 
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(d) Aligned ‘time-limit’ in cases of necessity 
Use of agents when sub-unit assess the alternative to 
be too costly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1d) ”In relation to work permits there are some who 
have tried to get it by themselves. One story was about 
a Swiss PhD student, fluent in Indonesian and studying 
social anthropology, wanting to get a work permit by 
himself. He started with the initial things; getting 
forms and documents and filled in all information. He 
ended up going in and out; back and forth from the 
Immigration Office. He continued with this for several 
weeks without anything happening, and he gave up 
after four weeks without any result. Therefore we are 
assessing the use of agents as a necessity in order to 
get these things in place.” 

 

 

(1d) ”We *the company+ do not use agents to get passports; to get 
faster in and out of the airports or in registration of cars. In general 
does the use of agents come with an internal warning. If we are to use 
them, it has to be some good reasons for it. It has to be situations 
where there are no other alternatives than to hire them.” 

 

(2) Sub-unit practices illustrating ‘internalization’ of the institutional duality 

 

(a) Pre-approval and ‘in advance’ payments 
When dealing with refunding of expenses to public 
officials you need pre-approval of the expense 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2a) ”All situations where we are to refund money, we 
have a formalized application form we send in to the 
committee in Norway. It has to get approved before we 
refund anything.” 

 

(2a) ”In our situation we have to have a pre-approval of all 
our expenses. I don’t know any examples where we haven’t 
gone through this pre-approval process.” 

 

 

(2a) “An application form (to be found at the Ethics and Anti-
corruption webpage on Entry) shall be used in order to get the 
required pre-approval of training [of externals] and/or promotional 
trips abroad provided by *the company+ to public officials.”- From the 
corporate anti-corruption compliance program 
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(b)  Detailed accounting 
Subsequently small expenses are accounted for in 
detail 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) Hands-on control of small ‘per diem’ 
expenses  

Directly involved in processes where bribery may 
occur – this method suppresses opportunistic 
behavior from public officials 

‘Per diem’ payments are frequent in situations where 
government officials participate in meetings, seminars 
and other arrangements arranged by the sub-unit 

 

 

 

(d) Active use of host institutions’ guidelines 
Frequent use of external guidelines developed 
from Indonesian government institutions 

 

 

 

 

(2b) ”If we have a meeting with an external company and 
we provide for lunch, we are accounting for every expense 
related to this. (…) For example the last meeting, we had 
many accommodations, plane tickets, dinners and lunches 
which we refunded for a lot of people. We did all the 
transactions in advance so that we had control over every 
amount. We sent everything back to Norway and got all of 
the expenses approved. Subsequently we disbursed all the 
money.” 

 

(2c) ”The question about informal payments have been in 
relation to diet expenses to public officials and BPMigas in 
meetings, field trips and travelling connected to our 
operations. This is what we call ‘per diem’ expenses.” 

 

(2c)“We attempt to minimize the cost through buying 
plane tickets and booking hotels for the participants. We 
are also trying to buy the food for them instead of giving 
them cash to buy it themselves.” 

 

 

(2d) ”[The government institution for the sector] have 
recently provided internal guidelines applicable for their 
own staff in relation to payments for participating at 
meetings, what hotels they can live at; what class they are 
flying with etc. – meaning all the things which we provide 
for has got specific guidelines. This constitutes a 
clarification and an improvement which makes it easier for 
us to operate.”  

(2d) ”We have experienced that there are no defined rules 
to governs specific fields, for example in ‘per diem’ 
payments to Indonesian government officials when they 

 

(2b) “*A+ company must “make and keep books, records and accounts 
that, in reasonable detail, accurately reflect the transactions and 
depositions of the assets of a company” (…) *and+ “maintain a system 
of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable 
assurances”.” – From the corporate anti-corruption compliance 
program, in refererations to FCPA. 
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(e) Requires receipts from agents 
Strict books and records in use of agents 

 

 

 

 

 

(f) Actual use of tailored compliance support 
from HQ to handle sub-unit challenges 

The HQ’s enforcement of rules more tailored to sub-
units’ needs both upon request and based on the 
annual risk assessment for every business unit (sub-
unit) 

 

 

are participating at meetings and arrangements arranged 
by us. We have managed, by addressing the case to the 
government, that it is developed rules.” 

 

 (2d) “Government institutions, ministries and local 
governments adapt to a system where it is expected that 
they are paid for. This is, to some extent, formalized in that 
you, from the Ministry of Finance, are getting lists of the 
amounts companies are to pay to the various institutions. 
(..) [However] you have to manage to separate which 
amounts are going to the institutions and which is for the 
personal individuals. This is a part of the bigger problem [in 
relation to petty corruption].” 

 

(2e)”When they *agents+ sign a contract, they are also 
signing some principles which they are to pursue and relate 
to in their services. We pay them one fixed salary every 
month in accordance with the contract. They have to 
document for how all the money is spent. We have chosen 
this ‘publish what you pay’ approach which makes them 
obliged to be transparent on all additional payments 
related to their service.” 

 

(2f) ”It is a culture of gratitude here; both giving and 
receiving. We cannot, as Norwegians, eliminate ourselves 
from a part of it and not give any gifts ourselves. I mean, 
we are giving away Christmas presents in Norway too, 
don’t we? In this relation we have defined rules and 
limitations regarding this, particularly developed for 
Indonesia and China – a policy called ‘Donations, 
Sponsorships and Gifts’.” 

 

(2f) “The workshops in the local offices are usually 
organized for the complete office. Sometimes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2f) “Communication is an important part of the compliance work and 
due to the distances the communication between Statoil in Norway 
(HQ) and the local offices is to a large degree via email, phone or 
video.” 

 

(2f) “The training is a responsibility of the HQ. The local offices often 
define training as an action for the next year as part of the integrity 
risk assessment. But also during the year some offices ask for training 
and it BA Compliance officer will ask/ remind the local offices to inform 
the HQ about training needs. (…) e-learning training which is 
mandatory for all employees. Workshops are offered in Norway 
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representatives from partner/suppliers are invited to the 
workshops as well. The workshops are a very important 
opportunity to communicate *the company’s+ rules and 
expectations but also to discuss critical situation that 
employees might face.” 

 

(2f) ”We experience that ethical principles and 
interpretations are well ‘thought-through’ and are able to 
give us good guidelines. We have also had a lot of training 
regarding these things, so I believe that ethics, compliance 
and zero-tolerance are well embedded in people’s heads. I 
feel that the rules actually have practical prospects, and 
are not only lofty theory.” 

 

several time a year and on request in the country offices. The country 
offices have a workshop usually yearly or every second year (based on 
the risk, organizational changes and activities)”.  

 

(2f) The Legal Department in Oslo stated that compliance to rules is 
implemented through communication. Instead of focusing on 
demanding compliance, require zero-tolerance etc, they aim to 
establish openness and discussions and encourage them to report 
everything as early as possible. They have now reached what they call 
‘the second phase of the compliance function’, which is more tailored 
training, more tailored guidance and clarifications where it is needed. 
– From non-recorded interview 11.04.2011 

 

 

(3) Indications on sub-unit’s externalization of institutional duality 
 

(a) ’Outsourcing’ high-risk transactions 
Externalizing business activities where 
petty money commonly is involved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3a) ”One can never be 100% sure that things are happening in 
the right manners, but we have to establish mechanisms which 
enables us to control is as far as possible.”  

(3a) ”We have minimized it [the need to register cars] by for 
example to rent cars. We are outsourcing thereby the 
registration of cars and instead we are renting cars, with drivers, 
from a company. We don’t have driver’s licenses or do anything 
in relation to registration of cars. This is all done by the company 
we hire in.” 

(3a) ”In relation to Compliance and ethical guidelines, we are 
doing everything we can possibly do to be compliant. We are 
controlling that things happen in the right way and we are 
emphasizing this for those who provides services for us: They are 
not allowed to pay any amounts to speed things up. But we 
cannot follow them around 24/7. At some point, we have to 
satisfy with the fact that that we have taken all possible 
measures, but that we are not able to control them 100%.” 

 

(3a) ”We *the company+ do not use agents to get passports; to get 
faster in and out of the airports or in registration of cars. In general 
does the use of agents come with an internal warning.” 
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(b) No formal report of suspicious 
situations 

Despite the fact that the HQ expects their sub-
units to report everything, even though they are 
not sure it is a breach, the sub-unit withholds 
this information. (Normative distance too 
strong?? – conflict between descriptive and 
injunctive norms in society makes the company 
follow the descriptive ones) 

 

The employee’s skepticism about how their 
agents obtain work permits is not reported to 
the HQ. People in the sub-unit seem to know 
that something wrong happens, but they 
withhold the information from the HQ.  

 

 

 

(3b) ”*The use of agents to get work permits+ are the only 
situations where we see some ‘gray areas’. In these transactions, 
one can never feel entirely sure that things happen 100 % 
according to our rules. We have to implement control 
mechanisms as far as we can to obtain control over such 
activities. Through our scrutiny, we haven’t managed to detect 
any practices which are misaligned with our rules. However, I 
still have this feeling that there is something wrong in these 
transactions. This, I just have to confess.” 

 

(3b) ”I have a bad feeling about [our agents who provide for 
work permits]. If you go into the Immigration Office, it is 250 
people in line and it is very chaotic. Still, we are getting ahead of 
everybody in line. It may be the case that our agents have very 
good contacts, but I do have a suspicious feeling about this, and I 
don’t understand why we are exempted from the difficulties.” 

 

 

 

(3b) The compliance department stated that they highly encourages 
sub-units to report every situation in which a staff suspect can be a 
breach or a suspicious situation. They stated that: “You don’t lose 
anything to report”. – From non-recorded interview 11.04.2011 

 

(3b) “In case of an ethics dilemmas the cases can be reported via the 
line manager, through the ethics committee or compliance officer or 
by use of the ethics helpline. Reports to the ethics helpline can be 
made anonymous.” - Formally stated in the corporate anti-corruption 
compliance program 
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APPENDIX 4: Schedule for the research interviews 

Range NAME & CURRENT 

LOCATION 

POSITION MEETING 

SCHEDULE 

CONTRIBUTION  

TO MY THESIS 

1 External field expert: 

Arnfinn Jacobsen 

Jakarta 

Advisor for oil 

and gas 

companies 

Indopacific 

Edelman  

Conducted 

December 

2010 

General perceptions, 

experiences about 

corruption in Indonesia 

2 External field expert: 

John Bray, 

Tokyo and Jakarta 

Control Risks 

Analyst  

4 April 2011 

 

3 Rune Byrkjedal 

Jakarta 

Statoil Indonesia, 

General Manager 

Finance 

6 April 2011 

 

Control with 

accounting of the Sub-

unit in Indonesia 

4 Sub-unit leader 

Jakarta, Indonesia 

President 

Director Statoil 

Indonesia  

19 April 2011 

 

General perception of 

Indonesia and the Sub-

unit’s challenges 

5 Sub-unit 

representative 

Jakarta, Indonesia 

Drilling Manager 

Statoil Indonesia  

18 April 2011 

6 HQ representative, 

Oslo 

 

Norway Control 

& Compliance 

Department 

11 April 2011 

 

 [The Company]’s 

general compliance 

with anti-corruption 

rules – challenges they 

meet 

7 HQ representative, 

Oslo 

Vice President, 

Political Risk 

Analysis 

11 April 2011 

 

How HQ cooperates 

with branch, how 

estimating risk, how 

controlling them. How 

often? How detailed? 

8  HQ representative, 

Oslo 

Legal 

Department 

11 April 2011  [The Company]’s 

general compliance 

with anti-corruption 

rules – challenges they 

meet 

Color codes: External interviews, Sub-unit interviews, Headquarters interviews        Abbreviation: HQ=Headquarters 
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APPENDIX 5: Interview objectives 

 

General objectives 
From external field experts, researchers and analysts:  

(1) To gain more general knowledge about corruption in Indonesia. 

 

From sub-unit Indonesia:  

(1) I want to gain more knowledge about their perception of Indonesia versus 

Norway: differences from (and challenges of) doing business in Indonesia 

(2) What factors are the challenges/differences based on (normative, cognitive and 

regulatory domains)  

(3) Their practices to handle challenges (i.e. handling of institutional differences)  

(4) Difficulties in compliance with company rules (from Headquarters level)?  

 

From the Headquarters Norway:  

(1)   Insights about the control of operations abroad 

(2)   Gain knowledge about their perceptions of corruption in Indonesia 

(3)   Attitudes towards flexibility in interpretation of ethical standards 

 

Specific objectives 
1. External field expert, John Bray – analyst Control Risks 

o His experiences of business in Indonesia  

 His experiences on corruption 

 His experiences in the sector 

o His perceptions of what factor drives corruption in Indonesia 

 Society, history, cognitive/normative domains  

 Government role 

 How businesses respond 

o His advises to businesses in Indonesia? 

 His view on how ‘flexible’ businesses should be in their responses 

o Tips to how I should interview the case company (methodology) 

 What questions to ask to circumvent real corruption issues, but still get 

answers 

 

2. General Manager of Finance, Sub-unit Indonesia 

o How is the sub-unit in Indonesia’s relationship with the HQ in Norway 

o How often do you report? 

o What/how detailed do you report? 

o  Get the latest report/financial statement? 
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3. President Director of Sub-unit Indonesia:  

o What is the relation with HQ in Norway? 

o His perception on doing business in Indonesia?  

o What he sees as most challenging:  

 Is small-scale corruption a challenge? 

o Relationship with government in Indonesia? 

 Helpful and open, or not? Why? 

o How they circumvent challenges in Indonesia? 

 Use of agents? 

 Facilitation payment? 

 

4. Drilling Manager Sub-unit Indonesia: 

o Experiences with business challenges in his field – drilling  

o Examples from his experiences 

o Relationship with government 

o Are your businesses dependent on governmental actors to get things done? 

 

5. Compliance Officer Headquarters Oslo 

o General attitude of compliance 

o Experiences in general of sub-unit’s compliance with legislations/company policies 

o What part of the operations are the most difficult to get sub-units to comply with? 

o How important is it for the HQ to be flexible towards compliance? 

o Are you advising your sub-units generically when sub-units face challenges abroad, 

or are you flexible in your advices to different sub-units? 

o Would the HQ let a 20 billion $ deal go away at the expense of a 20$ bribery? 

o Examples on internal cases which has been difficult? (i.e. how strict are the rules 

meant to be?) 

o What is your advice to sub-units about their use of agents? 

o What is your advice to sub-units about paying facilitation payments? 

 

6. Vice President Political Risk Analysis, Headquarters Oslo 

o What do you see as the highest risks in your operations abroad? 

o Get details on how the HQ controls their sub-units 

o What he regards as challenging in controlling sub-units, and why? 

o Examples on internal cases he perceived as challenging? 

o How do you believe that the sub-units control and mitigate risks at a day-to-day 

basis?  

o How do you control sub-unit’s practices? How often? 

o How much do you believe you are able to control? 
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APPENDIX 6: Interview guides (sent out to interviewees in advance of interviews)  
 

 

Interview Guide, external field experts  
Interview Guide President Director, sub-unit Indonesia  
Interview Guide Compliance Officer, sub-unit Indonesia  
Interview Guide Financial Manager, sub-unit Indonesia  
Interview Guide, Legal and Control & Compliance Departments, Norway  
Interview Guide Political Risk Analysis Department, Norway  
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Interview Guide, external field experts 
April 2011 

I am a master student of International Business & Politics at the Copenhagen Business School and I 

am doing my last year thesis project – in which I am very grateful that you will contribute. So first of 

all; thank you so much for taking time to let me talk with you.  

As you might be aware is my thesis concerned with how subsidiaries are dealing with differences 

between host and home environments in relation to corruption. Subsidiaries are often exposed to 

other legitimate practices, attitudes and mind-sets in their host markets than what they are used to 

from their home environment. This often results in actual practices and behaviors ‘in the field’ that 

are not aligned with how headquarters expect them to behave – for example when a subsidiary 

enter corrupt markets. A Western oil and gas company operating in Indonesia is going to serve as a 

‘case’ in my thesis to exemplify how challenges can be perceived, approached and dealt with when 

facing corruption in host environments. Small-scale corruption such as facilitation payments are in 

focus. 

The main purpose of my thesis is to find out how some subsidiaries might handle the situation of 

dealing with two different ‘environments’ with dissimilar legitimacy requirements towards 

corruption. I am thereby interested in actual business practices and attitudes directly or indirectly 

expressed through corporate behavior, more than formal corporate guidelines, Codes of Conduct and 

other statements. Henceforth it is important that I can be able to give examples that might illustrate 

actual practices, behaviors and attitudes in order to live up to the purpose of the thesis.  

Your importance and relevance for this thesis is to contribute with these real-life examples. I believe 

that you have knowledge and insights about corruption in business environments and hopefully 

some experiences on how some businesses are dealing with corrupt markets – in practice. I also 

believe that you know Indonesia in particular, and will contribute with some insights on this market. 

In the interview I am going to ask you to talk about your experiences in Indonesia in general 

(hopefully specify it to the oil and gas sector), and how your experience of foreign business attitudes 

are in their meeting with corruption there. How do you believe Indonesia differs from most Western 

countries in attitudes towards corruption? Do you believe that small-scale corruption in some way is 

‘institutionalized’ in their cognitive and normative mind-set? How you have experienced that this 

might affect foreign business attitudes when companies operate there? Are sub-units accepting the 

differences from their home environment? In all your answers I would prefer that you exemplified 

with real-life experiences. Lastly, I am also interested in tips for my further interviews on how I best 
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should approach companies with questions about actual business practices and attitudes towards 

corruption.  

If you find that there are any aspects that are specifically important to the success of this project I am 

open to hear other perspectives and insights. 

    I look forward to talk with you! 

Rita Elisabet Herland 

Interview Guide President Director, sub-unit Indonesia  

April 2011 
 

I am going to conduct an interview with you in relation to my master thesis which will conclude my 

master degree in International Business & Politics at the Copenhagen Business School. First of all – 

thank you so much for taking time to talk with me and for sharing your perspectives and insights with 

me.  

As you might be aware is my thesis concerned with how branch offices abroad are dealing with 

differences between headquarters expectations and other requirements in their host environments. 

Branches are often exposed to different legitimate practices, attitudes and mind-sets in their host 

markets than what they are used to from their home environment – for instance when facing 

different social and informal norms. In this thesis, Indonesia is going to serve as an illustration on a 

society where institutions are different from Norwegian standards, and particularly exemplify with 

widespread small-scale corruption. What I aim to find out is how foreign branches are affected by 

the institutional distance and how your practices deal with it. 

The main purpose of interviewing [The Company] Indonesia is to get a greater understanding of your 

context and to find out how your practices from day-to-day are affected by the ‘social distance’ 

between Norway and Indonesia - particularly in relation to informal payments that may frequently 

happen ‘on the ground’. Henceforth, and in order to live up to the purpose of the thesis, it is 

important for me to emphasize that I am looking at actual business practices in Indonesia and to 

personal attitudes rather than looking to hear about formal statements and corporate guidelines.   

I believe that you have knowledge about how [The Company] organize the activities in Indonesia, and 

also how you handle day-to-day challenges. I also believe that you have some insight into how the 

external environment is affecting daily activities, and also what role the HQ in Norway takes in 

supporting you. I thereby hope that you will share your personal experiences, opinions and 
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perceptions with me – and most preferably that you elaborate on some examples from your daily 

work in Indonesia throughout the interview.  And of course, if you find that there are any aspects 

that are specifically important to the success of this project, you are more than welcome to talk 

about this during the interview.  

I will use this interview to enhance my own understanding of the reality and the context which your 

branch faces from day-to-day and, not least, to enhance my understanding of your personal 

perceptions of the institutional environment in which your activities are played out. I will not disclose 

the company name or any other names in the assignment. 

I am looking forward to talk with you! 

Rita Elisabet Herland 

Interview Guide Compliance Officer, sub-unit Indonesia 

April 2011                                                              
 
I am going to conduct an interview with you in relation to my master thesis which will conclude my 

master degree in International Business & Politics at the Copenhagen Business School. First of all – 

thank you so much for taking time to talk with me and for sharing your perspectives and insights with 

me.  

As you might be aware is my thesis concerned with how branch offices abroad are dealing with 

differences between their headquarters expectations, and other requirements in their host 

environments. Branches are often exposed to different legitimate practices, attitudes and mind-sets 

in their host markets than what they are used to from their home environment – for instance when 

facing different social norms and informal customs. In this thesis, Indonesia is going to serve as an 

illustration on a society where institutions are different from Norwegian standards, for example in 

relation to the widespread small-scale corruption in some countries. What I aim to find out is how 

foreign branches are affected by such institutional distance in relation to the issue of small scale 

corruption and how their day-to-day practices deal with it.  

Theoretically speaking is the main purpose of my thesis is to find out how, in general, some branches 

might handle the situation of dealing with two different ‘environments’ with dissimilar legitimacy 

requirements and expectations towards how to deal with corruption at a small-scale. Henceforth, 

and in order to live up to the purpose of the thesis, it is important for me to emphasize that I am 

looking at actual business practices, experiences and to personal attitudes rather than looking to hear 

about formal statements and corporate guidelines.   
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I believe that you have insights about what practices [The Company] Indonesia exercise to be 

compliant to the Headquarters strict ethical standards and also what you may see as challenging. I 

am interested in your perceptions on how *The Company+ Indonesia manage dealing with the ‘risk 

areas’ in Indonesia, such as small-scale corruption, and how you perceive *The Company+ Indonesia’s 

ability to become fully compliant to the ethical rules set in Norway.  I also want you to be more 

specific on what role the Headquarters play in the day-to-day business transactions in Indonesia. I 

hope that you can increase my insight on challenges met in this work. I hope that you will, when you 

talk about these issues, elaborate your statements with both personal and professional examples 

from your work in Indonesia. (As emphasized above; I am interested in personal perceptions. ) 

And of course, if you find that there are any aspects that are specifically important to the success of 

this project, you are more than welcome to talk about this during the interview. I will not disclose the 

company name in my assignment – rather use your insight as a way to enhance my own 

understanding of the reality and the context your branch face from day-to-day in Indonesia.  

I am looking forward to talk with you and your colleagues! 

Rita Elisabet Herland 

Interview Guide Financial Manager, sub-unit Indonesia  
April 2011 

I am going to conduct an interview with you in relation to my master thesis which will conclude my 

master degree in International Business & Politics at the Copenhagen Business School. First of all – 

thank you so much for taking time to let me talk with you.  

As you might be aware is my thesis concerned with how branch offices are dealing with differences 

between their headquarters expectations, and requirements in their host environments. Branches are 

often exposed to other legitimate practices, attitudes and mind-sets in their host markets than what 

they are used to from their home environment, for instance in the way they are dealing with 

informal norms. Indonesia is going to serve as an illustration on a society where foreign businesses 

often meet requirements for informal payments, and *The Company+ Indonesia’s practices in their 

daily operations is going to constitute an example on how businesses with high ethical standards are 

dealing with this reality.  

The main purpose of my thesis is to find out how, in general, how some branches might handle the 

situation of dealing with two different ‘environments’ with dissimilar legitimacy requirements and 

expectations towards how to deal with corruption at a small-scale. Henceforth, and in order to live 
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up to the purpose of the thesis, it is important for me to emphasize that I am looking at actual 

business practices and to personal attitudes rather than looking to hear about formal statements and 

corporate guidelines.   

I believe that you have insights about the financial reporting from [The Company] Indonesia to the 

Headquarters in Norway. I am interested in your perceptions on *The Company+ Indonesia’s relations 

with the Headquarters in Norway and more specific on what role they play in the day-to-day business 

transactions in Indonesia. I firstly hope that you can tell me about the practices for reporting back 

home, and challenges met in this work. I also hope you have some insight on the financial relations 

with the external environment in Indonesia (partners, business advisors and governmental officers 

etc.). I hope that you will, when you talk about these issues, elaborate your statements with 

examples from your work in Indonesia.   

And of course, if you find that there are any aspects that are specifically important to the success of 

this project, you are more than welcome to talk about this during the interview. I will not disclose the 

company name in my assignment – rather use your insight as a way to enhance my own 

understanding of the reality and the context your branch face from day-to-day in Indonesia.  

I look forward to talk with you!  

Rita Elisabet Herland 

Interview Guide, Legal and Control & Compliance Departments, Norway 
April 2011                                                              

 
I am going to conduct an interview with you in relation to my master thesis which will conclude my 

master degree in International Business & Politics at the Copenhagen Business School. First of all – 

thank you so much for taking time to talk with me and for sharing your perspectives and insights with 

me.  

As you might be aware is my thesis concerned with how branch offices abroad are dealing with 

differences between their headquarters expectations, and other requirements in their host 

environments. Branches are often exposed to different legitimate practices, attitudes and mind-sets 

in their host markets than what they are used to from their home environment – for instance when 

facing different social norms and informal customs. In this thesis, Indonesia is going to serve as an 

illustration on a society where institutions are different from Norwegian standards, for example in 

relation to the widespread small-scale corruption in some countries. What I aim to find out is how 
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foreign branches are affected by such institutional distance and how their day-to-day practices deal 

with it.  

The main purpose of interviewing [The Company] in Norway is to get a picture of your relationship 

with the branches abroad. I want to increase my insights and understanding of how you, in Norway, 

control and assess risks which may happen ‘on the ground’. How is your control mechanisms and 

what extent do you put pressure on the branches abroad in terms of compliance? Or else; how 

flexible are you in terms of cross-country differences when you assess their ability to comply to 

policies laid down from the HQ? In general, I want to get a greater understanding of how the 

practices from day-to-day are affected by the ‘social distance’ between Norway and other countries 

where you operate - particularly in relation to the informal payments that may happen ‘on the 

ground’. Henceforth, and in order to live up to the purpose of the thesis, it is important for me to 

emphasize that I am looking at actual experiences, cases and to your personal perceptions on these 

things – rather than hearing about formal statements and corporate guidelines.   

I believe that you and your team have insights about how [The Company] in Norway generically is 

handling difficult situations related to corruption abroad and how branches normally comply to 

policies. In the interview I want to talk with you about how your department is working towards the 

branches abroad and how you perceive the branches ability to respond to policies set out from the 

HQ. Another thing of interest is your experiences from the internal case seminars you have 

conducted abroad (similar as the one you had in Jakarta in December 2010).  Hopefully you also have 

some examples from real-life experiences on internal issues and cases which have been debated in 

*The Company+ regarding the branches practices towards ‘grey zones’ of corruption.  

If you find that there are any aspects that are specifically important to the success of this project I am 

open to hear about other aspects and perceptions. 

This interview will be used to enhance my own understanding of how [The Company] are maintaining 

the high ethical standards in your operations abroad. I will not disclose the company name or other 

names in the assignment, but I may find that citations are fruitful in order to avoid misperceptions or 

faulty interpretations. 

I am looking forward to talk with you and your colleagues! 

Rita Elisabet Herland 
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Interview Guide Political Risk Analysis Department, Norway 
April 2011 

 

I am a master student of International Business & Politics at the Copenhagen Business School and I 

am going to conduct an interview with you in relation to my master thesis. First of all – thank you so 

much for taking time to talk with me and for sharing your perspectives and insights with me.  

 

As you might be aware is my thesis concerned with how branch offices abroad are dealing with 

differences between their headquarters expectations, and other requirements in their host 

environments. Branches are often exposed to different legitimate practices, attitudes and mind-sets 

in their host markets than what they are used to from their home environment – for instance when 

facing different social norms and informal customs. In my thesis, Indonesia is going to serve as an 

illustration on a society where institutions are different from Norwegian standards, for example in 

relation to the widespread norm for demanding additional payments for services ‘on the ground’. 

What I aim to find out is how foreign branches are affected by the institutional distance they are 

likely to meet abroad and how their day-to-day practices deal with it. How do they, in their activities 

manage to circumvent risks they face abroad?  

The main purpose of interviewing [The Company] in Norway is to get a picture of your relationship 

with the branches abroad. I want to increase my insights and understanding of how you, in Norway, 

control and assess risks which may happen ‘on the ground’. To what extent do you put pressure on 

the branches abroad in terms of risk mitigation, and to what extent are you controlling this? Also; 

how flexible are you in terms of cross-country differences when you assess branches’ ability to 

respond to policies laid down from the HQ? Henceforth, and in order to live up to the purpose of the 

thesis, it is important for me to emphasize that I am looking at implementations of formalities, actual 

practices and your personal perceptions, rather than formal statements and corporate guidelines.   

I believe that you have insight about how [The Company] in Norway perceive risk in foreign markets 

and how the HQ deals with it in practice. I am interested in hearing about how you do risk analysis at 

[The Company] and how your approach on handling the various political risks is. I also want to talk 

with you about the relation between the office in Norway and the branches abroad is, and 

particularly your perceptions on how the headquarters aim to influence decisions taken at branch-

levels in order to secure that political risks are minimized.  How do you believe that the HQ is able to 

affect branches’ practices and risk averseness? I hope that you will share your personal experiences, 

opinions and perceptions with me – and most preferably give examples from your daily work 
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throughout the interview.  And of course, if you find that there are any aspects that are specifically 

important to the success of this project you are more than welcome to advise and inform me about 

this. 

I will use the insights from our interview to enhance my own understanding of how [The Company] in 

Norway perceive and deal with different institutional environment in which your activities are played 

out. I will not disclose the company name or other names in the thesis. 

I am looking forward to talk with you! 

Rita Elisabet Herland 
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APPENDIX 7: Transcriptions (or summaries) from interviews  
 
 
 

Interview with external field expert  
Interview with General Manager Finance, sub-unit Indonesia  
Interview with Vice President, Political Risk Analysis Department, Norway  
Interview summary Compliance & Legal Departments, Norway  
Interview with Compliance Officer sub-unit Indonesia  
Interview with President Director sub-unit Indonesia  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notifications and abbreviations to the following transcriptions:  

Paragraphs in italics are interviewees’ answers  

Paragraphs with dash is interviewer’s questions or comments 

Sentences in bold seen as important findings 

 

HQ = Headquarters 
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Interview with external field expert  
Phone interview conducted in English 

Date & time: Interview 4 April 2011 

Interviewee: John Bray, Director (Analysis) in Control Risks  

Interviewer: Rita Elisabet Herland 

Duration: 1h 01m 40s 

Location: Copenhagen, Denmark (interviewer) and Tokyo, Japan (interviewee) 

 

TRANSCRIPTION (ENGLISH) 

- You probably know some of the things that I want to ask you about. But firstly, I just want 

you to just tell me what your formal role or what you do in Control Risks, just so that we have 

that clear.  

Ok, ahm, I should say, just go ahead but I am a bit behind on my deadline so if I can have the choice 

of breaking and continuing if its too much to talk about – cause I think its plenty to talk about.  

-  Yes, that would be no problem. You just manage your time and whenever you say that we 

have to stop, then you just tell me and we’ll continue another day.  

Ok, alright. So, within Control Risks I, well – first of all about Control Risks you know some 

backgrounds about what they do from our website?  

- Yes I have.  

So within Control Risks I developed a kind of personal role which is from being in the company for a 

quite long time, and also having a company which is nice enough to listen in a fairly forward-looking 

way. So for quite some time, for ten years or more, I’ve been specializing in corporate responsibility, 

poverty issues of which corruption or anti-corruption is of number one. We do quite a lot of things. 

My background is in political risk and see the extract the substance of that. So what my speciality is, is 

in the poverty areas rather than in the financial or due diligence investigation.  

- So for how long, or you told me that you worked in Indonesia last year? 

I said in the email that I didn’t really consider myself as an Indonesia-specialist. I was very happy 

keeping my eye on ---- for years because it is an interesting and very important country for this area. 

So, last year I was there at a short visit and that was specifically because of this TI project which was 

sponsored by NORAD. The report is now available on the NORAD Website.  

- Ok, good. I actually have tried to look for the result, but I haven’t been able to find it so, 

hopefully now on NORAD.  
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Yes, if you look up a key word ‘evaluation transparency’ or ‘Transparency International evaluation’. 

Ok, good.  

- Ok, I understand that you don’t feel like you are a specialist on Indonesia, but still I would see 

it as beneficial to at least have your opinion and your perceptions about that country. And if 

you have some cross-country comparison-things you want to take up, you can just add. My 

goal, or my aim, is to just have your perceptions of it – your personal perceptions of it.  

There’s plenty to say which I’m always confident to say. First of all; why is Indonesia interesting? First 

of all, Indonesia was always interesting because it was a country which has received quite high levels 

of corruption, and yet it had a reasonable degree of political development. And the comment that 

was made of it, that was a comment made particularly during the Suharto era. The comment often 

hearing in that era was that corruption was invasive at a variety of different levels and that it was 

very hard to do significant business – let’s say major projects in the country without having an 

involvement within the Suharto family at some level. But that corruption was more settled that it was 

in, for example in Pakistan and Nigeria. What was meant by that was that the family was involved, 

typically involved, through some kind of business partnership or joint ventures, rather the ‘in-your-

face-demands’ for bribes. That was one comment that was made. And the other was about small 

level bribes, which are considered to be pretty invasive in the return of getting things done, small 

things done. What has happened the last ten years is very interesting as an example of why it is. First 

we have the fall of Suharto and one of the factors which was quite explicit in Jakarta, the streets of 

Jakarta, seen in terms of what now happens in the streets of Kairo, was the KKN18, which one of the 

K’s is for corruption. If you write that down, I think the other was for collusion and nepotism. Yes, I’ve 

heard that, collusion. So that clearly is of a political risk and the political risk – it happened. One 

particular historical case study is the Paiton- power budget, Paiton is spelled P-A-I-T-O-N. P-A-I. P for 

Philip, A for Angola, I for Indonesia, T for Thomas – ON. ON, Paiton, yeah.  

 

And that one was actually a political risk insurance claim. Although it was not explicitly about 

corruption, it maybe implicitly it was about corruption, speaking a bit on short-note. And the question 

now is; what have happened? We’ve had more than ten years of fall-Soeharto, but where are we? 

And what we hear is that anti corruption-work is in progress. Anti-corruption commission is 

considered a partial success, although it is also considered to be a little bit insecure. And what are the 

polity issues is whether –  which was very much an issue a week when I was in Indonesia was; what 

can be done to make it secure or is the President losing his interest in it?  

 

One of the comments that I’ve heard several times is that corruption used to be centralized but it is 

now decentralized and it used to be centralized in the Soharto family and their cronies. The way you 

needed to do was to become to accommodation with them, somehow, but now you need to deal with 

several different levels. Yes, but do you agree with that or is that something – cause that is also what 

I’ve read, and that is also my perception of it. But, what is your comment on that? I guess I…well…I… I 

am hesitating to give a sweeping endorsement or a sweeping disagree, but I’ll say it’s a legitimate 

                                                           
18

 KKN = Korrupsi, kollusi and nepotism 
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comment or at least a legitimate question to ask. I think maybe my comment would be about what 

the story is now. My view of the story as now is that clearly, it is a country were these questions still 

apply and they do apply at a true level. I would hesitate to be quest sweeping about the, sort of, what 

said stop. I think the picture is a bit more complicated. But I certainly don’t have a ‘rosie’ view of the 

previous regime but I think that the country did develop and that it was in spite of corruption – not 

by any means because of corruption, which some people… well hardly in the news, but there is that 

view. So I do see current developments, simply the anti-corruption developments with a few steps 

forward and a few steps backwards. It’s inconsistent, it’s confused, but at the end it has been 

probably positive. And the important thing I’ve seen as been positive has been for international 

business as well as for locals. I didn’t think that corruption is of any businesses interests more than 

anybody else – but then it rests that I speak in generalizations here. And I can elaborate.  

- In my assignment I am focusing on these small-bribes; facilitation payments and the use of 

agents in relation to these small bribes. My goal, or my aim, is to identify if there is an 

‘institutional distance’ in the mind-set or in the social/cognitive norms at the society level in 

Indonesia compared to what we are used to from Norway- as I am Norwegian. So what I 

want to ask you about or to specify a bit more is what kind of mind-set you have experienced 

in Indonesia? How do you see that mind-set, and how would you characterize the Indonesian 

mind-set towards corruption, and how does that affect businesses? 

Is there a distance between Indonesia and Norway – and the answer is; yes, of course. And there 

are some quite interesting cross-country discussions about why that is. Speaks or work on trust and 

the sociological work on trust…. Hold on a minute, I will get a name (…) I think he is American, he is 

called Uslaner, U-S-L-A-N-E-R: Eric Uslaner. I’ve got a chapter I a book here in front of me which is 

called “Trust and corruption”. I think he wrote a book, rather authority taking Romania and 

comparing it with Sweden, or one of the Scandinavian countries. What book is it? The name of the 

book? The book’s editor is German; Johan Graf Lambsdorff. It’s the same book as the chapter you 

sent me in which you wrote? Yes, not to be self-refridgious. But that’s also why I think about him, 

because I heard him speak in relation to that book. So that’s why it strikes my mind. So then, thinking 

about the question.  I will address the question, but then dogging the question a little bit. Dogging the 

question: My overall thesis of this is there may be a social distance – or there may be a distance 

between Indonesia and Norway, but to a degree that is ‘tough luck’ for companies - establishing it, 

not like a business-term but in a NGO-term as maybe that’s who I am. Why is it tough luck? Two 

reasons; one is because international companies are international companies. And therefore they are 

different from local companies because they are accountable under the OECD anti-corruption 

Convention.  

And secondly I think that that’s how this world is and the extent of characters. From an NGO-

perspective, I think that international companies are different and have a particular set of 

responsibilities. They are not neutral. How they behave in a country – this is a general comment and it 

applies particularly to big projects paying bribes but it does also apply to practices of smaller bribe – 

the way it affects the country. And it affects the country without changing it, so if there are bad 

practice or they adopt to bad practice, they are not leaving things as they are, they are actually 

reinforcing bad practice and therefore gets stronger.  
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The third argument is about risk and it applies to characterizing small payments. It is linked to the 

previous point: You reinforce it but you also make it harder to escape either from a repeat of a bad 

practice or from further repetitions. So that’s one set of points. However, there is a particular set of 

that risk which is very current. There is a theoretical issue but also a practical issue which is about 

these small payments. It has to do with the UK Bribery Act. A potential small payment is both the US 

and for other countries excluded facilitation payments, as of a certain definition, or a strong definition 

of foreign bribery. The US did that in 1988, in a particular historical period. That historical period has 

moved on. The UK never did it, and it has not used an exclusion under its new law which is coming 

into force in a three-months time. If the UK had introduced an exclusion – would it be a step forward 

or a step backward?  

 

- I just need to clarify: so the FCPA, since 1988, they have still not included facilitation 

payments for example?  

You’re right. But one has to phrasing it carefully. The UK has a definition of a criminal offence of 

bribery of foreign officials and the US don’t. That definition of an offence it excludes facilitation 

payments should the firm release payments to speed up a foreign government’s transactions. But 

where is it you have to be careful? You have to be careful about two things: One is that it doesn’t say 

that they are legal, it just say that it is not covered by this law; and the other is that it says that these 

payments still includes a provision for books and records; you have to keep proper accounts. The 

reasons that you should keep proper accounts is that if you don’t keep proper accounts, it’s harder to 

conceal bribes, and also for giving your duty to shareholders. If first payments were just 50$, of 

course, it is realistic enough not hard to lose them, but if there is 1000 or 2000$, you need to be more 

creative to ‘lose them’ in the accounts. So therefore it is a debt amount for US companies.  

- Sorry if I interrupt. But is that dilemma based on the fact that some developing countries, or 

some countries strict regulations when it comes to the reporting part? I think I have read that 

some companies find it hard to record these facilitation payments because it is illegal in that 

host country to report them?  

The US exclusion doesn’t make life easier for US companies. The reason why it has to be recorded is a 

specific US reason, and it has to do with how the Act started. It was a bit of ‘clever thinking’ on behalf 

of, particularly, US regulators in the 1970’s. If you are listed in the US, it is a tons of ways attacking 

bribery and this is a bit of instructive and creative bit of American thinking. McKinsey creates this 

contradiction – I never heard any sensible way of getting around it: But if it is illegal in the host 

country, which it always is – except from America and Thailand – then you have to record something 

which is illegal. Therefore, many American companies are saying that – despite technical exception – 

their company shouldn’t make these payments.  

Just briefly, the countries which have this explicitly there are Canada, Australia, New Zealand and 

South Korea. They always differ in detail but they are basically based on the Foreign Corrupt Practices 

Act. And I noticed this morning is that the law does not say anything but the official guidance says 

in these practices is not going to be prosecuted. And the Norwegian law I suspect something a bit 

similar?  
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- The Norwegian legislation is very strict so they are like the UK, not like the FCPA.  

Since we are at the UK; and just this last week; you should also have a quick look at the ; I sent you 

the latest piece. It’s quite instructive to look at – it depends how much details you want to go into – 

but the particular thing is the Guidance document but also the Prosecution Guidance. What they say 

is: The law is the law. They also give an exception for g---, so if you got a gun into your head – you 

pay. But the Prosecution Guidance says an interesting thing: If you pay regularly, that can be taken as 

if the company is doing something wrong.  So the dilemma which we’ve had, and some of our clients 

had, is not so much physical extortion as commercial extortion. And the clearest example, which 

comes up a lot in discussions; theoretical discussions but also actual discussions, would be in shipping. 

You know to ship into ports, there are situations where there’s a penalty for every day, and 

everybody knows that there’s a penalty. The officials who are demanding bribes are in a very 

strong position to force them to pay because they know what it’ll cost you not to pay. That’s not, 

however, a physical risk usually. It’s a commercial extortion but it’s not a physical extortion. What do 

you do in that case? There isn’t really an answer. What the Serious Fraud Office says is that if you 

have a problem, please come and talk to us about it. The kind of thing they can do might be to make 

government representation in the areas where are the bribes.  

- Representation from what government: The host country government or the UK 

government? 

The UK government. But it doesn’t say it completely explicitly, but the UK government might have 

some kind of representation in the areas where this extortion is taking place. What it also says, and 

the guide says it explicitly- and this I agree with too – that this is a problem in where global citizens 

have a responsibility not to make things worse. But I also think that solutions have to come from a 

variety of people – including the host government and including the host societies. Companies should 

not make things worse, but it is not appropriate to expect them to solve the issues from the people 

who don’t take some initiative to solve them themselves. In this case, the Indonesian government and 

the Indonesian society have a responsibility to solve the problems as well.  

- Yes, absolutely. But when it comes to Indonesia, I find it very hard– and I have experienced 

that the Indonesian government doesn’t disclose everything – to find something clearly 

about the regulatory framework that they have. Are you familiar with any Indonesian regular 

framework or any statutes that makes facilitation payments easier there, or that actually 

makes it legal to do those small bribes- in which happens all the time? 

No, I certainly don’t have chapter ---. Do you know, particularly since you are in Denmark, the 

Business Anti-corruption website? I think it’s something like: bussinessanticorruption.dk. 

- No, I don’t know that actually.  

That is a very… I’ll send you a link and that is a very useful reference source. It’s sponsored by Danida 

and the UK equivalent. That is a good source. You might know Global Integrity. 

- Yes, I know that 

They’re somewhat useful of these kinds of things. I think there is not yet a Transparency International 

Integrity survey for Indonesia, but that leaves to check. But I don’t think there is.  
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- No, I don’t think so either. I have been looking around at Transparency International.  

So I don’t give any broad answer here. I’d be careful how to phrase it. But as a generalization; what I 

hear is that there’s actually; or to put it diplomatically; there are work that we’ve done on clarifying 

what the regulations are, and as a generalization, my understanding is that the regulations often – or 

maybe I can make this as a cross-country generalization in countries where there are problems with 

this kind of corruption. It’s often because the regulations are unclear; one has the suspect that it is 

left unclear because it is to some people’s advantage that it should be unclear – it’s to the 

institutional advantage of the people who operate the systems that it should be unclear. And I 

have heard that this is specifically has gone to immigration climates, for visas for example, in 

Indonesia. And that therefore adds to the dilemmas of companies, who got my standard advice is 

that ‘you should know the rules better than the officials’ so that they can’t hook you up. But that’s 

accordingly difficult when the rules are obscured and deliberately obscured. And that’s why you need 

intermediaries.  

 

- In my in my thesis, I am going to have a case study on a Norwegian company working in 

Indonesia. I am going to see how their practices are when it comes to small-scale corruption, 

and how their perception and attitudes are when it comes to, for example, the use of 

intermediaries and paying of those small bribes or those small facilitation payments – making 

for example visas  easier to get, and those kind of things.  

Do you have a company which is going to tell you this? 

- Eh... Yes I have some contacts in this company and I’ve been at some internal seminars 

before, so I have some knowledge from there. But, of course, I am concerned that they won’t 

tell me something controversial. But my aim is not to detect something illegal, it is just to 

identify some attitudes towards how to tackle these obstacles that happens all the time. For 

instance, what you just exemplified with the shipping; getting into ports you need to take 

fast decisions, you cannot just stand with your ship and not being able to access the port. So 

how do they tackle that, and how are their attitudes towards tackling that? And my initial 

thought is that they practices is more on the side of what their HQs would accept formally, if 

you see what I mean? 

Yes I do. I think I will address the intermediaries’ thing first. This is a simple questioning. Shipping, at 

the moment, is the one I personally am feeling a bit stuck on. This has come up in a couple of cases. 

My view on these intermediaries on customs and visas; it’s informed by Indonesia, but it is also 

informed by Nigeria, which might be an even tougher one. On the legal side of this, the Penal Peno 

case is quite important if you know about that one?  

- No, what case? 

The Penal Pino ; there’s a reference to it in the previous edition of the Integrity Matters which I sent 

you.  It’s a formal – PenalPeno is an American Foreign Corrupt Practices case, Pela peno in itself is a 

Swiss intermediary company specializing in ---- forwarding. One of its clients were sued under the 

FCPA for small bribes to customs. The key point is that they were payments for bank services towards 

they were not entitled. They were not speeding things; they were payments to avoid duty. What that 
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means is that; number one it means; practically, when you are employing intermediaries – cause in 

practice we do employ intermediaries – you should make sure that they are not doing something 

which is actually illegal.  

- However, the problem is to control that. How can they control…? 

Well, you make it very clear in your briefing, but you have to clear this things by finding out; it is due 

diligence; I mean finding out that the one is … There’s also that it is a market for these people. That 

makes things slightly easier; you can ask around, you can conduct your own inquiries; and you can get 

a sense of what things actually should be like. The market has another aspect to it. This is a point 

made specifically form Indonesia; from talking to Indonesians, which is that you should make sure 

that you are not paying extraordinary or a high fee for your services. This doesn’t solve the problem, 

but at least it contains it because it means that if your middle-man is passing an inquiry to an 

official – at least is is not an extraordinary large bribe – it’s more in the nature of a ‘tip’ rather than 

something grose or extraordinary. So it is containing the problem.  

- But ‘per se’, that is still illegal to do such ‘small tipping’, right? 

Per se, it is still illegal – except apparently in Thailand. But basically, we assume that it is illegal. What 

you need to be doing in good conscience, is doing what you practically can to mitigate or prevent the 

risks. So making sure that what you’re paying for is legal and when operating in the market; make 

sure that the middle-man doesn’t pay extraordinary amounts. You’re containing the risks, but it’s still 

without being 99 percent sure.  What I’ve heard in Nigeria is that it is impossible to do these things on 

your own. In Indonesia, I’ve heard that it was possible, but you still didn’t know what you’re supposed 

to pay.  

- So you ended up paying too much in any case if you were a foreign? 

Basically, yes. So if you use in intermediary to pay the lowest market price, and the advise that you 

were given is to make the best that you can, there is still a level of uncertainty, but at least you’re 

containing the risks. 

- As of your experience, that is something that most foreign companies or branches are using 

these intermediaries, right? 

Well, my view of the impact of the Bribery Act is that the Bribery Act hasn’t changed the law on this 

point. Small payments have always been illegal in which you can go to jail by. What is now happening 

is that people are looking a lot more carefully what practices they have. My hypothesis is that in the 

past, companies might be a little bit lazy and not referring closely.  Maybe some are still lazy.  

- When you say lazy, you mean ‘shutting their eyes’ for these things, right? 

I mean when it’s paid 500$ when you only need to pay 60$, then paying 500$ is a waste of money. So 

in that case you should take a close look, but maybe they have been a bit too relaxed. That would be 

my hypothesis –it’s not something I can say for certain.  

- When you talk about this as ‘a market’; you say that it kind of a market for small tips. You 

mean that it is kind of a systematic market, an institutionalized market – or are you only 

using the term ‘market’ as something more institutionalized in the norms?  
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To give you my source; this is in fact a point made by Lambsdorff somewhere, which is a part of what 

inspired me to say it. But it was also talking to people both in Indonesia and Nigeria. And the 

distinction; coming back to the ‘harbor mas’; the ‘harbor mas’ is the only person you can go to. So if 

you are lucky there, he has a monopoly of corruption. Whereas on visas and customs there isn’t a 

monopoly – there are several different brokers and there are several different officials and you can 

play that to your advantage. That’s why I say that this is a market. You have a stronger negotiating 

power.  

- Ok, so it is actually a physical market (…). So, we have talked a little bit about it, but to ask 

very directly; if you can give me two or three most distinguishable differences in the mind-set 

from Indonesia compared to what you have experienced in other countries with less 

corruption- what is the distinguishable differences in this country? 

Are you thinking about Norway or…? 

- You don’t need to think about Norway, just Indonesia versus other countries you are familiar 

with. And, of course, if you know anything about the mind-set in Norway then you can also 

take that into regards, but specially; what are the two or three main difference when it 

comes to those cognitive or mind-set things in Indonesia? 

I am not sure if this is exactly a difference or a particular characteristic, but it is one of the things that 

I emphasized a lot. A part of my argument in relation to my clients is; even if they have been used to 

operating in corrupt environments and making compromises in the past, the world is changing and 

Indonesia is changing. And therefore; corruption in itself are unstable and even more high risk. It is a 

high risk anyway, but it is now even more high risks. On social attitudes, I want to be a bit careful out 

here. I didn’t pick up a reference. I want to be careful about saying what Indonesians think. I am not 

entirely sure that I do know what Indonesians think. It has been said that they are used to this 

corruption; that it’s a part of life, bla, bla, bla… My general hypothesis is that this is a patronizing 

Western generalization. The evidence that I would state would be the KKN business. But I know it was 

this sort of reference in -----  in order to---. To the fact that just because the policemen where 

underpaid mean, by any means, that Indonesian policemen were justified in acceptiong bribes.  

- So do you actually believe that these high-political effort in anti-corruption actually have 

trickled down into lower levels of the society? 

I think it is the other way around: that it has tricked-up. So my hypothesis would be that there is a 

significant degree of popular anger about corruption. Having said that - this is fairly talking around 

your problem – but one interesting observation from TI Indonesia which was drawing the focus over 

inquiries. The analysis is; there was a broad consensus of the analysis, Indonesia has made a lot of 

gains of anti-corruption, but these keys need to be secured. The insight of the TI Indonesia was that in 

order for those advantageous to be secured, you needed to have a political will; and political will 

came from political demand, and therefore it was very important for Transparency International to 

work at the grass-root level as well as the upper levels of society. Elaborating on that – of course it is 

very complex as whether people accept the necessity to pay bribes because they have to do that. You 

do operate in the world as it is. There’s no point spending energy on being angry about it. But my 

hypothesis is that some people are rather angry all the time. And that is a factor for long term 
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change. It is long term, and to sustain, it needs to sustain in the political world and you need 

institutional change. We have the anti-corruption commission, but it needs to be embedded.  

- When I was in Indonesia I perceived the mind-set to be somewhat different from what I am 

used to. You argue that it is a mind-set coming from the society and trickles-up to higher 

political levels, but I still see a mind-set – and this is what I wanted to identify: Is my 

perception totally wrong? 

Point one; Indonesia obviously is different from Norway – obviously, obviously. Point two; Indonesia is 

changing. Point three; You need to break it down a bit. I get quite crossed when my clientele say ‘it is 

all part of a culture, isn’t it?’. The answer is a qualified yes. If people pay bribes, it is generally because 

they have to, it is not because they like it or because they think its acceptable. It may also be because 

they don’t see any alternatives or find it hard to imagine an alternative.   

- But I mean, what about the people who ask about bribes, not the people who pay them? 

For the people who demand bribes, I don’t think that those terms are sufficient, but it is more to do 

with the institutional cultures; it is to do with what always happened; and it is to do with 

pressures. It was a nice quotation, which was used from the Hong Kong policemen in the 1970’s. It 

was said that; this is in a classic book on corruption by an American named Clitgaard, Robert 

Clitgaard. The quotation was that corruption is like a bus; you either you get on the bus; you either 

get out of it’s way; or you stand in front of the bus and you’ll get run over. So if you are a minor or an 

official, joining a government department, it’s pretty hard not to become a part of the 

institutionalized. Therefore to have susceptive change you need; it’s a tough thing to do. But that has 

to do with the institutional culture than about national culture and national identity. 

- Do you have any particular advises for how I can go about these things? How can I phrase my 

questions in order to get the information that I need? 

Do you have procedures to check this or that? Do you have a code? Do you have first time knowledge 

of this, or is this just a perception? 

- Alternative words to: ‘bribes’? 

I wouldn’t use the word ‘tip’, but you can use the word ‘informal payment’.  

The focus is on many of our surveys is about the quantitative things, how do they actually do things. 

The use of intermediaries is an interesting issue.  
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Interview with General Manager Finance, sub-unit Indonesia 
Phone interview conducted in Norwegian 

Date & time: Interview 6 April 2011 

Interviewee: General Manager Finance, Sub-unit Indonesia  

Interviewer: Rita Elisabet Herland 

Duration: 0h 40m 22s 

Locations: Copenhagen, Denmark (interviewer) and Jakarta, Indonesia (interviewee) 

 

NOTES AND IMPRESSIONS FROM THE INTERVIEW (IN ENGLISH):  

The interview was conducted in Norwegian. It dealt mostly with two things: (1) the financial 

reporting from [Company] Indonesia to the HQ in Norway, and (2) the perceptions of the interviewee 

in his daily activities.  

 Rejecting cognitive differences: He agreed that the cognitive mind-set in Indonesia was that it 

is wrong to bribe and demand for bribes - based on the Indonesians he had talked to etc. He 

does partly agree with those who states that excuses such as low salary etc. is no excuse, but 

that these excuses still are used for some to legitimize it. The cognitive mind-set in Indonesia 

and in Norway is not different.  

 Affirming normative/historical habits and customs as a difference: Historical custom is still 

prevalent in the society, and that it is this factor that may nurture the small-scale corruption 

today.  

 Not exposed to corruption daily: He reads and hear a lot about corruption in Indonesia, but 

his perception is that it is going in the right direction – based on colleagues who has worked 

there for a longer period of time. Still SBY (the President of Indonesia) has not advocated 

anti-corruption as much lately. He does not feel that he is faced with these issues in a large 

scale in his daily work.  

 Suspicious of *Company+’s use of intermediaries: [Company] uses agents in their activities for 

getting working permits and other necessary administrative things. The salary is pre-decided 

and paid in arrears. They are accounted for in the same way as other expenses. Still, has 

wondered why [Company] is getting ahead of every line at the Immigration Office when they 

are to extend their working permits. This can be either because the agent has personal 

relations, or because he pays them to let him come before others.  

 No practices on surveillance of intermediaries: Only stated in the contract and repeated orally 

from time-to –time. No formal enforcement mechanisms from [Company] Indonesia. The HQ 

does not have any direct contact with the agents, only through the branch. He stated that 

they couldn’t follow them wherever they go. 

 Divided HQ understanding: Regarding flexibility in the branch office’s compliance of the 

overall [Company] policy, it is depends on the person who deals with the issues in how much 

understanding they get for challenges in Indonesia.  
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 Financial dependent on the HQ, but no pressure: Fully dependent on the HQ for financial 

support, and do not feel that they are pressured to get results. This has to do with the oil and 

gas sector- it takes many years from finding anything before the production starts.  

 Some indirect personal experiences with small-scale corruption: He didn’t have any direct 

experiences with corruption in Indonesia, but has had experiences with drivers who are 

stopped by the police and other Indonesians asked to pay a fee to get the job she qualified 

for.  

 

TRANSCRIPTION (NORWEGIAN) 

- Hans formelle rolle? 

Jeg er Finance manager for [Company] Indonesia så jeg har fire stykker som jobber for meg som har 

med økonomi og legal å gjøre. Det finnes en Compliance Officer i [Company] i hver organisasjon og 

det er her hos oss i [Company] Indonesia er det Arne Måland, HMS sjefen. Han er den som på en måte 

har kontakten med Norge i forhold til det som har med Compliance og Ethics og sånne type 

vanskelige ting. Hvis eventuelt hvis vi nå søker avvik fra [Company] reglene, så er det han som på en 

måte gjør det.  

- Når det gjelder formelle relasjoner til hovedkontoret: I hvilken grad er utekontroet i 

Indonesia avhengig av hovedkontoret, både finansielt-og ikke finansielt? Hvordan vil du si at 

dette forholdet er? 

Vi er jo et datterselskap. Som du sikkert vet så er vi i en letefase, så vi har ingen inntekter selv, vi har 

bare en haug masse med kostnader. Sånn sett er vi jo avhengig av fundings fra hovedkontoret til våre 

bankkontoer. Vi søker vanligvis om fundings for et år, basert på busjetter og forecasts. Så får vi 

vanligvis det godkjent hvis alt går som det skal, og så har vi en ’draw down’ etter hvert som vi trenger 

pengene, så vanligvis er annenhver måned eller hvert kvartal så vi ikke ’prutter’ penger ned i 

[Company] Indonesia før vi trenger det om en måned eller to.   

- Hvordan stiller HQ seg til at ikke [Company] Indonesia ikke generer noe inntekt? Legger de 

noe press på dere? 

Nei, det er veldig godt forstått det i olje og gassverden. Gjør du en leteboring for eksempel, så har du 

gjerne fått med deg at Danmark gjorde et stort funn nå i Barentshavet – skruger – det største på 

mange år – men allikevel, etter man har gjort funnet skal det modnes; det skal diskuteres hva slags 

type utbyggning skal man ha; så skal man bygge. Så det tar en seks til åtte år fra man finner til du 

starter å produsere. Det vil alltid være en lang periode med kostnader først og en negativ cashflow og 

så får man en god positiv cashflow etterpå. Men kommer jo mer etterpå, så er jo det noe du må ta 

hensyn til når du neddiskonterer kontantstrømmen.  

- Pliktig til å regnskapsføre veldig detaljert alle aktiviteter som skjer i Indonesia. Hvor ofte 

rapporterer dere? 
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Vi fører standard for [Company] konsernet og i Ater, fra dag til dag med månedsavslutning, 

kvartalsavslutning og årsavslutning. Dette blir leverert til HQ og skatter og avgifter og alt det der blir 

levert til indonesiske myndigheter.  

- Spesifikt om småskala korrupsjon. Føler du at dine kollegaer ofte blir stilt opp mot vanskelige 

administrative barrierer nær det gjelder små finansielle utlegg her og der? Har du opplevd 

dette, sånn rent daglig? 

I det daglige så føler jeg ikke at man møter det noe i særlig grad. Vi leser jo i avisene at det er en god 

del korrupsjon her i Indonesia, men i det daglige så merker ikke jeg noe særlig til det i forhold til at jeg 

betaler litt ekstra for å få ting til eller for å få ting unna. Det med å betale for en tjeneste, sånn som 

du gjør i Norge, så får du det gjort. Det med flyplass og sånn, som jo av og til kan være et problem i 

noen land, det har ikke jeg opplevd og heller ikke hørt om noen som har hatt noen problemer med at 

de må betale noe ekstra for å komme inn i landet eller ut av landet.  

Men jeg hører jo fra min sjåfør, for eksempel, at det hender at politiet stopper folk på gaten for 

tulleting som de bare finner på for at de skal få litt ekstra inntekt. Dette har ikke skjedd med meg men 

jeg tror jeg husker at det var noen som nevnte at de ikke hadde vært med selv, men at sjåføren hadde 

måttet betale for å få lov til å kjøre videre. 

- Inntrykket ditt av Indonesia som et samfunn: Har dette noe med normene? Du føler ikke at 

du møter dette som et stort problem.  

Det er jo litt annerledes. Så vidt jeg har forstått av de som har vært her lengre enn det jeg har – siden 

juni i fjor – så er det jo på rett vei i forhold til det var for ti eller femten år siden. Det går den rette 

veien. Presidenten har jo i alle fall tidligere, men ikke så mye i det siste, lagt vekt på å bekjempe 

korrupsjon. Men jeg hører jo historier, gjerne fra lokal sjåfør eller min lokale maid at det er ting som 

ikke er som det bør være. Jeg besøkte min sjåførs forlovede her i helgen. Hun førte regnskap for et 

firma, og de fortalte at hun hadde fått tilbud om en jobb i staten. Det er veldig ’jevt’ og han følte at 

det hadde ’sikret’ ham her i Indonesia. Men denne type jobber er visst så populært at hun hadde fått 

beskjed om at dersom hun skulle få den jobben så måtte hun betale 60 millioner IDR. Så det finnes jo 

en del historier, men i det daglige så føler jeg ikke at jeg møter disse tingene.  

- Bruken dere av eksterne meglere, rådgivere, advokater og liknende. Hvordan betales disse? 

Forhåndsbetalt, forhåndsavtalt? 

Den type profesjonelle assistenter så betaler man vanligvis i etterkant, baser på en kontrakt og en 

avtale som går på ’work’ og den type ting. Lønnen er forhåndsbestemt i de fleste tilfeller. Hvis jeg skal 

nevne noe, så er det jo enkelte ting som er forhåndsbetalt som vi ikke er vant med fra Norge. For 

eksempel når du leier et hus her for to år betaler du alt ’upfront’. Da sitter du med all risikoen, ikke 

huseier. Huseier virker lite motivert for å ordne ting mens vi bor der. Dette har irritert meg, fordi selv 

om vi sier nei, så går huseier videre til nestemann. Dette er en ’kotyme’ som har blitt sånn her. Dette 

gjelder allikevel ikke for kontorer, men på expatboliger. Men for eksempel for bilene som vi bruker, 

betaler vi i etterkant.  
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I forhold til Compliance og etiske retningslinjer så føler jeg at vi gjør alt vi kan gjøre. VI sjekker at ting 

går for seg på rett måte. Vi forteller de som yter tjenester at vi betaler for en tjeneste, og ikke at dere 

skal betale noen for at det skal gå raskere. Men vi har ikke mulighet til å følge de inn og ut hele 

døgnet. Da må man på en måte bare innse at man har gjort hva vi kan, men at vi ikke kan sjekke det 

100 %. 

Men for eksempel det å få arbeidstillatelse av KITAS i Indonesia – der har jeg en dårlig følelse. Det er 

jo veldig jevt og det er ganske vanskelig å få. Der bruker vi en agent som gjør skjemaarbeid for oss og 

går gjennom den mølla. Der har vi og blant annet sagt at ’dere skal aldri betale noe til noen for å 

komme foran i køen’ – som en smørning. Men akkurat her har jeg en dårlig følelse, for i det man går 

på Immigration Office så står det 250 mennesker og det er fullt kaos, mens vi kommer foran alle. Det 

kan jo hende at agentene har utrolig gode kontakter, men du har en litt uggen følelse av hvorfor 

det går så godt for oss. Dette er bare en refleksjon som jeg har gjort meg siden jeg kom hit.  

 

- Har dere noen praktiske kontrollmekanismer, eller er det kun muntlige kontrollmekanismer? 

Hvor mye kontrollerer HQ  av dette? 

Vi har jo ørene ute. Og vi kan skrive ned hva de har lov til å gjøre, og si det til dem ettertrykkelig, 

men vi har ikke mulighet til å følge dem overalt. All direkte kontroll av agentene skjer gjennom 

Indonesia-kontoret.  

- Dersom dere er usikre på om det har skjedd noe dere ikke aksepterer, men dere har ikke 

bevis. Er det forskjell på hvordan dette føres i regnskapet? 

Vi fører på samme måte. Dette er fordi at vi er sikre, eller rimelig sikre, på at det ikke skjer noe. 

Hvis vi er såpass sikre på at dette kan umulig gå riktig for seg så er aksjonen a avbryte. Jeg har ikke 

vært ute for den situasjonen så lenge jeg har jobbet her (juni 2010). I det eksempelet jeg nevnte i 

KITAS, så gjør man seg refleksjoner, men man har ikke flere indikasjoner enn dette.  

- Persepsjoner på hvordan HQ ønsker at [Company] skal bli drevet som en helhet. Er deres 

visjon å ha en enhetlig strategi, eller ønsker de å foreta en noe fleksibel strategi? 

I stor grad så er det styredokumentasjon som gjelder hele [Company] konsernet enten om du er i 

Indonesia, Norge eller Venezuela. Det skal uansett følges. Det går an å søke om avvik fra dette 

styredokumentasjonen, enten det gjelder tekniske ting eller Compliance ting. Men du må gjennom en 

søknad og en dialog med HQ om saken slik at det åpent går fram, og ut i fra det et ’ja’ eller ’nei’.  

- Forståelse fra HQ: Føler du at du møter forståelse for spesifikke vanskeligheter ut i fra deres 

hverdag? 

Dette er personavhengig. Mens noen ser problemstilingen og ser at vi må finne en middelvei 

innenfor lov og regel, så er det andre mer ’speideraktige’ og mener at det finnes ingen unntak. 

Dette er litt forskjellig, men stort føler jeg at de som jobber i disse miljøene har en forståelse. 

Indonesia er jo langt i fra det eneste landet, og langt i fra det verste landet i denne type saker. Fram 

til nå har jeg ikke inntrykk av at vi møter så mye motstand fra HQ.  
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- Som et slags oppsummering: Er det noen mekanismer eller noen faktorer i Indonesia som du 

ser på som en årsak til at denne småskalakorrupsjonen forstetter? 

Det er lett å si at ’det alltid har vært sånn’. De fleste jeg snakker med sier at det ikke er noe nytt. Det 

er jo en del jobber der man tjener så lite at man ikke klarer å brødfø familien, og dermed lettere sier 

ja til den type aktivitet for å spe på. Dette har jo en lang historie, og det har vært en kotyme der en 

har akseptert dette i lang tid. Det er kun i de siste årene at man har blitt litt reddere for å betale. 

Dette gjelder ikke den type aktivitet som man møter i det daglige, for eksempel at man blir stoppet av 

politiet og må betale en liten sum, men de tingene som har litt større rekkevidde. Men når jeg 

snakker med indonesiere om dette uttrykkes det at de ser problemet; de vet at det er galt, men det 

samtidig er det ikke den stigmatiseringen som vi ser i Norge om at dette er kriminelt. For dem er 

dette er galt – men ikke så galt.  
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Interview with Vice President, Political Risk Analysis Department, Norway 
Personal interview conducted in Norwegian 

Date & time: Interview 11 April 2011, 4pm 

Interviewee: Vice President, Political Risk Analysis  

Interviewer: Rita Elisabet Herland 

Location: Oslo, Norway 

 

TRANSCRIPTION (IN NORWEGIAN) 

- Standardiserte metoder i forhold til nulltoleranse?  

Hva er etiske spørsmål? Det er noe man kan diskutere. I forhold til konkrete caser og utfordringer er 

det ikke noe forskjell på hovedkontor og filialer. Når vi blir eksponert for noe, må vi forholde oss til det 

ut i fra de samme retningslinjene over hele verden. Det er klart at noen kontorer har en annen type 

sett av utfordringer. Jeg tror det er mulig å holde den samme standardiserte reglene over hele 

verden. Det er vår holdning at det er mulig.  

Det at vi blir invitert på et seminar med middag av en av våre leverandører er jo det sjeldnere i Norge 

enn i andre deler av verden. Forekomsten av slike tilfeller er hyppigere ved noen utekontorer enn i 

Norge, men reglene er det samme. I noen land blir man mer eksponert for det. På samme måte må 

hovedkontoret respondere på samme måte som i utlandet. Det er jo klart lettere så få øye på dette 

når man reiser ut til et utekontor men holdningene er det samme. Treningen er den samme, 

holdningene er de samme og reglene er de samme.  

- Hva betraktes i Politisk analyse avdelingen som de største politiske risikofaktorene i Asia / 

Indonesia regionen? 

Det er jo stabilitet: det vil si forutsigbarhet av det politiske systemet; forutsigbarhet for rammevilkår. 

Også den store korrupsjonen: Den overordnede blandingen av institusjoners økonomi, selskapers 

økonomi og personers økonomi i den type land.  

- Småskalakorrupsjonen har en lav marginal konsekvens, men forekomsten er mye hyppigere. 

Sånn sett bør det jo bli sett på som en like stor risikofaktor som større korrupsjon med lavere 

forekomst. Hvordan stiller du deg til det? 

Det er ikke det lille beløpet i seg selv som avgjør om vi skal behandle det som en risiko. Det er at det 

skjer som er en risiko for vår virksomhet, ikke beløpet og ikke hyppigheten. Vi må forholde oss til at 

dette kan skje, og da må vi sørge for at vi har mekanismer og oppfølging av de som er eksponert for 

de hendelsene. Den ene klassiske mekanismen for å minimere risikoen her er at man må ha 

kvittering på alt man gjør. Man får ikke refundert noe fra selskapet med mindre det er en kvittering 

med troverdighet tilknyttet.  Den andre klassiske mekanismen for risikominimering er at vi ikke skal 

bruke agenter eller konsulenter som vi er uskire på om kommer til å betale små summer for oss. 

- Hvordan kontrollerer dere bruken av agenter da? 
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Dette går på oppgavens karakter. Vi bruker ikke agenter for å skaffe oss pass; eller for å komme oss 

raskere igjennom flyplassen; eller å sørge for registrering av biler. Helt generelt er bruken av 

agenter en varsellampe for oss internt. Dersom vi gjør det, må det være veldig gode grunner til at 

man skal gjøre det. Det skal være i tilfeller hvor det ikke er noen vei utenom eller noen alternativer 

enn at man skal bruke agenter. Da må vi sørge for at vi har kontroll med den adferden de har så langt 

det er praktisk mulig, og være sikre på at den agenten, konsulenten eller det byrået har de 

kontrollmekanismene som sikrer at når vi betaler penger til den agenten så er vi sikker på at pengene 

blir håndtert slik vi har avtalt på forhånd. Vi må for eksempel ha en avtale med dem om at de kan vise 

oss kvittering på utlegg. 

Allikevel er det klart at man ikke er 100 % garantert at ting ikke skjer. Dersom vi ikke er sikre på at de 

opererer på en tilfredsstillende måte så kan vi ikke benytte oss av dem. Vi må være så sikre på at 

våre agenter opererer på en slik måte at de ikke betaler noe ekstra.  

Nå er det jo sånn av noen ambassader har et købetalingssystem der det koster mer enn for å få visum 

på en dag enn hvis du kan vente i 14 dager. Men det er jo en helt annen sak. For eksempel i Russland 

kan du betale deg fram i køen.  

- Hva slags mulighet har HQ til å påvirke utekontorenes risikoaversjon? 

Vi vil påvirke på holdninger; på regelmessige gjennomganger og til syvende og sist er det jo av og til 

revisjoner.  

- Hvor mye/hvor ofte har dere kontakt med utekontorene? 

Vår avdeling har minimum kontakt hvert kvartal. Dette dreier seg ikke om hvordan de takler etiske 

spørsmål i forhold til korrupsjon. Det er Compliance og etikkspørsmål kan jo ha mye hyppigere 

kontakt med dem. Om du ser på alle Norgeskontorenes kontakt med utekontorene, tror jeg nok at 

utekontorene opplever at de har kontakt med Norge så det holder – noen ganger for mye. Særlig i 

populære utekontorer. De har ofte mer besøk enn de ønsker.  

- Press fra hovedkontoret? 

Ja det kan det nok. Totalt sett fra hovedkontoret så kan det nok oppfattes som om at det er for mye 

forespørsler om det og det og det... Ja det er det. Jeg tror ikke det gjør at de blir mer slepphendte med 

vår holdning til ting, men det gjør at de kan poppleve det som litt vel mye og at det er et hinder i 

forhold til hva de egentlig er satt der til å gjøre, kan vi ikke se bort i fra at enkelte kontorer føler. I vår 

holdening er vi veldig opptatt av å være serviceorientert og i tett dialog. Vi ønsker å være 

problemløsende i vår approach mer enn vi ønsker å stille krav og forventninger. Vi prøver hele tilden å 

ha et diskusjonsnivå og å lytt til dem. Til syvende og sist er det de som sitter med konklusjonen. Med 

jevne mellomrom oppdaterer vi vår landrisikovudrering. Hvis vi skal oppdatere vår landrisikovurdering 

er det utekontorene som er ansvarlig for konklusjonen og å følge opp de aksjonene som kommer ut 

av det.  

- Er det deler av jobben du opplever som utfordrende? 

 

Ja, utfordringer i den forstand at vi kan ha ulike syn på ting fra Norgeskontoret eller i vår avdeling 

versus utekontorene. Vi kan være uenige om den politisk situasjonen og framtidsutsiktene til et land. 
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Det har vi stadig vekk. Vi kan ofte ha et mer kritisk syn på en utvikling enn de lokalt ansatte på 

utekontorene. Vi har et mer kritisk syn på landet, mens de lokale ofte er ute etter å forsvare landet.  

 

Vi har jo et uttrykk som brukes i mange sammenhenger som heter to ’go local’. Det er situasjoner der 

de som kommer som gjest i et land eller blir utstasjonert, særlig over tid, får synspunkter som om de 

var lokale. De forsvarer landet som om det var sitt. Men dette er ikke problematisk, fordi vi klarer å 

håndtere ulikheter. Vi kommer til enighet gjennom diskusjoner.  

 

Hva gjelder Indonesia har ikke vært det mest krevende sånn sett. Dette har vi ventet på en del år, så 

det har vært en del venting.  

  

- Om risiko i Indonesia:  

 

Idet man gjør oljefunn og skal bygge ut i Indonesia er det jo der alle melder seg på, spesielt gjennom 

’du skal velge mitt selskap’ eller at de tvinger inn selskaper til å bli med i lisensen. Hovedutfordringen i 

Indonesia står jo foran.  

 

- I hvilken grad veier dere opp risiko i forhold til profitt? Hvilken linje av risikoaversjon ligger 

dere på? 

 

Hovedstatementet vårt på det er at i valg mellom forretningsmulighet eller noe som er etisk ikke-

akseptabelt for de retningslinjene vi har, velger vi bort den foretningsmuligheten. Det er hovedtesen, 

men det er klart at det er grenseland. Totalt sett innenfor det vi definerer som landrisiko så 

kvantifiserer vi risikoen og i praksis reduserer nåverdien av et prosjekt hvis risikoen i et land er veldig 

høy.  

 

Det er veldig vanskelig å kvantifisere risikoen for korrupsjon. Innenfor korrupsjonsområdet så 

kvantifiserer vi ikke risikoen. Der er det binært. Totalt sett ser vi på storskalakorrupsjon som en 

høyere risiko enn disse småbeløpene. ’Petty corruption’ mener vi at vi klarer å håndtere. Dette er 

ikke en faktor som gjør at man trekker seg ut av et land, men vi skal ha en veldig bestemt adferd på 

det og så forholder vi oss til det. Hvis man bryter den adferden så har vi regler på det. Den 

overordnede og ’systematiske’ korrupsjonen forholder vi oss også til, men for eksempel sier vi at hvis 

vi blir pålagt lokale partnere i en lisens uten at vi vet hvem som er eiere av selskapet, så sier vi nei 

til det. Til syvende og sist trekker vi oss ut dersom vi ikke vet hvem som skal være eiere av dette 

selskapet. I det siste har vi sagt nei til lokale partnere som det lands myndigheter har gått bort fra å 

kreve lokale partnere. Vi følger med alle land på dette. 

 

- Hvor skreddersydd er deres landanalyse – er det en standardisert framgangsmåte? 

 

Vi har en standardisert arbeidsmetodikk men utfallet varierer veldig. Men prosedyren som vi jobber 

etter – naturlig nok – for å være sikker på å ha vært gjennom alle punktene for hvert land og 

adresserer det som er problemene. Et av punktene er korrupsjon, og dersom det er mye av dette så 

adresserer vi det. Det vil jo variere fra land til land. Vi opererer med høy risiko, medium risiko og lav 

risiko, noe som varierer fra land til land hvordan vi karakteriserer de ulike elementene.   
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Interview with Compliance & Legal Departments, Norway 
Personal meeting conducted in English  

Note: I was asked by the interviewees not to record this meeting.  

Date & time: Interview 11 April 2011, 12pm 

Interviewees:  Corporate Compliance Officer, Legal Department and Compliance Officer, Finance, 

Control & Compliance Department 

Interviewer: Rita Elisabet Herland 

Location: Oslo, Norway 

MEETING SUMMARY (IMPORTANT FINDINGS):  

 

On standardized / not standardized rules 

 They have standardized policies. In this way, [Company] believes that it is possible to follow a 

zero-tolerance approach to corruption everywhere. They regard it as no point to have 

different rules in different locations, then the integrity wouldn’t be kept – the goal would be 

pointless if acceptance on some things some places and not accepting the same other places. 

This would also caused a lot of confusion amongst the employees.   

 The rules are only tailored in the way that some things are more specified than others in 

some areas. In China and Indonesia for example, the gift policies are more specified than in 

other areas. However, there are same rules for the use of agents. The use of agents are 

covered by due diligence.  

 Olsen at the Legal department: Even though they are standardized, they understand that it is 

impossible to comply similarly to all legal rules in all different countries.  

 It is easier to have strict and standardized rules than to have different and tailored rules. 

Being zero-tolerant towards corruption then makes it easier for employees. She experience 

that when her employees have to say no to demands for bribes in various situations and can 

‘hide behind’ their professional profile, they often face understanding from the bribe 

demander. Small-scale corruption can thereby seem to be avoided in a bigger extent when 

you can say that you have to follow a zero-tolerance policy.  

On the control mechanisms/ training:  

 The department focus mostly on preventive and not detective methods.  

 Books and records 

o Focus on financial reporting and also on other reporting of other factors.  

o Facilitation payments are accounted for – a proper account in the financial 

statements. (Paradox, because then you account something that is a breach, but 

if you don’t account for it, it is also a breach). 

 Compliance Officer in every local branch.  

 Interviewee: “I don’t call every week” 

 ‘Ethics committee’ meets every quarter. Here, every local manger needs to hold a risk 

assessment presentation.  
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 Must have compliance workshops every year or every second year. However, the local 

branches may ask for more if they assess that they need it. Typically this happens if they 

have changed lately or if they are to increase the staff.  

 Locals are followed up with training. Experiences that this is working well, even if locals 

come from another culture with other habits.  

 Townhall meetings = meetings where all the employees in a local branch is gathered to 

discuss and get information.  

 If a rise of suspicion: the corporate level (highest level) may demand a verification 

process & auditing process. The auditor is an internal from [Company], but he/she is not 

from the same department or the same country level. The auditor may interview 

everybody, and this is anonymous.  

Methods to mitigate risks:  

 IDD (Integrity Due Diligence) focus. Includes control meetings. 

 If the backgrougd check find something that makes them skeptic, they can accept the use of 

the intermediary conditionally. (Conditional acceptance).  

 Sometimes agencies and other external are required to attend workshops and training 

 Helplines used for anything, any problems. Normally the problems are solved on local basis.  

 Helplines may detect problems and risks. So far, nothing is detected in Indonesia.  

The general [Company]-rules:  

 General impression: The compliance in [Company] is more action-minded than ethical 

demands on what is right and what is right and wrong.  

o Instead of working with what is right and wrong, they are focusing on how to report 

and keep track on the wrong things that happens.  

o Instead of demanding them to comply to rules, they are focusing on openness in 

their compliance program: Transparency; Report; Discuss as early as possible.   

 They are in the 2.phase of Compliance – more tailored programs and training. The general 

guidelines are introduced, and now the task is to meet the branches needs in a more tailored 

way. New implementations. Constant involvement.  

Experiences on employees’ perceptions and attitudes:  

 They experience that the managers think it is important to mitigate the risk of 

corruption.  

 Experience that they take compliance and anti-corruption seriously.  

Espoused values that points to general attitudes in the company:  

 She is the one that chose who are to become Compliance officer. The most important 

thing she is looking to when they hire is the personal attitude of the person. Focus on 

communication. It is important that he follows up the staff and is engaged in keeping the 

high level, not being lazy in the implementation.  

 If I were in a foreign country and were asked to pay a bribe in a personal situation, I 

would choose to report it. They don’t lose anything to report.  
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 Zero-tolerance, mentioned often. The way they are implementing it is through focusing 

on openness, transparency, discussions.  

 From corporate level (the highest level): “the way we do things is as important as what 

we do”. This is constantly addressed by the company CEO also. Compliance, ethics and 

anti-corruption must be integrated in the business cycle. It is no point of having the 

Compliance and legal department outside the cycle, it must be natural part of the 

business operations.  

Experiences from Indonesia / corruption in Indonesia:  

 The department assesses that facilitation payments is a risk in Indonesia.  

o Getting in and out of the country 

o Permits .- working permits 

o Getting information from political levels.  

 They don’t see it as a risk that has huge impact and a big risk, but they see it as a breach on 

Norwegian law and [Company] law.  

o They need facts to prove breach – focus on getting facts.  

 If any of their employees are to express that he/she looks at the agents who help them with 

obtaining work permits as suspicious – they would proceed the case.  (This is not done, as I 

know that some employees in Indonesia are looking at the process suspiciously).  
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Interview with Compliance Officer sub-unit Indonesia 
Telephone interview conducted in Norwegian 

Date & time: Interview 12 April 2011, 10.40am 

Interviewee: Compliance Officer, sub-unit Indonesia 

Interviewer: Rita Elisabet Herland 

Locations: Oslo, Norway (interviewer) and Jakarta, Indonesia (interviewee) 

 

TRANSCRIPTION (IN NORWEGIAN): 

- Er det en forskjell mellom formelle og uformelle regler I Indonesia? 

Et eksempel går jo på dette med at man i Indonesia har bygd opp et regelverk, men det er ikke 100% 

implementert. Det er jo en regel om at det kun er to personer som kan sitte på en moped, men det er 

gjerne fire-fem som sitter på. Politiet aksepterer det. Når det gjelder vår industri er det nok litt 

annerledes. I hovedsak er det et ganske brukbart regelverk, men det er ikke alltid at 

implementeringen av regelverket er 100 %. Folk tillater seg å gå utenfor regelverket, men dette er 

aldri noe krav men mer et spørsmål.  

- Karakterisere forskjeller fra Indonesia fra Norge – sosiale holdninger eller andre mekanismer 

som er forskjellig fra hvordan det er å operere i Norge? 

Den største forskjellen er at rutiner og praksis ikke utøves 100 % i forhold til hvordan regelverket er 

satt opp. Grensene kan gjerne tøyes litt mer her enn hjemme. Det skjer ikke i alle bauser og kanter, 

men det er en mer utbredt holdning til at noen prøver seg, eller at de ikke gjør en jobb i henhold til 

regelverket sier. En beskrivelse som utreder hvordan ting skal være blir gjerne på skjønn i forhold til 

hvem som sitter å utøver det kravet. De tar seg litt friheter og de tolker gjerne litt videre og bredere 

enn hva vi kan tillate oss hjemme.  

- På bakgrunn av disse forskjellene, er det noen avgjørende suksessfaktorer utover hva som er 

vanlig i Norge? 

Når det gjelder verifikasjon av tingene vi gjør, så gjør vi det gjerne bare en, to, tre ganger. Vi har alt i 

fra IDD prosessen til at vi gjennomgår regelverket selv. Vi bruker andre myndigheter som en ressurs 

og en verifikasjon på ting vi gjør. Dette er en god ting her. For eksempel har vi BPMigas [tilsvarende 

oljedirektoratet i Indonesia] som har laget en del retningslinjer om hvordan du skal opptre. Det er 

andre som har igangsatt dette lenge før oss, men BPMigas har nå kommet tilbake med interne 

retningslinjer for eget personell med hensyn til hvilke betalinger osv. de skal ta for å delta på møter; 

hvilke hotell de skal bo på, hvordan de skal fly osv. De ting som vi betaler, men som det er gitte 

retningslinjer på hvordan det skal utøves. Jeg vil si at dette er en avklaring og definitivt en 

forbedring som gjør det mye lettere for oss. Det går på posisjon; hvor de bor hen; og det sier noe 

om hvilke refusjoner de skal ha i forhold til de utlegg som vi har. Eg syns dette er ganske bra, det er 

lett å forholde seg til; og vi bruker i forbindelse med alle typer møter som vi har. 
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- Er dette systemet noe som er kommet nylig? 

Dette møtet som vi hadde kom i 2010 der de bekreftet at myndigheten skal bare ha fastsatte goder. 

Dette var et brev som BPMigas sendte til oss i januar 2011 der de bekreftet at ingen i BPMigas skal ha 

refusjon eller annet for å delta på møter. 

Når det de andre som deltar i møter så er det nå laget en guidelines som går på refusjonen av utgifter 

som de har i forbindelse med reiser som vi arrangerer. Tidligere var dette litt mer tilfeldig. De ønsket å 

bo en eller to dager mer; de ønsket å bo på finere hotell; de ønsket å spise litt bedre middag og så 

videre. Nå er det gitte retningslinjer for hva de skal og hvordan dette skal støttes. For oss er dette 

avgjørende, for ellers måtte vi ha laget en standard baser på hva andre i vår bransje gjør osv. Nå er 

det forholdsvis enkelt å forholde oss til hva som skal gis av de forskjellige refusjoner og erstatninger 

som de skal ha. Dette er en stor forbedring.  

Vi har ikke den samme avklaringen med alle departementene, men vi har guidelines som leder oss 

igjennom hva vi skal betale. Alt dette er innenfor det regelverket som vi har.  

Vi har egentlig ikke hatt noen problemer med de forskjellige deltakerne for vi har holdt oss rent til 

disse guidelinene.  

- Korrupsjon på et lavere nivå; såkalt småskalakorrupsjon, ble sett som et rødt flagg av HQ. 

Gjennom hvilke mekanismer eller faktorer vil du si at denne type korrupsjon opprettholdes? 

Jeg tar noen eksempler. For det første; hvis du kjører til fortballstadioen der det er vanskelig å 

parkere, så er fotballstadioen delt i flere små områder hvor du betaler i forhold til hvor du parkerer. I 

Norge eller i andre land betaler du en sum for å parkere, og så parkerer du på den plassen som du 

ønsker. Her er det et system hvor det er masse folk. Jo mer du betaler til den som står der, jo bedre 

plass får du; jo nærmere kommer du stadioen; og dessuten vil bilen bli lett tilgjengelig når du skal ut 

og inn. Her er det noen som betaler opptil 50.000 rupiah – ikke mye for oss; ca. 30 kroner – men det 

er det du må betale for å parkere. Folk blokkerer parkeringsplassen slik at selv om du har betalt for å 

komme inn så er den ikke tilgjengelig – må man betale en gang til for å få en parkeringsplass. Noen 

setter opp et skilt og kaller det for ’Valet parking’, kjører inn og parkerer bilen på en plass der de har 

satt sperrer foran. Da er det sett på som lovlig. Da gjør de deg en tjeneste, du setter bilen fra deg uten 

for shopping mallen eller hotellet og så kjører de og setter den i fra seg. Det samme gjør de på 

parkeringsplasser hvor det er en tilstelning enten det gjelder stadion eller andre, så vil de blokkere. 

Folk er avhengig av å betale for å få en parkeringsplass. Dette systemet opprettholdes utenfor 

restauranter; i parkeringshus og overalt. Man stikker til noen noe penger for å få en fordel. Dette ser 

vi veldig lite til når det gjelder i jobbsammenheng. Jeg har ikke opplevd noen gang at noen har 

forespurt; eller turt å forespørre; eller at de kommer opp med noe som helst hvor du skal gi en 

fordel eller at de ønsker penger for noe. Det er kun i forbindelse med disse møtene, men der er det jo 

en regulering.  

- Når dere bruker eksterne, enten rådgivere, meklere eller servicefolk til å gjøre de 

administrative tingene som er nødt til å gjøres – hvordan kontrollerer dere at de igjen ikke 

kommer borti denne småbetalingen som skjer? 

I utgangspunktet greier vi ikke helt å kontrollere hvis det er noen ting sånn i tredje rekke eller en 

underleverandør av det vil gjør. Av de underleverandørene som vi har, har vi vært ute å verifisert en 
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del av disse selskapene, og vi har sett på rutiner og vilkår som vi har. Foreløpig har de vært såpass lite 

i bruk i og med at vi fremdeles er i en planleggingsfase og de fleste kommer inn på kontoret for gjøre 

noe. Kanskje det blir annerledes når vi kommer på basen, men det kan jeg ikke si noe om på grunn av 

at det har vi ikke opplevd.  

Det vi har opplevd i andre land som et problem er hvordan man blir kvitt ting på en riktig måte: Hvis 

det da kommer folk som kommer å tilbyr at de har en tjeneste som de kan tilby for en rimeligere sum 

enn markedet – kan jeg godt tenke meg at det kan være ting her. Men det vi har sett igjennom de 

operasjonene vi har gjort har jeg opplevd at det er ganske ryddig fram til nå. Jeg vet jo at det er – 

men vi har ikke opplevd direkte at noen tør å komme å spør og at de tilbyr en tjeneste der de kan 

trylle vekk ting for en viss penge. Det har jeg ikke opplevd i det hele tatt. Derimot har jeg opplevd 

samarbeid mellom parter og så videre.  

Det går mer på hva vi opplever privat her. For eksempel var jeg å spurte om hvor lett det var å få 

seg et sertifikat. Det var jo forholdsvis lett; det var jo bare å betale. Men for eksempel 

dokumentasjon eller forfalskning har jeg ikke sett noe som helst av i jobbsammenheng. Men vi er jo 

ikke kommet i operasjon ennå. Det kan godt være at vi opplever andre ting når vi kommer så langt. 

Men sånn som vi har det nå – nei – jeg har ikke opplevd noe.   

- Fremtidig risikoestimering:  

Jeg ser jo muligheter for eventuelle forespørsler i forhold til utvikling i operasjonen i hensyn til bruk av 

båter, utstyr, folk, baser, kontorer. Foreløpig er det jeg har fått tilbakemelding på forholdsvis 

’renhårig’. Men dette er ting som fort kan endre seg i forhold til den situasjonen som vi er i – vi kan 

møte tøffere forhold når vi kommer litt lenger ut. 

- Er det en forskjell i sosialt tankesett i Indonesia i forhold til Norge, eller er det historisk 

basert? 

 Du ser jo for eksempel i USA at du kommer raskere inn på restauranter for å få seg bord fordi de 

gjerne stikker til seg noen penger osv. Her er det litt av det samme, men det er drevet av andre 

grunner. De som tar i mot trenger pengene og her i enda større grad trenger de kanskje pengene for å 

overleve. Det er litt av det samme at det har skapt seg, nesten som et yrke, med at du har en 

fortjeneste ’på si’. Alt i fra parkeringsplasser, til at du kan få et bord raskere; til å få dette litt mer 

tilgjengelig hvis du bare betaler. Her nede er dette en ’dyd av nødvendighet’ i noen tilfeller – folk 

trenger det. Det blir akseptert som en del av systemet. Det er ingen som ser på dette som en slags 

form for bestikkelse; det er mer en betaling for å få et gode. Men her er det helt klart at det er en 

bestikkelse fordi du betaler en person for en gode som andre ikke har råd til å betale.  

Du ser for eksempel at politiet av og til bestemmer seg for å håndheve reglene på en litt annen måte 

enn vanlig. De stiller seg ut i gaten og tar alle som kjører uten hjel. De som kjører uten hjelm bryter jo 

loven og politiet kjører da en aksjon på alle de som stopper. Om pengene da går inn i en kasse for toll 

og avgift, eller om det går i politiets lomme – det er det jo ingen som vet. Det er helt klart det at en 

del av de folkene jeg har snakket med, mener politiet gjør dette for å øke sin egen lønn. Jeg tror 

kanskje dette er noe vi unngår ved å alltid være to eller flere i bilen.  

- Når det gjelder forholdet mellom HQ og kontoret i Indonesia: I hvilken grad implementerer 

dere faktisk nye regler fra hovedkontoret? Gjennom møter, skriftlig, notater? 
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Det er to steg på én og samme vei: Når nytt regelverk eller nye krav kommer, så er det avhengig av 

hvor mye dette er hvordan det blir tatt opp. Er det store manualer som kommer fra Akos, så vil dette 

bli samlet og tatt opp i bolker med presentasjoner. Men kommer det små endinger for eksempel i 

etikk osv. er dette noe jeg tar opp i ukemøtet hos management.  Så blir det gjerne sendt ut en 

forhåndsintro i forhold til endringer og deretter presentert i månedsmøte med alle ansatte hvor vi går 

i gjennom det. Vi bruker månedsmøtet til å orientere om alt som er nytt, alle endringer. Der har vi to-

tre faste temaer hvor etikk er en av de og HMS [Helse, Miljø,Sikkerhet] som en de andre. Det er de to 

tingene som går igjen med hensyn til organisasjonsendringer.  

- Hvem deltar på møtene? 

Absoultt alle – inklusive konsulenter og inklusive folk ifra Pertamina. Vi er jo ikke så stort kontor, men 

de som er her – enten som konsulenter eller som Pertamina – inngår jo som en del av vår 

organisasjon. Dette er en del av den avtalen vi har med Pertamina.  

- Har du noen gang opplevd at du syns det er vanskelig å være mottakelig for nye endringer fra 

hovedkvarteret i Norge? (svarer på hvordan ting mottas internt i [Company]Indonesia) 

Nja… Det er av og til litt vanskelig å lese og å skjønne hvor mottakelige de *de som deltar på møter+ 

er. De er veldig ivrige til å diskutere og ta opp ting. Jeg synes at de månedsmøtene og de temaene 

som blir presentert har fått forholdsvis gode mottak og god kommunikasjon. Jeg syns det har vært 

noe av de gode tingene.  

- Assistanse og forståelse fra hovedkontoret? 

Jeg vil heller si det motsatte. Fram til nå har vi hatt [en person på HQ] som har både kjent 

problemstillingen og har erfaring fra andre steder også. For det første er jo Indonesia, sammen med 

Nigeria, Angola, Venezuela og Brasil, stemplet som røde og der vi vet at vi kan være utsatt for 

korrupsjon. Det er et høyere fokus i forhold til andre steder når det gjelder dette. Vi er røde allerede; 

det vil si at vi vet at dette foregår og at andre har vært utsatt for det. Det kjenner også 

hovedkontorfunksjonen til – det vil si at vi har blitt behandlet med hensyn til dette. Vi har en 

månedsrapport og en kvartalsrapport i forhold til alle de tingene vi gjør i forhold til eksterne 

selskaper. Det vil si at hvis man har hatt et eksternt selskap inne, og vi har spandert lunsj på de, så 

skriver vi til og med det ned. Har det vært ting som har blitt tatt opp eller diskutert som kan ligge i 

denne ’etikkbolken’ så har det blitt behandlet og fått tilbakemelding. Dessuten har vi et månedlig 

Etikk-møte hvor alle disse tingene blir tatt opp. Jeg er leder av denne Etikk-komitéen pluss etikkmøtet. 

Vi har månedsmøter og kvartalsmøter og dessuten har vi dette oppe som månedens tema i januar og 

desember.  

De tingene hvor vi har spurt om hjelp har vi fått hjelp. De tingene som vi rapporterer tilbake igjen i 

månedsrapporten og kvartalsrapporten, der får vi også en tilbakemelding hvis det er spørsmål eller 

om det er aksept i forhold til disse tingene. Alle de tingene der vi har utbetalinger og andre ting, har vi 

et formelt søknadsskjema som man sender inn til tilsvarende komité i Norge som må aksepteres før vi 

gir utbetalinger. For eksempel det møtet vi hadde sist, hadde vi en del hotellovernattinger, 

flybilletter, middag og lunsj som vi refunderte for en del mennesker. Dette gjorde vi opp på forhånd 

så vi var klar over hva vis skulle betale de. Den sendte vi til Norge og fikk aksept for og deretter 

satte vi utbetalingene i gang. 
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For oss er det en forhåndsgodkjenning i forhold til alle de utbetalingene vi har. Jeg kjenner ikke til 

noen saker som har vært utenfor som er meg bekjent. Dersom dette er tilfellet så skulle jo dette bli 

tatt opp i etikkmøtet eller i komiteen.  

Jeg syns det har gått forholdsvis greit fram til nå.  

Man hører jo veldig mye om ting der man kjøper seg først i køen, men vi har foreløpig ikke opplevd 

det – i alle fall ikke så lenge jeg har vært her [juni 2010]. Av de tilbakemeldinger eller  det som vi har 

sett av behandlinger, så har det ikke vært noen ting.  
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Interview with President Director sub-unit Indonesia 
Telephone interview conducted in Norwegian 

Date & time: Interview 19 April 2011, 9am 

Interviewees:  President Director Sub-unit Indonesia 

Interviewer: Rita Elisabet Herland 

Locations: Oslo, Norway (interviewer) and Jakarta, Indonesia (interviewee) 

TRANSCRIPTION (IN NORWEGIAN) 

- Når du arbeider med indonesiske partnere, hva opplever du som de to-tre mest merkbare 

forskjellene i holdninger og tankesett i forhold til småskalakorrupsjon når man skal gjøre 

forretning i Indonesia? 

 

Nå har vi opplevd fryktelig lite konkret, men når en snakker med folk her og du leser media, så er 

korrupsjon, ’facilities’ og gaver en naturlig del av samfunnet. Dermed er det vanskelig å løfte det opp 

som noe man klart skal ta avstand fra i samfunnet, selv om man erkjenner at det er et stort problem; 

det begrenser utviklingen av landet fordi pengene de kommer ikke dit de skal og forsvinner i enkeltes 

lommer, så er det samtidig sånn at; ’ok slik er det bare’. Det tar nok mange generasjoner før det går 

over, men det er liksom det å ta et skikkelig oppgjør med det, skjer egentlig ikke.  
 

- Opplever du at det er en forskjell mellom formelle og uformelle regler i Indonesia? Hvordan? 

 

Vår erfaring har vært at det er retningslinjer og regler for hvordan ting skal gjøres og det bidrar til at 

dette blir et lite problem – om det er et problem i det hele tatt, så langt i alle fall. Det at man lever 

opp til regler der det er etablert, i de områdene der det er etablert. Så har vi også vært ute for at det 

ikke har vært definerte regler for noen områder, for eksempel ’per diem’ betalinger til indonesiske 

offentlige ansatte når de deltar i møter og arrangementer som er arrangert av oss, så har det, ved å 

bringe opp saken nå blitt etablert regler. Av myndigheter som vi har å gjøre så er det kun BPMigas 

som de eneste som har et bevisst forhold til det. Statsselskapet Pertamina har også regler på dette. 

De opererer på linje med andre selskaper, så det er ikke noen problemstillinger. Men offentlige 

myndigheter, departementer, lokale myndigheter lever etter regler der det forventes at du blir betalt 

for. Dette er til en viss grad satt i et system der det fra Finansdepartementet eksisterer en liste over 

hvor mye du skal betale hvis du er de ulike stedene. Sånn sett er det formalisert og ryddig. Men 

samtidig må man greie å skille ut hva som skal gå til enkeltindividet og hva som skal gå til 

institusjonen – det er det som er noe av problemstillingen.  

 

Jeg tror det forskjellig grad av modenhet på de forskjellige offentlige institusjonene. For eksempel 

BPMigas som er utsatt for mye internasjonale oljeselskaper som  må forholde seg til FCPA og 

tilsvarende, så er dette et tema og de har tilpasset seg.   

 

- Opplever du at det på noen som helst måte kan være vanskelig å forene uformelle regler i 

Indonesia med de formelle [Company] Reglene i forhold til forretningspraksis I Indonesia?  
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Vi finner løsninger på det og gjør det formelt riktig, men det kan være litt krøkkete. Du må konstruere 

noen regler og rutiner som sørger for at det håndteres riktig. Men det går an  

 

- Helt generelt, gjennom hvilke mekanismer opprettholdes småskalakorrupsjon i Indonesia? 

 

Det er jo blitt rimelig sofistikert, ser det ut til. For å si det sånn; jeg møter fryktelig lite om noe av 

dette i den daglige virksomheten vår. Men når du følger med i media og det som skjer, så skjer det i 

stor grad gjennom offentlige institusjoner der det er mulig å lage seg rutiner som er usynlige utad 

men som bidrar til at pengestrømmen går litt annerledes. Eksempelvis skatt, toll og avgiftsområdet, 

importtillatelser, bankkontoer. Citibank har vært hardt ute å kjøre i det siste fordi de har drevet med 

diverse. Det er ikke her den store pengesummen nødvendigvis foregår, men det er en pengestrøm. På 

offentlige kontrakter er kanskje det mest typiske. Bruk av offentlige midler på for eksempel 

infrastruktur når kontrakter skal ut så fires de i en bestemt retning gjennom at de som tildeler 

kontraktene får et ’kickback’ som sørger for at de havner på rett sted. Det er kanskje det mest typiske. 

Og når du reiser rundt i landet ser du at det viktigste for offentlige indonesiske er å ha så mange 

prosjekter som mulig fordi det gir dem muligheten til slike ting. For eksempel hva gjelder vedlikehold - 

istedenfor å holde ting ved likeså bygger en heller et nytt. Dette skjer nok over alt og i alle mulige 

typer prosjekter, om det bygges veier eller om det bygges flyplasser eller liknende. Overalt der det er 

kontrakter ute å går skal man være uhyre oppmerksom på at ting gjøres riktig.  

 

- Er disse tingene knyttet til forskjeller i sosiale holdninger mellom Norge og Indonesia? 

 

Hvis du går litt tilbake i Norge så fantes det jo en kultur hvor du gav litt ekstra for å få en ekstra 

tjeneste. Det er jo dette vi opplever her også. For å få en ekstra service eller for å få ting igjennom er 

det denne gavekulturen – gratitudekulturen – som finnes i Østen i stor grad, hvor du skal vise 

takknemlighet for det du får til, så betaler du litt for det. Dette landet har fra gammelt av vært et 

sultanat med de som sitter på toppen ikke gjorde noen ting men levde av andre. De samme bygde 

man på i kolonitiden og videreutviklet dette. For meg virker det at det er så akseptert og at det 

fortsetter i dag. Jeg mener det er kulturelt eller om det er tilpasset gjennom lang historie hvor det har 

vært en overklasse som har skodd seg på andre, så er det faktisk sånn fortsatt: det er litt akseptert.  

 

- Hvordan stiller du deg til påstandene om at anti-korrupsjonsprosessen er utbredt? 

 

Jeg tror det er riktig det, selv om ikke alle er med meg der. De som er kjent med at korrupsjon er der, 

sier at korrupsjon er galt men mener det ikke. Dette tror jeg er et av problemene. Det sitter så mange 

som er personlig tjent med at dette fortsetter at de jobber aktivt imot det. Og det går helt til topps. 

Folk sier det riktige i de riktige sammenhenger, men så gjør de noe annet. Jeg tror til og med 

presidenten sliter med dette selv: han går til valg på dette tema og vinner, men etterpå er det ikke så 

viktig lenger. Så kan en spørre seg hvorfor det ikke skjer noe og hvorfor man ikke tar tak i disse store 

tingene. Kommentarene fra mange er at han sitter i en posisjon der noen har noe på han; så han tør 

ikke gjøre noe.  Alle som sitter i en maktposisjon i Indonesia i dag har kommet til den 

maktposisjonen på grunn av noe, ikke nødvendigvis fordi de er så fryktelig dyktige, men at de har 

greid å skaffe seg en posisjon økonomisk og sosialt som gjør at de har flyttet opp i systemet. De 

sosiale klasseskillene der er rimelig låst i dette landet. Det er ikke lett å bryte igjennom.  
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- I hvilken grad ser dere på småskalakorrupsjon som en risiko? 

 

I forbindelse med operasjonene våre så har vi noen operasjonelle risikoer og noen risikoer som er 

knyttet til vår virksomhet i Indonesia.  På denne listen står det ’a corruption case’. Her snakker vi om 

de små utleggene. De som går inn i storskalakorrupsjon går bevisst inn i det – de vet at du gjør noe 

galt når du gjør du. Men det å være oppmerksom på at du kan faktisk gjøre noe galt når du ikke helt 

tenker på det, i det daglige. De sakene er like viktige å ha fokus på. Derfor står dette som en betydelig 

risiko og det vil alltid være en risiko i mange år framover i Indonesia.  

 

- Hvor møter dere dette? I private sammenhenger? På eksternt administrerte seminarer? På 

seminarer dere holder? 

 

Vi møter ikke mange av de. Du kan bli stoppet i trafikken av politiet som har lyst på lunsjpenger. 

Men grunnen til at vi har det høyt på agendaen er for å sørge for at vi til en hver tid er bevisst på å 

ta stilling til det. Du kan komme på flyplassen og kjøpe deg billig igjennom og å slippe å stå i kø. I 

mange land gjør man jo det, det er en slags avgift du betaler. Hvor blir de pengene av, kan du jo 

spørre deg. Du kan kjøpe den type tjenester hvor som helst i verden, men jeg tror at den fortjenesten 

ender i lomma på noen. Vi har stadig vekk folk som spør oss hvorfor vi ikke kan gjøre dette, spesielt 

besøkende som kommer fra Norge. Istedenfor at de skal stå i kø, kan ikke de få en VIP service slik de 

får andre steder. Da sier vi klart nei!  

 

-  I hvilken grad mener du at dere klarer å håndtere dette? Hvordan håndteres dette? 

 

Vi kan aldri være 100 % trygg på at ting foregår absolutt riktig, men det er det at vi må etablere 

mekanismer som gjør at du kommer så langt du kan i å kontrollere det. Man kan ikke være 100 % 

sikker, men å komme så nær som mulig og å lage kontrollmekanismer for det.  

 

- Forhåndsbetaling/ forhåndsbetaling, forhåndsbetaling? 

 

I per diem betalinger ligger det både reiser, opphold og eventuelt diett. Vi prøver å bringe den 

summen så langt ned som mulig ved å kjøpe billetten for dem; ved å betale hotellet for dem. Vi kjøper 

også maten for de istedenfor at de får kontanter. Vi minimaliserer problemstillinger gjennom den 

måten å håndtere det på. Dette har ikke noe å gjøre med HQs godkjenninger osv å gjøre, men det har 

med måten ting håndteres og praktiseres på.  

 

(SQ3: Praksis: Uformelle utlegg) 

 

- Har du opplevd tilfeller der dine ansatte eller du har blitt spurt om å betale uformelle utlegg i 

businessammenheng eller privat? 

 

Våre retningslinjer er her at i alle slike sammenhenger så skal det bringes opp til nærmeste leder og 

avtales i den grad det er noe. Hvis det er en problemstilling som går utover den lederens mandat så 

bringer en det opp på øverste nivå og eventuelt til Norgeskontoret. Det har ikke vært spørsmål om 

betaling. Spørsmål om uformelle betalinger har vært knyttet til diettbetalinger for ’public officials’ og 

BPMigas i forbindelse med møter og feltturer og reiser knyttet til vår virksomhet. Dette går inn under 
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denne diett og ’per diem’ betalingene. Det er vel mer et mer et spørsmål om å motta ting. Gaver. Der 

er det mange som kommer og spør hva de får lov til. Det syns jeg er kjempebra. Da har vi 

retningslinjer i konsernet, men vi har også egne retningslinjer for Indonesia som sier hvordan du skal 

håndtere den type ting. Det er en gavekultur her; både ved å gi og å få. Vi kan ikke, som nordmenn, si 

at vi ikke liker den kulturen og velger å ikke ta del i det og gir ikke gaver. Altså; vi gir jo julepresanger i 

Norge også. Så der har vi laget oss grenser og regler for dette, spesielt utarbeidet for Indonesia (og 

Kina).  

 

Vi har laget en policy som kalles ’Donations, Sponsorships and Gifts ’. Et område som er symptomatisk 

og kanskje spesielt i Indonesia er golf. Der ’gud og værmann’ inviterer til store turneringer; det er 

store premier og det er særdeles lite knyttet til jobb. Reglene vi har der er at det skal være et faglig 

program knyttet til dette, og det skal ikke være premier. Vi har nektet å delta i en del. Vi lagde jo for 

eksempel trøbbel for et amerikansk selskap her som skulle arrangere golfturnering sammen med 

BPMigas. Vi spurte dem etter et faglig program og vi spurte dem etter begrunnelsen for premier 

fordi vi ønsker å være compliant med FCPA – noe vi regnet med at de også var. Nei det hadde de 

ikke tenkt på. Den golfturneringen forvant bare, den ble ikke noe av. Dette området, når det gjelder 

golf, er rimelig ullent mange steder i verden vil jeg tro. Det er så kjekt å spille golf og da ser man 

igjennom fingrene på ting. Det er nesten sånn som i Norge; ved å delta på VM i ski, må vi etablere 

firkantede regler for å få det til å funke.   

 

Email correspondence- follow-up on questions, 26 April 2011 

 

Hei Rita. 

Omstendighetene var slik: 

 Vi ble sammen med andre utenlandske selskap invitert til en golfturning der BP Migas (myndighetene) var 

hovedmålgruppen. Det skal i slike sammenhenger ift [Company]s regler (og FCPA hvis jeg ikke tar feil) være en 

faglig del av slike arrangement og premiering skal skje etter klare kriterier og premiene skal ha en ”akseptabel” 

verdi. I denne sammenheng forespurte vi om at alt dette var på plass. Det aktuelle selskapet hadde ikke tenkt 

på slike (FCPA) problemstillinger i det hele tatt, og det viste seg at arrangementet ikke hadde noe faglig innhold 

og at premiene var helt ute av proporsjoner. Typisk på slike arrangement i Indonesia så ender de store premiene 

til myndighetenes representanter, og vil vill sikre oss at dette ikke var en problemstilling. 

Konklusjonen var at arrangementet ble avlyst (uten noen klar grunn). Jeg tror det er riktig og viktig å alltid stille 

deg selv disse spørsmålene i forkant før du aksepterer slike invitasjoner. Vi har retningslinjer for det. 

  

From the President Director Indonesia, 26 April 2011 

 

Et eksempel som jeg selv hadde er da jeg foreleste på Pertamina. Første gangen jeg kom dit fikk jeg 

beskjed om å signere på et ark og så fikk jeg konvolutt. Der lå det ni millioner rupiah oppi. Den ble jo 

bare blankt avvist – på bakgrunn av at jeg gjør dette gratis. Dette skal vi ikke ha betaling for. Det var 

første gang noen hadde sagt, og det er masse utenlandske selskaper som holder foredrag. Jeg har 

ingen formening om hva disse pengene blir brukt til, men det sier noe om kulturen. De betaler for 

tjenester selv om du får det fra et samarbeid med selskap til folk som egentlig har lønn allerede og 

ikke trenger betaling for det. Du skal ikke langt tilbake i Norge før det var akkurat likedan- det er ikke 

mange år. 

 

- Har du betalt ut av egen lomme i business sammenheng noen gang? 
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Jeg har ikke opplevd det i Indonesia. Vi har jo retningslinjer for dette i våre etikk-guidelines. Der det er 

elementer som går på liv og helse, eller i den grad de selv føler seg truet, da kan man også akseptere 

det.  

 

- Hva tror du ville vært den beste måten svare i slike situasjoner?  

 

Dette er helt situasjonsavhengig.  Blir du skvist opp i en situasjon hvor du er trengt opp i et hjørne så 

er det fryktelig lett å gjøre ting. Det som man har erfart her er når du kommer inn med en koffert med 

norsk mat blir denne ofte stoppet og påstått at det er ulovlig. Det er flere som har blitt utsatt for det. 

De som stopper vil helt sikkert ha betalt for at du kan gå videre. Svaret å gi da er at de får ta varene. 

Jeg tror initielt at det å være klar på at dette kan ikke vi; dette gjør vi ikke: Punktum og ikke noe mer 

diskusjon. Deretter må man jo vurdere situasjonen etter hvert. Det er enkelt å si det sånn, men når du 

står midt oppi det, så er det ikke alltid like enkelt.   

 

(SQ3: Praksis: Bruken av agenter) 

 

- Helt generelt, er det noen kritiske suksessfaktorer for å lykkes som bedrift i Indonesia som 

mest sannsynlig ikke er de samme i Norge? 

 

Det er ikke de store forskjellene i vår bransje. Det er en internasjonal bransje, du møter de samme 

konkurrentene overalt. De fleste har samme utdannelse og ting finansieres fra de samme bankene. 

Men andre deler av verden utenfor Norge fokuserer på det er relasjoner. I Norge kan du komme til 

OED, du har aldri sett dem før og du kan gå rett inn. Det gjør du ikke her. Uten at det er ikke noe galt i 

det. Den menneskelige relasjonen der du skal skape tillitt; du skal kjenne hverandre litt; du skal 

snakke om alt mulig annet før du kommer til saken – det er definitivt en forskjell.  

Det gjelder å balansere den for å i det hele tatt få til noe. Men det er mange eksempler vi hører her 

der myndighetene forteller at utenlandske er helt håpløse og at de må skjønne at de ikke kan holde 

på på denne måten.  

 

- I hvilken grad er det nødvendig å benytte seg av advokater? 

 

I [Company] Indonesia har vi hatt en rammeavtale med et advokatfirma i Singapore som har en filial i 

Indonesia, med lokale advokater. Utenlandske advokater har ikke lov å drive i Indonesia. De har lov å 

være rådgivere. I den grad vi trenger juridisk støtte – eksempelvis hva vi har hatt det på noen 

huskontrakter der kvaliteten ikke har vært som den skulle og vi har ønsket å komme oss ut av 

kontrakten – har de pekt på et lokalt advokatfirma som vi skal bruke. Betalingene av dette 

advokatfirma skjer via dette hovedselskapet, ikke direkte til advokatene, men til selskapet i 

Singapore. Det er den avtalen som juridiske i Norge har etablert for de aller fleste land i verden. Det 

er en konsernavtale som vi adlyder i forhold til dette.  

 

Vi har også brukt noen selskap på hus, ansettelser og på olje og gassrådgivning.  

 

- Hva med assistenter/ administrative mellommenn? Lokale?  
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Ja, vi har ansatt en lokal stab på kontoret og så har vi outsourcet noen få funksjoner som resepsjon. 

Utover det så har vi egne ansatte som gjør jobben. I tillegg har vi brukt internasjonale politiske 

konsulenter på enkelte ting for å forstå samfunnet. Vi har brukt noe tilsvarende i forbindelse med 

geotermisk, inn mot det å forstå skoglovgivningen, som er betydelig innenfor det å forstå geotermisk. 

Denne type tjenester har vi kjøpt. Det har vært etablert en kontrakt, vi har gjennomført IDD på 

selkapene. I Indonesia så gjør man jo IDD på alt – hver rubbel og bit – og før du inngår kontrakter.  

 

I forhold til å skaffe visum og arbeidstillatelse må man ha egne ansatte. Det er en HR funksjon som 

har ansvaret for å få godkjent posisjonene til expats i BPMigas systemet, som får det godkjent i 

Ministry ofg Manpower og alt det formelle rundt dette. Vi har også hatt et anbud ute på Immigration 

Services der det er et selskap som leverer den tjenesten som fysisk skaffe arbeidstillatelser. Her ligger 

det klausuler på å følge vår lovgivninger; det er blitt gått igjennom våre regler og krav og oppfølging 

på den regulære basisen. Vi må få vite hvordan de driver og hvordan de håndterer disse tingene. Igjen 

er det å lage seg kontrollmekanismer der du kommer så langt som mulig for å få det levert sånn som 

det skal.  

 

- Bruker dere agenter for å skaffe dere pass, eller i forbindelse med å komme raskere gjennom 

en flyplass? Bruker dere agenter for å registrering av biler? 

 

Vi har minimalisert dette ved for eksempel å leie biler. Vi outsourcer derfor registreringen av biler.  

Vi leier bilen, med sjåfør, fra et selskap; vi har ikke sertifikater eller gjør noe registrering av biler. 

Dette gjøres av selskapet.  

 

- Hva er begrunnelsen for bruk av assistenter? 
- Er (denne) bruken av agenter betraktet som en varsellampe? 

 
Når det gjelder anskaffelse av arbeidstillatelser finnes det noen som har prøvd på egenhånd. En 

historie gikk på en sveitsisk doktorgradsstudent som snakket bahasa flytende og hadde drevet som 

sosialantropolog som ville fikse dette selv. Han begynte i en ende; fikk papirer; fylte dem ut. Han var 

fram og tilbake; opp og ned og ut igjen. Han holdt på i flere uker og kom ingen vei og gav fullstendig 

opp etter fire uker hvor han hadde prøvd å få dette til. Det er derfor blitt en dyd av nødvendighet for 

i det hele tatt å få disse tingene til å fungere. Men man kan jo stille seg spørsmål om hvorfor det er 

sånn.  

 

- Hvorfor fungerer det så mye bedre for agenter som kan det? Hva gjør disse? 
 
Dette er det eneste området hvor det er litt gråtoner. Her kan man jo egentlig aldri føle deg 100 % 
trygg på at ting skjer riktig. Da får man gå så langt man kan gjennom kontrollmekanismer for at du 
har kontrollen. Vi har ikke greid å avdekke at det er noe som ikke er riktig i våre gjennomganger 
men jeg sitter igjen med den følelsen så klart, må jeg ærlig innrømme.   
 

- Hvilke kontrollmekanismer gjør dere utover de formelle? 
 
Når de signerer på kontrakten så signerer de en samtidig på en god del prinsipper som de skal 
forfølge og forholde seg til i forhold til dette. Det er en sum vi betaler dem regelmessig i henhold til 
kontrakten og så må de dokumentere hvor disse pengene går. Det er litt ’publish what you pay’ 
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tenkning vi har valgt å gjøre og de må da vise til hvordan pengene blir brukt. Så  langt så har vi ikke 
kunne peke på noe galt fra vår side.  
 

(SQ3: Hvordan HQ’s interne ensretting av standarder påvirker *Company+ Indonesia?)  

 

- Møter du noen problemer gjennom at HQ ønsker å holde standardiserte nulltoleranse-

regler?  

 

Som jeg har beskrevet så har vi ikke det. Vi har greid å løse de. Man kan si mye om Hovedkontoret. 

Jeg har sittet som konsernfunksjon på hovedkontoret før jeg kom hit og jeg skjønner vel mer nå 

hvordan vi ble oppfattet. Verden sett fra Norge ser ut på en måte og verden sett utenifra ser kanskje 

litt annerledes ut. Ikke det at prinsipper og praksis skal være noe annerledes men evnen til å se det er 

ulik. Jeg tror det største problemet til Norge og vesten er at vi definerer hvordan verden skal være og 

ser verden sånn – tror vi. Men det er den ikke: Mennesker er annerledes, kulturer er annerledes, og 

systemene er bygd opp annerledes – rent historisk sett også.  

 

Dette har det tatt en god del tid for min egen del å få en forståelse for; at det går faktisk an å gjøre 

ting riktig i Indonesia. Når det gjøres IDD på indonesiske samarbeidspartnere og indonesiske 

selskaper, så er alt galt [sett fra hovedkontorets perspektiv]. [De mener] Alt er perfekt i eget reir – og 

med [Company]s historie så er det jo ikke det. Vår tilnærming til problemstillinger fra Norge når det 

skal gjennomføres slike IDDs, så er det at vi ønsker å være rett på sak og å spørre rett ut hvordan ting 

er. Da kan man glemme å fortsette med den saken. Det fornærmer folk. De [HQ] har en tendens til å 

opptre litt som ’en elg i glasshus’. De vet ikke hvordan de skal oppføre seg helt. De tror det som er 

hjemme, men her skal man forholde seg til en helt annen kultur og ting som tas opp på en helt annen 

måte. Eksempelvis dette med å bruke tid for å bli varm i trøya og for å bli akseptert. Da kan man 

spørre om fryktelig mye. Dette har jeg opplevd og det opplever jeg om og om igjen. Representanter 

fra HQ vi helst gjøre ting på sin måte. Og å høre på at det faktisk finnes en verden utenfor Norge er 

ikke alltid så enkelt. Det er ikke mange som har vært ute; og har en vært ute så har man vært i USA 

eller England eller slike land, så det blir ikke sammenlignbart. Kompetansen hos [Company] og hos 

norske selskap er minimal for type land som Indonesia og generelt Asia og Midtøsten. Måten man 

agerer mot andre mennesker innledningsvis er annerledes enn det vi er vant til.  

 

Det er mange historier om amerikanere som kommer brautende inn og slår i bordet og sier at de vil 

hat sånn eller sånn. Et eksempel er jo EITI prinsippene, hvor sekretariatet kommer til Indonesia og 

legger fram at Indonesia også bør legge dette til grunn. Det første spørsmålet som kommer opp 

kommer fra en rimelig høyt oppe i et departement når han ser på lista over land som har 

implementert dette: ’Hvorfor kommer dere til oss og til tredjeverdensland og forteller oss om disse 

tingene, og forlanger at vi skal implementere disse tingene når dere ikke gjør det selv?’. De har ikke 

implementert dette selv; de har ikke søkt engang. De ønsker ikke å legge disse prinsippene til grunn. I 

denne sammenhengen er Norge det eneste OECD land som faktisk søker og nå har implementert EITI. 

Dette gjør at vi kan snakke med dem med en helt annen måte enn amerikanske selskaper kan gjøre. 

Indonesiske selskaper, indonesiske departement osv, har brukt [Company] som støttespiller i EITI 

sammenheng. De har ikke brukt IPA, som er oljeselskapenes organisasjon, eller de store 

internasjonale som er franske eller amerikanske. Dette er da fordi Norge som nasjon faktisk har tatt 

dette på alvor selv. Skal vi forvente at andre gjør det så må vi også gjøre det selv. Sånt er det mye av. 
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Det tror jeg er det største problemet på hovedkontoret – det at man tror at verden er slik som den er i 

Norge.  

 

- Er HQ mer risikoaverse og mer skeptiske enn dere? 

 

Man blir jo fort risikoavers når man mangler kunnskap. Jeg tror at i stor grad så går dette på 

kunnskap. Det å bevilge seg tid – vesten har jo veldig liten tid - og å skaffe seg den nødvendige 

kunnskapen; forståelsen for businesskulturen og kulturen og historien for å forstå hvorfor ting er som 

de er.  

 

- Er du av den oppfatningen at den stillingen [Company] har skaffet seg i fht. EITI prinsippene, 

den goodwillen vi har der, kan bidra til å bli et komparativt fortrinn for dere på sikt? 

 

I akkurat i den sammenhengen der tror jeg det er et konkurransefortrinn. Det er et 

konkurransefortrinn i forhold til de myndigheter som styrer med sånne ting. Vi får en helt annen type 

goodwill, men samtidig blir vi nok opplevd av BPMigas som litt vanskelige. Det er mange ting som vi 

ikke kan gjøre som de sier at alle de andre gjør.  

 

’Per diem’-saken har vært et eksempel på dette der vi har møtt påstander om at vi er vanskelige. 

Hvorfor må vi kontrolleres og gjøre så omstendelige tiltak når de amerikanske og de franske 

selskapene bare gjør dette? De bare betaler. Da må vi sette oss ned og forklare dette. Heldigvis har vi 

møtt motparter i BPMigas nå, som er tidligere anti-korrusjonskomite advokater, som er ansatt i 

BPMigas som har forståelse og sympati for at dersom vi har regler, som FCPA og de norske reglene, 

så må vi følge dem. Den approachen har de tatt. Dette er en utvikling som har kommet i det siste; det 

er ansatt to i BPMigas og én i Pertamina. Vi ser at det skjer ting rundt disse. Holdninger endrer seg og 

systemer snus. De moderniseres og tilpasser seg disse reglene. Det er jo et ønske i Indonesia om å bli 

kvitt dette. Men hvordan skal man gå fram og hvor mange generasjoner må man skifte ut? Og hvor 

begynner man? Og hvis vi kan være med og bidra til at ting går litt fortere, sånn som ved å innføre 

EITI, så betyr det at alle selskaper i alle sammenhenger må publisere hva de betaler og myndigheten 

må vise hva de bruker disse pengene til. Dette har vært på min liste siden jeg kom hit i 2007. Også 

den gang var jo noe av utfordringen med Indonesia korrupsjon, og fortsatt er det det. Da ble vi enige 

om, slik vi har gjort andre steder, at vi som selskap skal prøve å EITI prinsippene innført. Nå er vi også 

kanskje der. Det går riktig vei, men det som frustrerer litt er at det gikk kjempe fort en stund og så 

stopper det opp litt. Vi får bare håpe det kommer i gang igjen.  

 

- Søkning om avvik fra [Company]-reglene: Har dere noen gang søkt om avvik fra [Company] 

reglene? 

 

Når det gjaldt disse ’per diem’ betalingene så har vi vært i grenseland hvis man betaler cash til 

enkeltpersoner for diett – mot kvittering. Her søkte vi om avvik og vi ønsket å få endret det systemet 

slik at det går an å håndtere det uten å avvike hver gang. Dette ble godkjent. VI hadde saken også 

inne i internkomiteen og informerte om saken der.  Igjen tror jeg at det som var nyttig i den 

sammenhengen var å skape større forståelse for bredden av problemstillingen – altså hvordan det 

hang sammen. Dersom man tar denne problemstillingen helt ut av sammenhengen så blir det helt 

annerledes enn når du snakker med sammenheng.  
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- I hvilken grad former [Company]s standardregler, altså Norgeskontorene, dine personlige 

holdninger og verdigrunnlag?  

 

[Company]s verdier er ikke unike. De er rimelig universelle og du finner dem igjen i mange andre 

selskaper med litt forskjellig kulør. Men jeg skal innrømme at når man får de konkrete 

problemstillingene opp, slik som før jeg flyttet hit, så var det jo å gjøre seg kjent med hva selskapet 

står for. Vi har opplevd at mye av de etiske prinsipper og fortolkninger som er lagt til grunn har vært 

gjennom-bearbeidet og har gitt gode føringer. Vi har også hatt mye kursing på disse tingene opp 

igjennom, så jeg føler at tematikken har en god folkelig forankring som gjør at man kan bruke det til 

noe. Det er ikke bare teori. Det har nok bidratt til å forme en del.  

 

Jeg satt jo litt på utsiden i sin tid i forhold til denne Iran-saken i selskapet, der jeg oppsummerte den 

fra utsiden. Denne saken har vært uhyre bra for selskapet. Der ble det grepet tak i noen som egentlig 

bør ha blitt grepet tak i før men sannsynligvis ikke skjedd. I etterkant hadde et amerikansk 

advokatselskap en audit på oss i detalj på hva vi har gjort. De var her i tre dager. De gav oss godkjent 

karakter på alt vi gjør med basis i at vi har fulgt regler og gått saktere fram enn hva vi kanskje hadde 

trengt å gjøre, for å være trygge på at vi gjør ting riktig. Nå har jo vi vært heldige sånn sett, med det 

at vi har hatt en såpass sein oppstart. Rigger og alle slike ting har kommet sent, slik at vi har hatt tid 

til å gjøre ting litt omstendelig. Det er ikke sikkert det hadde vært like lett hvis ting hadde gått 

fryktelig fort og vi ikke hadde hatt tid til å se sg om og å forstå ting. Når andre selskaper kommer hit 

og vil etablere seg i Indonesia så råder jeg dem til å bruke tid helt til å begynne med, all den tid du 

trenger før du gjør noe, til å forstå hvordan ting fungerer og hvordan ting henger sammen, slik at du 

unngår å gjøre gale ting. 

 

Etter å ha bodd i Indonesia, med korrupsjonssaker og KPK i avisen hver dag, så får du et litt annet 

forhold til saket og ser hvor vanvittig finurlig dette er. Man ser hvor utspekulerte folk er til å få ting til 

å virke tilforlatelig. Man kan jo bli litt redd også, fordi plutselig så kan man bli lurt opp i noe uten at 

man skjønte hva det gikk på.  

 

- Hvordan stiller du deg til denne ’dualiteten’? Hva er årsaken når folk sier de vil ha korrupsjon 

avskaffet men stadig vekk fortsetter de med det? 

 

Jeg tror man skal skille mellom to ting når det gjelder korrupsjon i Indonesia. Disse små tingene vi 

snakker om, og som vi bruker mye tid på, er lite til berikelse for enkeltpersoner. Dette er mer for at 

driften skal gå rundt i en del offentlige institusjoner. Dette brukes til driftsmidler: kjøpe PCer, papirer 

og blyanter. Det som er det store problemet i Indonesia er jo ’eliten’ – de søkkrike – som er blitt 

søkkrike på storskalakorrupsjon. Da er vi ikke på dette kontraktsområdet der man manipulerer og 

blander politikk og business. Dette er det virkelig e problemet for landets utvikling. Denne florerer 

fortsatt, og det er her det er et problem at man politisk ikke tør å ta et oppgjør med. Noen sier jo at i 

en letefase som de er i nå, så blir man ikke utsatt for noe. Men vent til dere begynner å bygge ut ting 

å tildele kontrakter. Da har dere kanskje brukt fem milliarder dollar. Da tør man ikke å si nei, fordi da 

taper man alt. Dette er på en måte litt av tenkningen også; at man bør være robust for fremtiden og 

posisjonere oss og forstå såpass mye at det ikke bare nå ikke utgjør et problem, men at det også på 

lang sikt ikke blir et problem.  
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Vi er ikke redd for framtiden i så måte. Vi jobber forebyggende i forhold til dette og har jobbet 

forebyggende hele veien. Men jeg tror det aller viktigste - jeg håper det er riktig – det er jo å skjønne 

hvordan ting skjer; skjønne samfunnet og å være opptatt av det som skjer i samfunnet – politisk, 

økonomisk og ikke minst dette grensesnittet mellom politikk og forretning. Forstå styremennene, 

forstå hvordan de agerer, for å kunne fange opp signalene i forkant istedenfor etterpå.  

I denne sammenhengen har samtaler med internasjonale rådgivere vært uhyre viktig
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